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Consider an increase in wn, the firm's 'opportunity
cost for physician input-Since both 141, Hew = 1),
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Introduction

Jes'se S. Hixson
Bureau of Health Manpower
Health Resources Administration

0

How many physicians and dentists does te Nation
need? What should the Federal Governmen do to im-
prove the geographical distribution of t e Nation's
physicians and dentists? These questions come to the
forefront each time the Congress debates the renewal or
revision of its legislation for financial assistance to
health professional training institutions and students.

Historically, the debate has been heavily flavored
with rhetoric about shortages of health manpower
relative to unmet health care needs of the population.
Recently, however, the debate has taken a new twist.
Many are repeating the argument that the Aation has
reached the point where continued produCtion of
physicians and dentists will result only in an increase in
.prices of health care, not in the amount of care
produced and consumed. The implication of this
argument is twofold: the Nation's output of physicians
and dentists should be decelerated, and drastic Federal
intervention is required to assure that physicians and
dentists are distributed to provide optimally the health
services that the Nation demands.

The basis of this argument is the so-called "target in-
come hypothesis" about, physicians' and dentists'
pricing behavior. The target income hypothesis has
developed a significant following among economists
doing empirical research on physicians' economic
behavior, and it has recently been pursued in empirical
work:on dentists' supply behavior as well. Despite the

-attention it has received, the origin of the "hypothesis"
remains obscure. It has never been formally stated, and
its empirical implications have never been formally
derived or tested. It is most often encountered as a
blatantly naive assertion. As an examplel the following
is a passage from a documeo prepared for the Council
of State Governments discussing current issues affecting
dentistry. Referring to what -Robert G. Evans has
termed the "utilization promotion effect" in his em-

pirical study of physi ian incomes [2], the document
states:

The same theory can be applied to dentistry. If
correct, continued production of dental grad-
uates, thought by many to be the source of more
dental care for more people, will probably result
in higher costs for dental services. For example,
assuminthe presenikdemand for dental services
and the concept of target income, a simple
equation related to the number of dentists can
be developed: .1.

number of dentists x target income =
total expenditure for dental care

This indicates that an increase in the number of
dentists, in their target income, or in both will
result in increased dental expenditures, r9gard-
less of the number bf consumers .-. . [If

The document goes on to suggest that to Ototect the
public from the insidious consequences of a continuing
output of dentists, the Government should'` institute
demand-augmenting programs. The document recom-
mends that to protect the wblic from The alleged per-
verse consequences of "too many" dentists, the Gover-
nment should take measures that 'will result in enhan-

* cing the dental profession's economic status. Thus the
document makes use of the " target income" hypothesis
to argue that it is really in the public interest to pursue a
policy that,_from the perspective of orthodox economic
theory, could be construed to be solely in the interest of
the dental profession and detrimental to the public
interest. , -

Although the originof the target incometypothesis is
obscui-`e, one can point to three papers, published in the
early 1970's that precipitated a major interest in_the
notion and convinced many economists that orthodox
economic mode 0' not apply to the health care
markets. Two of the papers were published in 1970



2 these were Feldstein's "The Rising Price of Physicians'
Services" [4] and Newhouse's "A Model of Physician

2 Pricine7[5] while the third wasthe 1973 article by 4
Evans, Parish, and Sully,. "Medical Productivity, Scale
Effects, and Demand Creation?' [3] Since these papers
are reviewed'elsewhere in this volume, only a few brief
comments about thei apparent impact on the
subsequent literature are made here.

None(of the papers presents aWell-defined concept of
target-income pricing behavior or a formalization of
the hypothesis frOm which empirical impliCationssan be
derived. Thus, none q the authors has a theory on .

which to base,the interpretations of,his empirical results
as representing! income-targeting blta:ior. The
empirical results of the first papers areiderived from
18 to 20 observation. Thee of the fffst paper, are
presen d as total failures to fit conventional ,Models,t9 .

aggrega e tirnk-series data, .with the ,conclusions
presente as speculative' r,ationalizations of , the',
unsuccessful search for e-ex-pected selationships. The.,
conclusions of the second aper are basetl.onsamplelof
up to 20' oAtivations in which ass&ted "demant, .1
variables." included in price eqtiations are never
significant and often have the "wrong" sigh. The author '°
suggests that the results may be due to the high
correlations between the variables and the low ntilenber
of observations, but prefers the speculate conclusion
that physicians are not "fully" profit maximizers but
satisfiers.with income targets! The cdficlusion in. favor .

of target income behavior presented in the third paper
' rests on the authors' demonstration that output per

physician is inversely related to local
. physician/population ratios. Despite 'their pointirrg

out seyeral cruciallimitations of their "test" for,supply:
induced demand, they preferred to emphasize the
"consistency': of the result with the demand-creatio,
hypothesis.

One carionly saythat the results of these three studies
are.inconcisive at bey. Nevertheless, these three papers
are often cited as strong evidence of unorthodox pricin
behvaior in the market 'for health services. It has
'become fashionable to include a practitioner-to-
population ratio variable in almost every- investigation
of physician or dentist service supply Or. demand t
capture the ex-pected demand-creation phenomenon. A
recent study of the dental service input-output
relationship even included the dentist-population fano
in the-estimated production function to test for supplier-

--\induced derpand [6].
At the pAsent time, the debate about the meritsand

relevance of the target income hypothesis and related ,.o
issues is far from resolved among economists. In fact, it
has not progressed to the point where the meaning of
the terms used by the protagoniiThand antagonists are
agreed upon, by 'all those engaged in the debate.

, Nevertheless, the presumed implications* of the
hypothesis are being contemplated by policymakers and .
advisori to pOlicyrcers, and are having profohnd
effects on their thinking and their recommendations for

health and health manpower policy. Despite the
flimsinesi of the theoretical basis and the empirical.
support for a belief that the phenomena exist, "target
income" behavior and "supplier-induced demand",
seem to provide an attractive rationale for the abruptly
changing public attitude toward support of health
professions education and toward', regulation, of
behavior in the health care system. -

Although the politics of the tituatibn may have pre-
determined theltoutcome of.the public policy debate, it is
not too late to examine the logical basis of the theories
and the merits of the empirical evidence, as well as to
attempt to develop a rigorous aprroachqo resolving the
issues in the scientific dimension. 'Toward this,end, the
Bureati of 'Health Manpower has asked a number of
individuals, most of whorl have 'not 'been i olved in
the target-income controversy, t43 view the i ,sties from
various perspectives. 'Their papers, =tog her with

'comtrients ffom invited discussants, are inclu in this
volurne which, ho d, will go some way oward
providing imare r&ou to the issuv44,4..

Riferences
1. The. Council of ,State -Governments, Manpower;

,A Background Paper Prepared for the
National Task Force on State Dental Policies ,

(Mimeographed) 1978
2: .Evans RG: Does Canada have too thany doctors? Why

nobody loves an immigrant hysician. Canada
Public Policy Analyses Politi# 2 (Spring, 1977)

3. Evans RG, Parish EMA, Sully edical producT/
tivity, Stale effects, and deman= g neration. Canadian
Journal of Economics VI: A 1973

4. Feldstein MS: The rising pn of hysicians' services.
The Rqview of Economics an' Statistics bij May 1970

5. Newhouse JP: A model of = hysician neng. _Ruthern
Econoinic Journal 37: October 197

6. Sheffler RM, Kushman JE: A production function
for dental services: Estimation and economic
cations. Southern Economic Journal 44: July 1977
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An Analysis of Competing Hy otheses of the
Demand fdr and Supply of Phy ician Services

James B. Ramsey, Ph.D.
New York University

s.

ABSTRACT A theclretical framework is ,) rovided in order to analyze the implications of competing
hypotheses about the, economic behavior of. physician firpis; special attention is paid to the so-
called ,"stipply-induced demand" and target income hypotheses. In this connectiOn feasible
hypothesis test procedures are developed in order to discriminate between "supply-,inctucedemand"

sand
the more traditional Models of physician4irms.

' The second objective of the paper, is to indicate the tole specification error tests could 'play in
evaluating the empirical relevance of the various hypotheses.

a,

The final 'objective of the paper ,is to indicate how standard, theory might be applicable to, the
observed data, and how the -prior 'empirical analysis should be re-examined in order to septte
theoretically important findingsfrom statistical artifacts.

I
--INTRODUCTION

. t
Over the last eight years a considerable controversy

has been going : on concerning the - appropriate
theoretical models needed' to explain demand and
supply relations in' the physician and dental services
market. The controversy' arose, after several researches
discbvered empirical results that were at variance with
,thecsinple formulations of standard economic theory
used in the analysis. The main statistical facts causing
trouble were the observation of positive partial correla-
tions between , physician/population ratios and
physician fees and the . discovery of positive price
elasticities of demand. This issue is still of great interest
to pOliey makeis as witnessed, for example, by the
discussion in [6]. ,

A number of 'ad tiOc rationalizations were suggesied.,
but two vaguely formulated competing hypotheses in
particular were proposed. The first was that physicians
could alter the demand for their services directly' by

f
persuachng their patients to consume more, or less ,at
current prices. The seconeichypothesis was that doctors
acquired in some unspecified manner or inherited some
notion' of ' an "ideal" or, target income. They' would

IS

'reduce their efforts if actual income rose lItMt the
target and increase them if actual income fell below. Both
of these hypotheses went trough numerous Oanges
and modifications.

3

The objectives of this paper are quite
straightfo?ward. The first step is to provide a theoretical
framewor-IENwithin which to analyze the theoretical
implications of the competing hypotheses, evaluate the
differences between them, and explore the extent' to
which empirical observations can be used tom

discriminate between the contpeting.hypotheses.

Thesecond objective is to indicate the extent to which ,

specification error tests could have been used to evaluate
the inferences drawn from the .preyious research. If the
infidels are seriously misspecified, no useful inferences
can be drawn from the observed statisticaelationships.

The third task is to indicate some of the major Vsays
of reinterpreting' the observed,flata so that versions of
the ,standard theory may be applicable. In short, this
part of the' paper leads one to suspect, in addition to the
usual caveats for tt(e applied economist, that the model's.
used so far in the literature have been seriously
misspecified.



4 d The first part of the paper briefly reviews the extant
literature insofar as it bears on the objectives of this
paper. A much more thorough. and elaborate review is
found in Sloan and Feldman [38]. The second part, the
heart of the paper, is theore'tical and anlyzes the
theoretical structures of the alternative models in detail.
The third section is concerned with the prevalence of
specification error in the models used in prior research
and indicates the need for specification error tests.

PART A SCHEMATIC REVIEW OF HE
EMPIRICAL LITERATURE

Three board areas of concern to researchers have
been evidenced in the literature over the pat 8 years.
One of. the' earliest areas of empirical dispute was
whether the physician maximized his personal utipty or
prpfit and if the fatter, was he a Price taker, or a price
searcher? the, second area of interest concerned' the
fact that many researchers obtained empirical results
incqnsistent with the use of simple versions of standard
microeconomic theory/Ih the physician market; some of
these results were in terms of time series, others in terms
of cross-sectional studies. The third category is a
miscellany of work on physician firm production
functions, migration of physicians, and quality
variations.

A comprehensive, detailed, and recent discussion of
'the various empirical findings is contained in Sloan and
Feldman [38]. The discussion presented here is meant as
a broad guide to the principal participants in the various
areas under discussion and a recapitulation of the major
findings; the theoretical ,models and the econometric
procedures are not questioned in detail. Needless to say,
each and every study under discussion suffe s more or
less from the theoretical criticisms of curre t models
developed in Part II, the problems caused by lack of
identification, inappropriate u e of proxy variables, and
from a lack of examination the estimated models for

O specification errors.

pirical Evidence on Utility vs. Profit Maximization,
'ce-taking vs. Pricesearching Behavior

The most formal and specific debate on the issue of
whether physician firMs are monopolistically
competitive (price searchers) or competitive (price
takers) was stimulated byNewhouse's attempt in [21] to
discriminate between the two hypotheses.
Unfortunately, this formulization of the problem was
incorrect, as pointed out by French and Ginsburg [15].
However, later work by Kushman and Scheffler [20] on
dentistry appears to discriminite between price-
searching and price-taking hypotheses in favor of the
former. While most researchers who assume profit-
maximizing behavior assume the physician firm is a
price searcher, the issue is by no means settled. One of
the difficulties is that while there may be a form of
price-taking behavior in this market, the presence of

entry barriers and the state of consumer and physician
ignoranCe of the market because of 'the lack of
advertising contribute to a wide variation in price, as
shown in Newhouse and Sloan [22]. The result-is that
tests to discriminate between stochastic formulations of
the two hypotheses become difficult. Holen [18] has
examined the effects of dental licensing on.the `.`quality
of dental care" and concluded that quality was
improved. The aut or did hot examine other imarket
effects.

While many rese chers assume that physicians are
price-searching profit maximizers, everyone else
assumes that physicians are utility maximizers who trade
profit a d income for leisure, interesting cases, target
incomes, nd whatever else strikes a researcher's fancy.

sThere ha e been no formal tests of -the hypotheses of
profit maximization as opposed to utility maximization.
However, the apparent rejections of some implications
of simple models of profit maximization have been
interpreted as evidence in favor of the utility,
maximizing approach.

Empirical Evidence and the Demand for and Supply
of Physician Services

The first and relatively sophisiticated study of the
physiAn market was based on time-series data, 1948-
1966, and was catkied out by Feldstein [II]. Feldstein\
was one of the first' researchers to make extensive use of js
the distinction between the average price (fee) received
by the physician and the net price (fee) paid by the
insured patient. Feldstein postulated some plausible
relationships between what he regarded as relevant
economic variables and examined in turn a
simultaneous equation system and a dynamic adjust-
ment system. The "equilibrium demand equation"
related quantity of physician services per capita to
median income, per capita provision of government ser-
vices, net or average price, the C.P.I., and a time trend.
Both the price variables and the insurance variable were
found to be statistically significant; but with "incorrect
signs" on the basis of a standard model. In the
"dynamic" version of the model a "reduced form"
equation was derived for the logarithm of average price.
Further, by assuming that the observations on citl4ntity
traded in theimarket identified the supply equthion,
Feldstein obfajned the empirical results that quantity ,

supplied Was negatively related to price and demand
positively related. While the equations may be in-
tuitively appealing, they are hard to interpret in terms of
the structural equations one would obtain from utility
and profit-maximizing beftvior; for example, fn the
supply equation a variable called "reference income" is
used as "an attempt to capture the effect of physicians'
rising income aspirations (i.e., the higher "marginal
utility" of income)" [11, p.131].

In any event, the two most important conclusions
Feldstein drew from his study were that there is a per-

S



manent excess demand for physician services and that
physicians reduce output in reaction to a rise in fees
[12J. Brown and Lapan 141 criticized the Feldstein
results on the basis of his definition of price and the
potential identification problem in the Feldstein
equations. The best that can be said about the resulting
debate with Feldstein is that the empirical results are
somewhat sensitive to obvious changes in the functional
form of the equations and to ,alternative definitions of
price.

One Of the other early major studies to apply an ap-
parently sophisticated model (a simultaneous equation
system was formulated) to the data was that by Fucli'S
and Kramer [I 6]. In the first part of this important work
Fuchs and Kramer examined time trends of physician
market data over the period 1948 to 1966. The more
startling results came, from a cross-sectional study
across states in 1966 using two-stage least squares
estimation procedures. The Vimultaneous equation
model is postulated on the basis of formulating in-
tuitively plausible relationships, among obServable
variables, rather than deriving the relatiOnships from
the fundamental postulates of standard microtheory. It
is not at all clear how the hypothesized model relates to
one derived from utility and profit-maximizing behavior
subject to constraints.

The four hypothe,ized behavorial equations are:

(i) per cap to quantity as nction of price, per
capita insurance bene 4ts, median income,
physician/population ratio, and the per' capita
number of hospital beds;

(ii) physician/population ratio as a function of price,
output per physician, number of medical schools,
number of beds, and per capita income;

(ii1). output per physician as a function- of price,
number of doctors, and beds;

(iv) per capita insurance benefits as function of per
capita output, price, a measure of immunization
income, and a ratio of health insurance premiums
to benefits.

c

Such a model is very hard to interpret economically,
Zven before a consideration of the estimation problems.
Clearly, some variables are included in order to sum-
marize the net effects of other, but related markets, for
example, the ratio of insurance premiums to benefits,
while_Ather variables are clearly proxies, such as beds
per capita, medical schools per capita, and so on.
Finally, as the equations stand, they are amblUous; for
example, it is not clear that the first equation representS''
a demand equation or some type of partially reduced
form equation.

For the purposes of this paper, the most important
empirical result was that the physician/population ratio
had a negative partial correlation with, - `individual
physician output ries, which stimulated the notion of

physician-induced IdAmand. Some very informal
statistical analysis using British Columbia cross-,
sectional data by Evans [9], and Evans, Parish, and
Sully [8] claims to be supportive of these results.

Some more recent cross-sectional work by Steinwald
and Sloan [40] and Sloan [16] throws light on the sigri of
the partial correlatibn between the
population/physician ratio and physician fees. In
numerous other studies e.g., Newhouse [21], negative
correlations were obtained, a result inconsistent with
simple formulations of the standard model. The Stein-

\ wald-Sloan [40] study used micro data on physicians
`and defined population/physician ratios by county for
general practitioners, but by state for internal medicine,
pediatrics, and obstetrics-gynecology. For general prac-
titioners and for general surgeons an increase in the
ratio raises fees, as predicted by the standard model; but
for the state-wide ratios for the ocher specialtiei, the
opposite is the case, In Sloan [36], state data are.used
and mixedresults are obtained.

One pf the major deficiencies of the studies discussed
above is the inadequate attention paid to the interaction
of the-insurance market with the marks' for physicians'
services, a notable early exception being Fuchs and
Kramer [16]. In a recent series of papers by Steinwald
and Sloan [33, 39, 40] and a purely theoretical paper by
Nordquist and Wu [24], the important, yet complex, role
of the insurance market has been brought to light. Thus,
while it is well known that insurance affect physician
price-setting Behavior, the effect varies considerably
with specialty; the quantitative significance of insurance
also varies with specialty, and insurance significantly
changes the relative (patient perceived) prices of
various_procedures. ,

A recent book by Paul Feldstein [14] is devoted to the
analysis of the supply of and demand for dental ser-
vices. This work has been influenced substantially by
the existing physician literature and broadly reflects
these findings.

The Empirical Evidence of Production Rates,
Quality, and Location

In an earlier paper Reinhardt [30] used a production
function in which log output is a linear function of in-
put levels and of log input levels. The functional form
was chosen for its simplicity of estimation and Vexibility
in being able to fit a variety of economic hypotheses
about productive relationships. One of the major em-
pirical implications appears to\be,that complementary
inputs .to the physician in the physician firms are un-
derutilized.

Scheffler. [31] used the same functiOna1 form to
estimate A dental production function. The results ap-
pear to be consistent with standard theory.

On the issue of the mobility of physicians and dentists,
it would appear that, despite professional society spori-

9



sot-0 barriers to entry at the state level, physicians and
dentists relocate according to the predictions of scan -
dard theory.(see for ex-ample, Benham,,Maurizi, and
Reder [3] and Guzick end Jahiel [17]). These results are
consistent with the general findings of Pashigiani[26] on
the interstate mobility of all professionals.

The final relevant empirical issue discussed in the
literature has been concerned with variations in the
quality of 'visit insofar as this is measured by length of
visit, length of waiting time, and length of traveling
time. The last factor is potentially relevant as a partial
explanation for the "perverse" signs between physician
fees and the population physician ratio. In any event
examination of each of these issues shifts attention away
from nominal physician fees towards real, costs_ to the
patient. --,

The major findings are that length of visit is positively
correlated with physician/population ra;icis and that
waiting time' is negatively correlated (see Sloan and
Lorant [35, 37]. A final interesting fact is that traveling
time to doctors' offices in large urban areas appears to
be longer than in smaller urban or suburban areas,
although no allowance was made for differences in the
distribution of specialties over regions [36]. However,
the empirical evidence also shows that non-monetary
factors such as travel time function as "prices" in
discouraging demand, especially where the patient's

4'.

ominal cost is low [1].

ummary
The most important empirical results for the purposes

of this paper are that over time quantity of physician
services is positively related to price; that a common,
but by no means universal, result is that
physician/population ratios are positively correlated
with physi ian prices, but that waiting time and length*
of visit are
tively. Phy
inputs to t
crease in

negatively and positively correlated, respec-
icians appear to underutilize complementary
e physician in.the physician firm and art in-
the physician/population ratio decreases

physician output rates.

PART II: THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR AN
EVALUATION OF UPPLY-INDUCED DEMAND
AND TARGET INCOME HYPOTHESES

The major objective of this section is to develop the
theoretical framework within which the "supply-in-

* duced demand" and the "target income" hypotheses
can be evaluated. Most generally stated, the problem of
"testing theories" is a choice between competing
theories. Consequently, tile objective of this section can
be restated as the evaluation of both the theoretical dif-
ferences between the hypothesesand the implied eel'
pirical differences.

The first step in this task is to summarize the major
criteria required for choosing between the' competing

hypotheses. The secon s p is ale development .of the
appropriate formulation of what might be called the
"standard neoclassital" model, that is, a model ap-
propriate for the 'empirical analysis .of physician and
dental supply and demand functions.'The final step in-
volves a careful reformulation of the competing
hypotheses in order to facilitate the choice between the
hypotheses on both theoretical and empirical grounds.

Criteria for Choice between Competing Hypotheses

The criteria for choice between competing hypotheses
involve both logical and empirical arguments. The
logical criteria are concerned with dtiestions of the
logical consistency cif each of the models and with
questions on the scope of the empirical implications of
each. , -

A preferred model is one that is internally consistent.
By this is meant a model. in which the various statements
and sub-hypotheses of the model are not logically in -.

consistent with each other. As will be shown later in this
paper, some variants of the competing hypotheses are
internally inconsistent. Thus, it is useless to try to com-
pare suchia model with the standard odel, which is in-
ternally consistent, until the form r has been refor-
mulated to remove such logical errors.

The second logical criterion concerns external consis-
tency. New hypotheses are inevitably formulated, at
least implicitly, wit n the context of a general
theoretical structure. r ecisely, new hypotheses
are usually marginal sqmodifi .tiOns of -an existing
theory. The unchanged portions of the original theory
are retained by the proponent ,of the competing
hypothesis as part of the new theory. External con-
sistency is the requirement that the formulation of the
new hypotheses be logically consistent with those aspects
of the old theory which are retained. As will be shown
below, certain versions of the target income hypothesis
are externally inconsistent. Again, comparing the em-
pirical implicatio s of alternativetheories is of little use
until the logical ructures of both have been reconciled
with the retained p rtions of the theory.

The two criteria just mentioned are absolute
requirements that each competing hypothesis should
satisfy before one would confider evaluating empirical
differences. The next pair of criteria are relative in that
one would use, them as, one aspect in the choice between
the competing hypotheses. A preferred hypothesis is a
more general hypothesis in that it relates to a wider
variety of relationships between observable events than
another hypothesis. The 4upply- induced demand hypo-
thesis purports to achieve exactly that result.

The last theoretical criterion to be discussed is that the
preferred theory makes more precise, or more refutable,
statements. That is, an hypothesis which leads to only
vague implications which would be consistent with a
wide variety of different data would not, on logical.

'grounds, be a preferred hypothesis to one that made
precise statements that are consistent with only a narrow



range of alternative data. A. simple illustrative example
cilia series of increasingly more precise, more refutable,
and therefore theoretically more interesting statements
is: quantity demanded and -price are related, quantity
demanded decreases (increases) when price rises
(decreases), log quantity, demanded increases propor-
tionately to a decrease in price.

The second group of criteria involve the rehtionship
'between the empirical outcomes and the alternative
predictions under the competing hypotheses. A first and
necessary precondition'. to a useful statistical test to
discr-itninate between hypotheses is that the models *.
formulated relate to the observed phenomena as
specified by theitheory. For example, using static corn:
petitive based hypotheses in a situation recognized tobe
one characterized by monopoly and dynareic charac-
teristics vitiates any 'proposed test to discriminate bet-
ween the competing hypotheses. Sometimes, the snap- ,

plicability is with respect to only one of the two
hypotheses; nevertheless, any test to discriminate under
such circumstances is still invalidated. A's will be shown
below, one of the prob ems involved in discriminating
between the "target i ome" and "standard hypotheses"
has been that with espect to the latter, very simple and
obviously inappropriate versions have been used.

The most direct and often theoretically satisfying way
of choosing between two hypotheses is to concentrate
014 those empirical implications under . the two
hypotheses which are clearly distinct; for example, tin-
der one hypotheses a given empirical situation yields a
price increase while under the identical conditions the
alternative hypothesis prediCts a price decrease. Such
tests might be termed crucial tests, since once one has
verified that the hypotheses are relevant to the obtserved
situation, the choice between the hypotheses is obvious
on the basis of the outcome of any appropriate test. Un-
fortunately, as will be shown below, there are no crucial
tests to discriminate between the competing hypotheses
considered in this paper.

A less stringent requirement for choosing one
hypothesis over another is that the preferred hypothesis
nit be rejected by some tests which reject the alternative
and that otherwise both hypbtheses withstand testing to
an equal extent. For example, if hypothesis A meets
some tests, but not others, and B meets some tests, but
not others, and not necessarily the same tests in each
case as for A,, then one cannot on the basis of such tests
alone choose between the hypotheses. But, hypothesis
A is not rejected by all tests not rejecting B, and further,
A is not rejected, some further tests which do reject B,
then at the app Opriate confidence level one would be
able to choose .A over B. For a further discussion on
these topics see [27,281.

An Appropriate Version of the Standard Model for
Analyzing Physician and Dental Supply arid Demand

There are certain, faCts about the physician/dental
market concerning which proponents of each competing

hypothesis\are in agreement. PhYsicianAnd dentists are
self-employed entrepreneurs, either in-germs of a single
owner firm or in terms of a limited partnership. Thus,
one must consider that the prime objective of each dock
tor or dentist involved in such an enterprise is to
maximize his own preference function. Howeyer, in-
sofar as.jmarket constraints limit the exercise of ,in-
dividual preferences, the maximization of profft for the
doctor's firm might prove to be a relevant 'and useful
sub-hypothesis. This is particularly the case where the
physician and, to a lesser extent, the dentist face alter-
native employment opportunities as a physician or den-
tist.

Next, it is generally agreed that 'consumers are
"ignorant" of the quality and physical nature Of a doc-
tor's services. What is at dispute is whether this
ignorance is worse by some order of magnitude for the
physician market than for almost any <other market
where demanders are non-specialists in the commodity
being traded. Clearly, the effects of consumer ignorance
are Inforced by the lack of advertising which, until
recently at 'Fast, characterize& physician and dental
markets. However, to accept the intuitively plausible
implication that such consumer ignorance leads
inevitably to a situation in .which each doctor is,able to
extract extra rant from that ignorance is to engage in a
non sequitur.

Without at this time going into details, we might note
several factors that modify the naive conclusion. If
consumers are ignorant, risR aversion will lead them to
engage in costly activities to alleviate that ignorance by
checking medical opinions with other doctors, by
reading medical books and popularized versions of
medical books, by exercising caution in 'taking action,
for example by delaying an operation until the patient is
convinced it is necessary, by reserving the right to sue
for physician errors, and so on. Secondly, if there is
consumer ignorance and lack of advertising inhibits
consumer arbitration of physician fees, then physicians
themselves are ignorant of the demand curve, which
they would otherwise face, especially if the market is
assumed to be monopolistically competitive. 13,hysician
market ignorance' and risk aversion may lea a to lower
prices being charged than would maximize expected
profit. The immediate result of the assumption of
ignorance is that the market will be characterized by a
much greater dispersion of real (quality compensated)
prices for any given set of market conelitions so, that

mdiscrimination between the hypotheses is made more
difficult. Without further and more complete analysis
one cannot predict whether the expected physician fee
will be higher or lower than the expected fee without
ignorance.

Another commonly accepted fact is that because of
real transportation costs the relevant physician/dental
markets are contained within very small geographical
regions for all but the most specialized services. Indeed,
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it isgenerally agree,cLthat.the geographic extent of the
market increases with the degree,of specialization and
decreases with population density: Consequently, cAe
must be careful in cross-sectional analysis to avoid
problems introduced by specialists having
geographically broader markets than general prac-
titioners and to assure that regional differences have
been arbitraged away as they would be if tra portation
costs and barriers to factor mobility were neg ible. An
()Wows, but by no means idsignificant exalnple, is the
difference in office rentals faced by doctor_ s in different
sized communities.

While the abovg'vfact". are wide garded as being
valid, a number of other aspects .of / physician supply
have been generally ignored' by the .prOpOnents of*.
each .hypotheses. The most striking and perhaps the
most difficult to handl
change, not just on the productive process,,b also on
the ?ange of options in demand. The former as t is
relatively straightforward and has received some atten-
tion in the literature. The latter aspect h s been almost
totally ignored. Yet in any time-series ana is,over any;,
period of more than a few years, especial! ver the past
twenty, the increase in the number, variety, an quality'
of services available to the consuming patient has been
substantial. In addition, the development of drugs, a
tibiotics, inoculation .and vaccination procedures, has
dramatically changed the nature otItie basket oT health
services demailded from the pbysiciarf and dentist. In
any empirical tnalysis using hisicirical data one must-be
careful to allow for the effects of suctrchanges.

This factor has cross - sectional implications as ell in
that for various easily recognized economic reasons the,
geographic, distribution, of doctors is not _homogeneous
with respect to: specialty. Consequently, in cross:
sectional analyses across geographical areas that in-
volved aggregation within such areas for trice indices
and so on, one must be careful. to check that the
distribution of specialties wit-hin each geographie
region is the same across regions. For example, a simple
comparisontof urban/rural physician fees must allow
for the large difference in the percentage of specialties
between urbanand rural areas.

Finally, on the denfand side, while almost all resear-
chers 'have recognized that demand behavior, with in-
surance coverage differs from that which applies
without coverage, few have\ proceeded to incorporate
the cost of insurance in the consumer's decision and to
allow for the consequent endogeneity of the proportion
of the population that has insurance. Further, the role
of insurance in the physician market is more com-
plicated than has been generally allowed in the analyses
to date. The two difficulties. are the differential effects
"of coverage across specialties, general practitioners
being the least affected in geperal; and the effect of the
implicit change in relative prices between those
physician services cbvered and those not covered on the
distribution of services in the representative basket used
to calculate price indices.

g effect, of technological

1

The following comments provide a set of entiirical
circumstances that will indicate the ostensibly ap-
propriate model to be used aild they indicate a number lk
of earnings to be kept in mind when the models are to

tested , ,
, Consequently. as ,a first approximation, let us con-
sider a comparative static equilibrium model of the

nerlentre_preneur (or doctor) fain, Wherein each doc-
tor or .d ntigt has the opportunity to be employed as a
physic' odentis't at a market determined wage rate.
Let,is also aSsume as a first approximation 4that factor
inputs to doctor /dentist firms are compethively deter-

,.
mined, that market ignorance and hence uncertainty
and risk are non-existent, nd tllat technology is con-

. stapte The model', deser ed below- is ,a modest
mbdificatton of one dey loped .by Olsen. [251. The unit
of analysis is the individual physician or dentist: As
usual the model _is formulated with a view towards
facilitating the 'analysis of the major issues and sup,
pressing \details that while of importance and . o;
themselQs$ are not central to the current argument.
tloweyer, once . one 4aders the estimation' of
parameters and the testing of hypotheses, the numerous
simplifyingassumptions must be re-exarrtiped.

The individual,..)physIcian is assumed to e a \--

...ireference ordering over commodities, yi, . . yin, and
leisure L, represented id the usual inanner by:

U(y,, Yrn, (I)

On' the assumption that, the relative 'price of goods
remain consta nd that each physidian consumes an
insignia-9a affiount of his own product, yi, equation
(1) can be re.written conditi6nal on final goods prices as:

.
U(M,L)-, (2)

where M represents income.-'
The production function for medical ser,viegs can be

eel

formulated as:

yi`= f(xi, (3)

where xi, . . . ;tn.', represent quantities of input's to the ..

productive process'of a dawn's provisions of services
and x is the level of doctor inputs measured in hoikrs of
effort at. some given average intensity. In this first ap-
proximation to the doctor` firm, physician input by one
doctor is assumed to be perfectly substitutable for
physician input by any other doctor. Let wn represent
the market determined opportunity cost for the self-
employed physician, and wi, i = 1,2, . . . ri:1 are tke
market prices for alliother inputs. Let T = L ± xnderilite
the doctor's time cohstyairit.

The doctor's inconie from operating his own firm is
7 given by:

M = n .+ wnxn

where

IT = pi 3/;:-1-7' wixi (4')
.

is the firm's, profit and the doctor's wage income from
his own firm'is wnxn.. ' ;.
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For each level of docAsor input, xn, we can consider the
cost-minimizing demand for inputs and the cost-
minimizing supply of output as a function of xn.
Thus:

//x axn ), = 1,2 . . . n

Y, = f(x (w, > (w,
(5)

-?nd the profit function can now be written as:

rttxn,p,)= pif(xn) -17 iwiglxn) - waxn,, (6)

where we assume for now that servies produced actor-
ding to equation (6) are in fact consumed by-patients at
the price pc Equration (6) can be summarized by: ,

rt(xn,p,) = f(xn) -C(xn) wnxn (6')

So far the individual doctor's preference functign has
played no role in the analysis. There are two polarr alter-
natives at this stage: either there is an efficient market
for doctor's own firm with easily varied hours, or doc-
tors are restricted to providing physician services only
through single doctor firths. In the analysis in this
paper, the former will be assumed as the more realistic
and levant assumption about physician behavior. If
we Iso assume that there are no further unconsidered

nefits or costs to being self-employed, then the utility-
maximizing behavior of each physician is to operate the
firm at the profit-maximizing input level of physician
input. There are two cases: either hire the extra
physician input to the firm if the doctor/owner wishes
to work less than the optimal (profit-maximizing) num-
ber of hours, or the doctor/owiner hires himself out for
extra income if he wishes to work more than t optimal
number of firm hours. Thus, the "efficient doctor
market" assumption leads to a dichotomy betty n the
profit-maximizing output level of doctor firms a the
individual utility-maximizing hours of work.

Figure 1.
Optimal Firm and Individual Physician Hews

. The short-run optima can be easily plotted as shown
in Figure I, provided the optimum size of a doctor firm
is not more than T hours. [Even if the optimum num-

.: ber of doctor hours is greater than T, the general result
still holds, but a more complex diagram is needed to
illustrate the argurnent.]

The line MN represents the incante/time constraint
line, i.e., M = wnT and the point N represents T = L.
The lines I, II represertt indifference curves. n is the
firru,:s short-run profit function expressed as a function
of xn physician hours of input; xni represents the optimal
(profit-maximizing) number of hoursof physician in -'°,._
put. xn(, represents the doctor's personal utility-
maximizing hours of work with leisure given by L *-= T

xn). The point of maximum utility is reached by the
doctor operating the firm at xnt, working himself in the
firm for xno hours, and hiring a colleague (or taking a
partner) 63 work (xof-xnd hours.lt doctors were restric-
ted to providing-service through single doctor firms, the
utility-maximizing position would be at xn, and the firm
would not ma5,imize profits in that the owner/doctor
would have to trade profits for leisure.

The analysis so far has ignored the issue of whether
the doctor firm is monopolistically competitive or the
doctor is a price taker. While this distinction is impor-
tant for some considerations, it is of little moment in the
current discussion. In long-run equilibrium in either
case, the individual small firm's optimum profit level' is
forced to zero and the highest attainable time/income
constraint line reduced to MN.

The above analysis also illustrates a more general
comment. While an individual doctor's preference
function is certainly more complex than the simple
assumption that income and leisure are the only two in-
puts to it, the efficient physician market assumption
implies that doctor firms (as opposed to doctors) will be
operated efficiently, even if individual doctors wish to
engage in philanthropy, pursue interesting cases, etc.
Thus, the extent to which the efficient physician market
hypothdis is violated will determinelbe extent to which
doctors will be able -and willing to trade profits for the
consumption of philanthropy, scientific interest, hob-
bies, and whatever nonprofit generating pursuits resear-
chers may consider physicians desire. The efficient
market hypothesis does not deny that physicians will
engage in such pursuits, but states that the pursuit will
be separated from the issue of maximizing firm profits.
Market ignorance will further modify these results
through the introduction of risk and uncertainty on
both sides of the market. Such refinements are not
usefully digcussed in the current context.

While the above model of physician/firm behavior is
far from being a realistic model, that is, it is net suitable
for testing as it stands, it does provide the appropriate
standard theoretical formulation with which the models
of the new hypotheses can be usefully compared.

Little needs to be said about the relevant demand func-
tions for medical and dental services. Both sets of
proponents agree that the standard theory applies with
the exception of the modification introduced by the new
Hypotheses which are to be discussed in the next section.
However, there seems to have been some confusion over

. two issues.

First, as mentioned above, the number (or propor-
tion) of the population insured is an endogenous
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10' variable in any market wide analysis, or analysis using
broasi aggregates over tithe. As is readily understood,'
the decision to buy medical insurance, either in-
dividually or jointly through an employes group, is the
outcome of weighing tie certain costs of insurance
against the expected value of the benefits. Risk-averse
behavior by consumers enables firms to sell insurance at
a price that covers costs of provision as well as befits.
Consequently, even if medical insuranc re com-
pletelY monopolized, the profit-maximizing insurance
firm has an incentive to keep the price of medical ser-

, vices down, albeit perhaps not to the extent that a com-
petitive insurance market would. The reason is that
through the insurance firm the consumer, is buying the
product "maintenance of good health." An insurance
company, by holding down medical costs, holds down
the c t of the most important element in its health
mainten ce product. In any case, analyses of physician

markets st also consider the interaction of that
market with e market for medical insurance.

The second is e over which there has been some -con-

fusion concerns relationship, if any, between size of
population and number of physicians. If a comparison
is to be made, one can only do so in the context of
equilibrium, within which one can consider the change
in the equilibrium number of physicians to an increase
in population, shift in the patient demand function, or a
shift in physician production costs. In the simplest com-
petitive situation, equilibrium is defined by:

Y,11JD = q(PoP), o (71

where yi* = F(xr*) is the optimum size of doctor firm
.working at the optimal physician input rate of J*, ND is
number of physicians, q(P,) is the mean patienemand
function, and Pop is the size of population. The for-
mulation of the equilibrium equation above assumes
that q(P,) is invariant to shifts in Pop. The main
problem in comparing the equilibrium solutions of ND
for given Pop is to take appropriate account of the shifts
in both q(P,) and yi*. Only in the simplest of circum-
stances would one expect the ratio of ND/(Pop)Eq(P,)/y,*
to remain invariant to changes in Pop; in any case, the
question can only be answered eycn in the competitive
case after one has evaluated the., long-run effect of
changes in demand on y;', the optimal output rate. More
likely, q(P,) is itself a function of Pop.

Clearly, ND is an endogenous variable determined by
the interaction of market actions -by both demanders
and suppliers and the, long-run effect of entry and exit.
This somewhat obvious statement is not nullified if
professional associations, such as the A.M.A., are suc-
cessful at limiting entry of physicians to any given
geographic region. The effect of such restrictions is to
raise the opportunity cost to the self-employed
physician by raising the rent paid, as reflected in the in-
crease in wn, to a specific input to the physician firm,
namely physicians. In short, restricted entry raises wn,
tilts the curve MN in Figure 1 up, shifts the cost curves

g'(:) and the function y, = f(xn). Under standard assump-
tions about the productive process, the profit function
it will be shifted down and to the right so that tho
optimum output rate, y*, will fall, but the optimum
physician input level xn* will fall proportionately more.
Consider for example Figure 2 which illustrates this
brief argument.

$

0

I

xnt.
Labor Hours
Leisure Hours

,- Figure 2.
Potential Effects of Physician Restricted Entry

Suppose an increase in restriction of eniry leads to a
shift from the long-run equilibrium position given by xnr
and xno, the optimum firm input level and the opiimum
working rate at wn to the new kongyrun equilibrium op-
tima at xn'i and xno' at the rent increased wage rate of wril,
wn' )wn. [The new time constraint line is MN') In this
example, we observe that the effect has been totecrease

the optimal physician hours of input to the fi but to
increase the optimum number of hours of work by each
physician. -

Similar comments apply if physician firms are
monopolistically competitive; the main difference bet-
ween the two cases is in the definition of the optimum
output level, yi*, which will be less than the correspon-
ding competitive optimum rate. Equation (7) still ap-
plies as does Figure 2. However, the evaluation of cir-
cumstances under which the equilibrium ratio of ND/Pop
= q(P,)/y7, where PI = Pi(q) remains constant,
becomes more algebraically complex.

An important aspect of the current formulation of the
standard theory in this situation is that restricted entry
leads to an increase in physician or dental rents, but
does not lead to any concept of excess demand for
physician or dental services. This topic in particular will
be reintroduced and elaborated in section III.

The standard theoretical framework is now in a
form suitable for evaluating the different implications
of the new competing hypotheses to which attention will
be directed. There are two main alternative hypotheses:
the "physician ability to influence demand," which is
labeled Evans Model I (after one of the earlier
proponents), and the so-called "target income
hypothesis," which is labeled Evans Model II. The first
task is to reformulate both models in a manner that cap-



tures the'mbor ideas in the new hypotheses without suf-
fering from the logical deficiencies mentioned above.

Theoretical Analysis of Evans Model I (Physician-
induced Demand)

Evans model 1, most formally introduced in [9], and
further'examined with some attentionao formal analy-sis
by Sloan and Feldman is based- on.an intuitively
appealing idea: consumers are ignorant of their medical
"requirements" and can be persuaded to pay more for
more services wrftnever the physiciath finds it in his in-
terest so to persuade the patient. Over time, the earlier
more forceful statements (and therefore more em-
pirically meaningful) hate been modified considerably.
What might be regarded as a current position is sum-
marized by Evans [7, p. 21):

In influencing demand it's not necessary for
physietans to turn away critically ill patients or
to hoodwink the healthy in defiance of pro-
fessional ethics; all that is needed is that more

e time, effort, and care be speni with each pre-
,

senting patient when the apparent exogenous
workload is reduced.

Depending on how this statement is interpreted it comes
dangerously close to saying nothin4at all. For example,
if fees are paid per visit, the physician maintains certain
set office hours, and the physician':s "extra care" does
not result in extra 3isits, then the phenomenon, if it
exists, has little effect on observable events, unless one
observes length of visit. Even so, this model is still very
close to astandard model under similar circumstances in
that one way to vary real prices of service at lower tran-
sactions costs than by varying nominal prices directly is
to vary the quality of the produc,.espe laity in response
to temporar.y variations in detand.

There is the further difficult problem of identification
of the Evans effect in distinction from, the physician's
normal provision of information about the product
("normal," in that a major part of any salesman's role
is to provide information about his product). In
physician firms, doctors are usually their own salesmen.

In the subsequent theoretical discussion, this iden-
tification problem will be ignored. However, if em-
pirically a significant effect of " demand shifting" is ob-
servd, one must worry about separating the Evans el.-

' fect from the supply of information effect.
Evans model I as presented by Sloan and Feldman

[38, p. 7] is:
U(Y,W,D)
W= Rf(P,D) (8)
Y T Rf(P,D)P-C(W),

where U() is a preference function for the individual
physician, Y is income, ,W is "workload," D is
physician's discretionary influence on patient demand,
R is the population-physician ratio (assumed to be
exogenous), P is physician fee, f() is the patient
demand function, and CM as the cost of providing ser-
vices. As Sloan and Feldr4 note [38, p. 8], there is no

clear statement as to what "D" represents or how it
would be measured; consequently, unless arbitrary
assumptions are made about the partial derivatives of
U() and f() with respect to D and the cross-partials in-
volving D, no theoretical conclusions can be drawn.

While W is called "workload," it is really a measure
of quantity demanded per physician. The implicit
assumption in this form of Evans model is that all
demands- at given P and D are-met by the physician
firm. This assumption notwithstanding, W is still an
inappropriate argument in the preference function. One
of the crucial missing links in this formulation of the
hypothesis is some fprm of production function which
shows how physician hours of work are related to out-
put. Through Itinie constraint one could then intrdduce
hours of work into the preference function by using the "-

equation L = T -.24, where L is hours of leisure, a
variable that does occur in the preference function, and
where xri is hours of work.

With these difficulties in mind, consider the following
modification of the standard model so as to incorporate
the Evans model I effect.

Let us define D in terms of the hours of effort expen-
ded in persuading patients they need more health care;
D can be observed and measured, at least in principle.
The demand curv faced by the physician firm can be
written:

= Pl(f(x),D), (9)

where we are assuming that the physician firm is in a
monopolistically competitive market, that the quantity
demanded at price pi given D is in fact supplied (this
assumption justifies using f(xd, which is firm output in
the demand equation), and that an increase in physician
efforts to shift demand is successful, but only at a
a decreasing rate; i.e., a pi/amo, 'pi / al32(0.

On the physician supply side, let us continue the
useful simplifying assumption that there is an efficient
physician market, so that in terms of the. physician
firm's output, one need only consider profit-
maximizing behavior. Let xifi denote physician hours in
firm prOduction and xriii the physician's personal (own)
time spent working. The profit function is now:

n = pi(f(xrd, D)Rxrii) - C(xr))
- wriD + xrii (10)

and the physician's income is given by:

M =n(xd + wnxri (11)

with time constraint: (T-D) = xrio + L. Compare
equations (10) and (11) with equations (4) and (6').
Under the efficient physician market hypothesis, the
doctor determines the firm's profit-maximizing
physician input level and his own utility-maximizing
workload separately; the difference in optimal physician
hours is cleared in the open physician market as
discussed above. The profit function is maximized with
respect to and D and the utility function with respect
to M and L, where M is a function 6f xrio given rt(xid and
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D. For each given value of D the analysis is the same as The above formulation enables one to compare the
that shown in Figure 1. For notational convenience, the theoretical predictions of the Evans model to those of
subscript "f" on xn, can be dropped without confusion, tbe corresponding standard model; in the current
since the ensuing analysis need deal only -with Ending formulation the standdrd model tesults are obtained by

setting all partial derivatives with respect to D to zero.
Consider an increase in wn, the firm's 'opportunity

cost for physician input:Since both His., H2, = - I),
one immediately concludes t)iat both dxn/dw and
dD/dw are less than .zero, certainly an intuitively
pleasing result. Alternately, consider ashitt it the
production function f(xn). Under these circumstances
HIA(0 and H2A = 0, so that both dxn/dA and dD /dAX0.
Suppose now that an increase in a represents a shift in

the optimal value of it.
'Lett Vig Hi(xn,D), H,(xn, 0) denote the normal

equations obtained fromfthe first order cond ions, one
has: ajaxnan .ap, a f

=Pe- (*).-57 "^) +0P1 (*).axn
ft

ate -( ) w = 0.01
axn

7

1-1,(X,D) MR(xn,D)-MC(xn) = 0;
(12)

n a p
=-1 (-) f(xn) wn- 0,

aD a D

Or

Or H, (Xn,D) = pmf(xn) wn = 0.

MR(xn,D) and MC(xn) denote rates of increase in total
revenue and colts, respectively, with respect to changes
in physician input. In line with the current literature in
this area let us assume that the above normal equations
define a regular maximum so that the usual second
order conditions hold.'

If we now wish to coriguiGr the effects on this model
of shifts in certain parameters of the system, we can do

this by examining the signs of the coefficients in the
following equation:

dxd Hi, H
1) (H 1-1,)

(Fli A )dA
H2A

(13)

where d A represents the increase in some parameter A ,
HIA, H2A represent the partials of H1(0) and H2() with
respect to A , and the remaining symbols have the usual
interpretation. Equation (13) can be usefully rewritten as:

where:

(dx.)
(1)Det'' H2D HID HiA_Hi, d, (13')H

amR(\,)
Hex = x:

arvI,Rtx
HID

a D
' )0

MC(x)
a xn

(14)

Hex = HID

H2D = PIDDf(Xn) (

The signs of H1, and H2D, and that Det (the determinant
of the matrix of Rartials) ) 0 are a consequence of the
assumption that the profit function has .a regular
maximum. That HID (and by symmetry Ho is positive
in a neighborhood of the maximum is an assumption,
albeit a plausible one. The assumption is useful because
it enables one to derive unambiguous conclusions about
signs of-certain changes and because it is favorable to
the Evans model.

demand due to a population increase, or an increase in
income, or whatever. Under this circumstance, HI A=
aMR(xn,D) which is clearly positive under the assumed

a A

conditions. H2A = a Pip/ aA )0 is a correspondingly plaus-
ible assumption that strengthens the case for the Evans
model. Under these assumptiOns. ohe concludes once

'again that both ax/aA and aD/aA)0,
Thus, as these examples illustrate and as we can con-

clude from a close inspection of equations (12), (13),
and (14), parameter shifts that yield an unambiguous
change of sign in xij produce the same change of sign in
D. More importantly, at this level of analysis there are
no qualitative differences in observable behavior between
the Evans model mad the standard mode

Let us now consider the effect of parameter shifts on
the change it equilibrium price, a matter of some impor-
tance in these models. Formally, we.may write:

af ax aD
aP

I

/a A = P
" ax

" + PIDaA (15)
aA

af
The sign of (P II

is negative and that of Pip positive,
" axn

so that an unambiguous effect on P by some shift A can
be determined in this model only if axn/aA and aD/aA are
of opposite siglies or one of axn/a A, aD/aA =0; but the
previous analysis concluded that axn/aA and aD/aA are
of the same sign in general. In the standard model aP/aA
is of opposite sign to axn/aA. Thus, in this situation the
standard model provides a refutable statement, but the
Evans model does not. Thus, if the predigted sign of
p/aA were fotihd to be inconsistent with a set of data,

then that result provides evidence against the standard
model, but provides no evidence, either for- or 'against,
the Evans model. Consequently, one cannot use such a
test to try to discriminate between the two hypotheses.

The difficulty in all this is, of course, that as shown in
equation (15), for any change dA, the productive effort

effect (P --of axn--) is offset by the demand shift effect
1' axn aA

examination of Figure 3 indicates one class of
methods whereby potential discriminatory tests can be
constructed. Let us assume dX represents a shift down in
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the marginal, cost curve which leaves f(xn) invariant.
Recall from the above discussioskthat 3D/ai<0.

Price

4,
P2

PO
P1

MCO

MC1

ATC0

Y10 Yll Y12

Figure 3.
A Comparison of Equilibria under,

Competing Hypotheses

Suppose that at some point in time, t,, the physician
firm market is in long-run equilibrium so that each
firm's equilibrium, price and output are as shown in
Figure 3, P0, yi. Now suppose that there is a.decrkse in
marginal cost from MC to MCI. Under the standard
model the predicted short-run equilibrium response is to
produce at y11 at a price of pi. This standard response
Can be predicted for each 4'irm, even tif the Evans effect
is present, under the following assumptions:

(i) the slope of the ATC curve is known at y10
(ii) the functional form of the demand curve DO is

known and the demand function depends on at
most two parameters (where D is expressed as a
function of price onry).

With the above information (the information required
in (i) can often be obtained separately by cost function
estimation), one can estimate the function D0(y) and
hence derive the corresponding MR(y) curve. Knowing

y1 (oVtput)

$

theshift in MC and the functional relationshipbetweeD
cost and output enables one to predict Y and P.

If the D effect is present, then actual output and price
even under .short-run equilibrium will be given b
and P, v/here ydzil and)), )13i. The relevant curves are
D1 and MR). Thus, while one cannot predict that P,)P,
on can predict P,)13,. Similar tests can be constructed
with res ect to other types of parametric shifts. The
most i portant criterion for developing a successful test
is the bility to predic4 the short-run equilibrium result
aftei the parameter shift; if the D effect is not'present.

Figure 3 is also useful in illustrating the effects on the
standard model of incorpprating the Evans effect. With
a decrease in marginal cost's, output rises in both models
and while plice falls in the standard model, price may or
may not fall with the Evans effect, the )net result.
depending on the relative degree of shifting of the
curves.

The cost function, or rather, the funetion relating
cost to physician input rate, can be used to pro ide an
indirect test of the Evans effect. From the standard
analysis discussed above one can derive the function

C(Xnr) and if one can obtain observations on C at
various output levels for constant input prices, such that
the cost function is identified, one can test indirectly4or
thepresence of the Evans effect. Note that one of the
problems with trying to devise tests on the effects of D is
that in general D is unobserved; what is observed is
Xn= D and C(:) is a function of X:, alone.
Further, from the analysis above it is clear that XT and
D are positively related; that is, to any parameter shift
the directions of change of X, and)) are the same.
Consequently., if the D effe'ct is present in any
regression, one must use Xn, not as the regressor. As
.a consequence, the regression model is misspecified in a
fairly precise manner sathat specification error tests can

w

x x

w

RESET Tests
this against this

x
X X

Xn
X X X

Xn00 XX x xx

(a) Correctly Specified Model (b) Misspecifled Model

Figure 4..
Illustration of the RESET Specification Error Test.

A Comparison of Plots of Disturbances Terms Against X,
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14 - be used to discriminate between the models; see, for
example, Ramsey [27, 28, 29].

As an illustration of this appr ach, suppose that -the
thwretical cost function can be written:

t. C = a+aixnr+a,z+ u (16)

where xn, is physician input, z represents other variables
which might have to be included in the regression equa-
tion given the sampledq.bservations, and u is the distur-
bance term. The actual regression run is:

C = 0 + a
I
xn + a 2Z + W;

W = U D

and w and xn are correlated with correlation given by
ai(Var(D) + Cor(Xn,,D)) so that the correlation coef-

ficient has' the opposite sign to that of al, which is posi-
tive. Similarly, the relationship between x and w can be
determined from,the above relationships and the easily
verified relationship between xn and z. These relation-
ships enable one to determine the effect of the induced
bias on the estinstes of the coefficients. More impor-

tantly, one's first step is to test the model for specifica-
tion error by means of the RESET test (Ramsey 1271).

Essentially, the RESET specification emir test is an F
type test on transformed residuals to test the hypothesis
that the disturbance term vector is distributed as normal
with null mean vector and scalar covariance matrix
versus the alternative hypothesis that the disturbance
term, while normally distributed, has a non-null mean.
Figure 4 illustratehe idea. Under the specification
error mentioned above,, the expected value of the
disturbance term is a decreasing function of xn, hours of
physician/dental input.

The comparative analysis of Evans model I can be
easily summarized. First, far from the Evans model
leading to startlingly different conclusions as was claimed
in some earlier work, the diffic,,tilty in discriminating

' between the hypotheses is that there is so little
qualitative difference. Although Evans model I, when
properly . reformulated, can be regarded . as a

generalization of the standaid model, it is less precise in
that it provides fewer refutable hypotheses. More
importantly, the Evans modal' does not and indeed
cannot explain the partial correlations which have been
thought to be inconsistent with the standard model,
most noticeably' the positive correlation between price
and physitian/population ratios. The further difficulty
of the non-observability of D leads one to conclude that
in the absence of strong empirical evidence,in favor of
the Evans hypothesis the standard model is preferable to
Evans model I.

In this connecron, two tests have been proposed,
which, if performed under the specified conditions,
would enable one to discriminate between the standard
model and Evans model I.

(17)

A Theoretical Analysis of Evans Model II (Target
Income Hypothesis)

The most complete and formal specification of what
'might becalled Evans model II is to be found in Evans

[7]. Qne suspects that Evans model II was originally
conceived toltnprove model l's disappointing predictive

'performance. The original version was the stronger is
that target-incOmes of physicians weretpoad to be
fixed over tire, even if variable over physicians; see
Evans [7]. This strong form also seems to have been
quickly shelved, partly becaus there seemed to be no
empirical evidence in eavor of fixed money incomes..
While there has been much loose discussilpn of Ev-ans
model' II ,.. the so-Called "target income" hypothesis,..
theft seams to have been no careful formal exposition of
this idea. The-most detailed and explicit account of this
concept is contained. in Evans([7]. The basic framework
of that exposition is worth setting down, since the
principal reference is somewhat obscure to non-
Canadian readers.

There are four behavioral equations and a number of
definitional equations. It is important for the reader to
note that the behavioral relationships are postulated as
presented below and are not explicitly derived from any
idea of individual optimization subject to constraints.-.,

The mean patient demand function is:

O = q(s,P, IPop /Pop, t) (18.1)

where s is the "workload" surplus defined by actual
workload minus desired workload, P is price, IPop/pOp
is the proportion of population with insurance, and Os
time. Evans assumes a q/as(0, that \ is, if the actual
workload exceeds desired workload, the more
physicians will strive to lower quantity demanded.

Desired workload, Wd (actually desired output since
workload W is defined by W = (qxPop)/MD, MD
number of physicians) is assumed to be some function

' of the physician fee (P) and the physician's income from
the medical firm (N). The relationship between Wd, P,
and N is supposedly meant to be derived "in the
customary way predicted by the work-leisure trade-
off," but Evans then assumes aWd/ N(0 and
aWd/aP)0 for any And N; in short, one has:

W ,= W(N, P)Wd (18:2)1

There is a price equation:

P = P(N, N', S) (18.3)

where N' is the physician's target income which is assumed'
to vary both over time and' over physicians in a non-
specified manner. Evans assumes aPias)o and Pis,
reduced if (N - N') increases. This is the only equation
in which N' occurs.

The final behavioral equation is.:

MD = M(N, S) (18A)

where amiaNw and awaso, MD is the number of
physicians within the region under consideration. The
idea is that "high" net incomes encourage immigration
whereas "workloads" greater than desired discourage
immigration.

The remaining equations are essentially definitional.
Regional quantity of

medical services
demanded,

R

Q = qxPop



e

vi1

Gross physician

NFt physician income
(after allowance
forcosts),

Fraction .of gross
income going to
associated inputs, c = c(W,P)

G = PxW

N = (1-c)G

mg*

(18.5)

.41Atter re- expressing. the above equations in log-lintear
form, Eva7is sets down. 'a comparative statics simul-
taneous equatiOb model of the type:

Hu = Fx (19)

where H,' F are matrices of coefficients, u: = (Ln13,;
LnN,, LnS) is the vector of natural logarithms of

the values of the endogenous variables and )0, =
Lnt, Ln(Poji/MD),, L,n(Pop/MD),), (sic!),. are. the
exogenous variables. On the basis of the above model
and on the further assumptions that the price elasticity'
of demand goes to zero (with increases in insurance,
coverage) and pat the workload surplus variable, S,tas.;
no effect onTirice (!), Evans derives the expected sign
changes one would get by solving for a in terms of xt.

From Evan's perspective the most important result is
to show that an increase in the ratio (Pop/MD) reduces
P and q, but raises N. From this statement Evans
concludes that a policy that increases the number. of
physicians and hende lowers the ratio (Pop/MD) Will
under these circumstances be counterprOductive in that
price and per capita expenditures wilt rise, 'even though
physician incpmes will fall (Evans [7, pp. 29, 30]).

Let us now examine this seemingly plausible ,model
more carefully. For all its apparent sophistication the
model is seriously flawed logically' Much of the
difficulty, one suspects; stems from the author trying to
write down a series of observable relationships with,
appealing partial -derivatives. without deriving his
relationships from first principles. The best way 9f
analyzing the logical difficulties of this model,is to try to.
derive it from indiviclual'preferenee functions after due

.

. allowance for the' modifications Evans wishes to
introduce. However', one need not be so formal in order
tabegin to see thelogical difficulties in this expOPion.

The first difficulty occurs with the formulation of the
demand curve. Besides the ad hoc and essentially
careless way in which the role of insurance coverage is
handled, S is postulated as an argument of the demand
equation, but S.is the surplus workload as perceived by
physicians640 [7, pp. 22, 30]. Clearly, S itself cannot
be an argutnent in q(.). One way out of this difficulty' is
to'specify a ftirther relationship: D = D(S), where D is
the doctor's hours,,of,-effctrts in persuading patients to

ca
\buy more medical. are. Presumably D(0) would then

represent the equilibrium leVel of effort. However,'
given the analysis in the previous subsection, the
relationship between D and S is not one th is

postulated in a theoretical vacuum, but sho
derived from the individual physician's eff

maximize profit and utility as already discussed. The
introduction orS in q(.) is only the fi4st of several cities
to the suspicion that Evans model II is not an
equilibrium model, bto a dynamic adjustment mjde1, or
more accurately% dynamic non-adjustmenj model_ ,,

WA', labeled desired worklpad, is s4c1 to be derived in
the usual way from the work/leisute trade oft:. Fist, as "I
noted in the previous subsectiOn, W and hence IN' are
not workload measures, but measures of physician firm
output-, quite a diffefent Concept. WI can be regarded at .o,

that output (Ste deterinined by f(xnd), whert. Q.) is the
production function and xidi is the 01-6114 (or utilifir) -

maximizing level of physician input. The. previous
'analysis demonstrated hqw xdn could be derived. From
these relationships cane could then derive the equilibrium.
relationship 'between the-optimal values for price and yi
= f(xn). This procedure, however, shows that Wd (y, in
the notation above) as a function of P and N (or M in
the previouS notation) is not a fundamental behavioral

.*: relationshib, but one'derived from the solution of the
optimizing co.nditions.. With this in mind, it is clear that
W`' .= W(P', N). is hi incomplete specification of the
variables affecting the equilibrium level of output.

Furthermore, Evans has postulated that physicianifpreference func Ins are such that for each physician
utility is.rnaxi ized when actual income iteequated to
"target incOme.- But this implies in turn that Wd (or
Yi) is a function of N' as well. Thus, ohe can only
conclude that' the derived relation Wd = W(P, N) is also
misspecified. - .

The introduction of a target income N' which varies
in an u. nSpecified manner across physicians and over
time does much more damage to the Evans, hypothesis
than is generally understdod. The comment.(Evans [7])

/
that preference functions are not specified by the
neoclassical theorist is neither a defense nor accurate. ,

Preference functions are neither co pletebY arbitrary
functions nor are they assumed to var capriciously over
time. If that were the case, deman theory would be
devoid, of all content. Secondly, eve if demand theory
had been eviscerated 144 such assu ptions, that is no
defense, for postulating yet an iher theory equally
cmpty,in,empirical implications o' content. Ewen if one
ignores all:. the other logical dif iculties in the Evans
model, the occurrence of an unspecified and even
unmeasurable variable N' in the list of, exogenous

.variables in The supposedly simultanequs equation
system (equation (19)) nullif. s the entire analysis and
every sign prediction, which were all computed under
the assumption that N' is c nstant. But NT constant is
generally. assumed to be fa se, as even Evans 'himself
admits [7,, p. 45], so that th's model in reality makes no
predictions at all.

The formulation of the .rice equation introduces yet
anothei'aspect of the logi -al difficulties created by not
deriving empirical relatio ships from basic theoretical
premises. 1p terms of t e model used to make sign
predictions, price is assu ed to be set by the physician
in response to variations in N- N' only. One must. then

9-
p
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ask.why P is not set so that N = N'; if not, wlgat is the adjustment model in. order ,,to explain the apparent,
optimizing`, behavior thacleads to a choice of P which ariomaliesifor the standard model, we should fit-st consider,'
leaves N N'? Not only is N' assumed- to vary the behavior of feasible short-run adjustment models

.'capriciously..(at least a4far as the econometric observer had on the standard analysis.
is concer'ned)ut it seems to play no effective role in To pose the idea is to answer the question. Considerthe
this model. ° simplest- version-of the standard model with individual

A minor ;difficulty occurs Mth the iiariable MD, firm profit maximization in a competitive (price taker;)
which i.sc_defined as an endogen,ous variable, but ,is then market. A formal model of 41justment is not, needed 46-
used an an exogenous variable iq the fokthulatio of show . that the profess of short-r.un adjustmetft. in the
equation (19). Further, since all thognrodel's equatio 2 standard- model also 'okst'explains" the anomalQus
were formulated in deterministic form 'and .6bservations. Consider 'Figure-5. Suppose for whatever
considerable number. of algebraic Manipulations reason market demand' is increased from D0 to D1, for
Underlay the .derivation of (19), it is not at all clearo, example due to an., increase in population or income.
that:a stochasticarmulation of the 'model' in terms 'of

.
Considertlie adjustment path from (Qn, Pn) to (QI, P1).

the "structural equations" would yield an estimable Immediately titer the change, workloads (xn) and output
model, nor is it clear that the. model is identified; partly (y,) ncrea. , real prices rise (with nominal prices
because one sif the endogenous variables were treated as assumed fixed tolaegin with) due to increased queues,
exogenous in, equation (19) and because most of the KO
postulated eqUations from which (19) is deriv4d are not

decresed time visit, etc. In the second stage

structural equations in the first place.
notinal Orices begin to rise, rate of increase in.:-

Finally, if one ignores all the difficulties ,discussed-
workload (xn) moderates and then falls as new
physicians begin entering the market, thereby lowering

above and merely tries to extract a useful concept from
the presentation,of the model, one conclusion is clear.

the population /physician ratio. During the major

The model is not a presentation of a simultaneous
portion of the adjustment period, after the initial very

equatron system in static equilibrium, but some form of
short-run reaction to the increase in 'demand, one
observes prices up, population /physician ratios down,

adjustment, or rather non-adjustment, model. The individual workloads and output. rates down, of
existence of a situation in which N 4 N' and W 4 Wd*
(or S 0) implies That the model not one of which is compatible with naive 'interpretations of the

4
equilibrium. However, the

observed data.formblation of the model . , ' ,
does not specify how the model adjusts toward The importance of this' discussion is rl'ot to

equilibrium either, nor.is the nature of the equilibrium demonstrate that the adjustment 'process is the

specified; one might plausibly assptne that equilibrium explanation of the observed data, but to indicate that

occurs when N = N' and W =- Wd, In this regard, a insofar as Evans model 1,purports to explain those

further logical difficulty might be mentioned: variables observations in terms of a short-run adjustment.-

defined as funCtions of the indicators of disequilibria, process, such observations are equally consistent with

' N N' and. S, should really be defined in terms of the adjustment paths derived from the standard model.

change in the variables; that is, instead of Wt may conclude that'Evans model II andany other
P= PUN - N'), S), one should consider ,AP = PUN NT), 'models of a similar nature may be'rejected in favor of
S), whereAP indicates the change, or rate or change in the stan,dar theory on purely logical criteria; as a class
prices. . of hypothesesthey neither explain observed data not'

The idea of examini4 adjustment paths adds a new provide any insight into behavior; they are non-s.

dimension to the analysis in the previous section. If we. explanations. Perhaps, their resistance to logical
'conclude from the discussion in this section that the prime 'argument lies in their emotional appeal and the
objective of Evans model 11 was to provide .a short-run provision of an apparent justification for further

. N go,;ernment intervention into the physician/dental
Nominal market./ Price 4"

P1

PO

o
a,

Figure 5.

Output Rate

Illustration of the Process of ShortRun,
Adjustment (Price Takers Market)

Other target income proponents might maintain that
the logical arguments addressedabove are not relevant
to their concept of a "target income." The Evans model
was analyzed in detail because, and only because, it
appeared to be the most detailed, explicit, and formal

/development .by `a leading proponent of the target
income concept. The disCussion in Part 1 of this paper
indicated that the formal development of one's theories
is important, because without such a development it is
difficult, if not'at times impossible, to check for logical
inconsistencies, distinguish structural from semi-
reduced form relationships, and. be able to evaluate
correctly the partial relationships between pairs of
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variables embedded in a complex interdependent
system.

If some tarierirLcOme concept were to be worthy of
,r'empirical testing, its proponents must first 'able to

demonstrate clearly:
(i) Thesedonciliation between target income concepts

( and: utility maximization; °
(ii) The relationship.-with modern developmentS in

<- con Sumer theory 'which, take into consideration
*the time and income constraints'on use or leisure;

(id). Wh'y'doctors and demists have "targets" and the
rest of us ,do not (for example, airline pilots
probably have even greater marlet power and
and there is precious little evidence pilots have
targets).
Why targets did not apply during the '30's.

3

(iv)

PART III. IMPLICATIQNS OF THE THEORETICAL
ANALYSIS FOR EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

The main conclusion from Part II of this paler is that
none of the theories as currently formulatee4explain the
anomalous empirical relationships summarized in Part
I. Consequently, the Major objectives of this part of the
paper are to indicate both hop the standard. theory
might be applicable to the observed data, once what was
observed has peen interpreted more carefully than in
Previous studies,4and how the prior analysis shbuld be
analyzed in Order tb separate theoretically important
findings from statistical artifacts.

In his retard the next section discusses very briefly
infe ential problems creaked by specification errors in
regression analysis. The following section utilizes the,
discussion on specification errors in order to comment
on some relatively important deficiencies in the current
analyses of medical demand and supply data. These
deficiencies might prove on flythet examination to
explain the empirical findings seemingly at variance
with standard theory. 4-he paper concludes with a set of
recommendations for future work in order to resolve to
a reasonable level of satisfaction the main issues which
were discussed in Parts I and II.

Inferential Problems in the Presence of Specifi-
cation Errors

In the literature discussed briefly in Part I, there is
much discussion about estimation bias in the regression
equations because of the presence of a simultaneous
equation framework. Unfortunately,!in models of the
type mined in this paper, this "bias problem" is by
far ti east important difficulty facing the researcher.
Another relatively unimportant issue is the problem of
"errors in the variables," wherein the errors are
assumed to be non-systematic random variations with
zero mean. The crucial issues involve other types of
error.

The single most important issue is identification.
Further, as will be discussed, identification is a more
complex issue than researchers in this area of inquiry

I
have recognized. Indeed, the majcir difficulty_ with the
presence of the other types of specification error to be
mentioned later lies in "thekinplications of such errors
for identification.

By now every applied economist is well aware of the
necessary - conditions for evaluating the identifiability
within the simultaneous equation model of 'any
proposed equation; namely that the available amount of
information exogenous to the 9I'r.tton under study
should be greatei- thin theequatioit's requirements for
such information, i.e., in the simplesi of circumstances
the number of excluded exogenous variables should be
greater than the number of endogenous variables
included as regressors. An aspect of this requirement
that, is often overlooked is that the excluded exogenous
variables must not be multicollinear. For example, it is
easy to postulate a . simple demand/supply model
wherein each equation INticlentified according to the
usual necessary conditions, but that the pattern of shifts
in the apparently "identifying" exogenous variables are
such as to yield, foexample, a constant expected value
for the market price. Secondly, it is often forgotten that
identification is achieved only insofar as the identifying
Variables are in fact non-trivial variables in the system
and that over the observed period the sample `variances
of the identifying variables are significantly 'different
from zero, where "significance" can be measured in
terms of the effect on the conditional means of the
endOgenous variables.

The second most important specification error
problem is that of omitted variables and use of incorrect
functional forms for relating the conditional means to
the regressors. Since least squares does the "best job"
of fitting the regression line to the included data, the
criteria of high R2, or even high R2, plauiible signs for
some coefficients, and high "t" ratios, are inadequate,
if not completely useless, indicators of the presence of
specification errors (for a more detailed discussion see,
for example, [27, 28, 29]). In summary, even seriously
Pilsspecified models do not always (nor even frequently)
declare themselves in terms of the conventional criteria
for a "good regression".

While any researcher can always speculate on a wide
variety of potential sources of specification error, the
important issue is whether the specification errors are
such as to nullify the inferential implications. To put the
matter slightly more precisely, are the errors sufficient
to produce measurable systematic effects on , the-
inferences to be drawn? Such questions are answered by
the use of the specification error tests discussed in [28,
29].

A related problem is the use of proxy variables in a
regression analysis, an almost inevitable practice in
econometric research. Unfortunately and all too often,
researchers using proxy variables do not bother to
evaluate the effect of the use of such variables on their
regression results, at least in a qualitative sense. A not
so subtle aspect of this problem is that if a given proxy
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variable is regarded as composed of two component
\ parts, a trend component and ...a variable specific

component, then researchers usually choose the proxy
on the basis of the trend component that is common to
most of the variables in the system, Whereas' the
regression significance of the variable lies in its speCific
component. As a consequence, one can often pick
entirely inappropriate proxy variables-. What one wishes
to besable tp do, of covse, is to pick a proxy variable
such that its contribution to the re.grgssion net of the
contribution of the other variablesi'spearly the same as
the net contribution under the sag& 'circumztances as
the unobservable, but appropriate variable.
Operationally, what these comments imply, is that if
one has some theoretical information about the net
behaior of the unobserved variable, then one might
find it advantageous to choose proxy variables on the
bask of the behavior of the residuals obtained from
regressing the proxy against the other regressors. For
example, if the unobserved true variable is known to
have increased over time relatively more quickly in an
early period and relatively less in a later period, and one
has a chOice between. two proxy variables, one which
exhibits such behavior and the other which does not,
one would be advised to use the former, rather than the
latter.

This section can be summarized by sayiVehat before
one begins an elaborate search for new, hjpotlieses of
economic behavior, it pays to analyze the model very
carefully for the presence of specification errors.
Evidence of such errors implies not only that the
significance of coefficient estimates, or the lack of it, is
suspect, but even. the signs of supposedly highly
signficant (statistically) coefficient estimates as well as
the results of tests of hypotheses are also suspect.

Some Particular Difficulties in Estimating Physician
Demand/Supply Equations

A few problems in the estimation of physician
supply/demand relationships , are of particular
significance. As mentioned in Part I, two main items of
empirical evidence have stimulated the search for non-
standard hypotheses: positive ' partial correlations
between price and quantity demanded and a negative
partial correlation between population/physician ratios
and price. The former difficulty occurs mainly in time
series and the latter mainly in cross-sectional work.

One of the more important aspects of medical care
that is difficult to measure is technological change. The
main problem does not lie in the shift in the production
function, but in the c ange in the medical options faced
by consumers as wel as the dramatic change in the
rela4ive prices of alternative medical services. Thus,
over time there appears to have been a sizable shift in
the composition of services provided in any
representative "basket of services," both in terms of the
services provided by each doctor and in terms of the
percentage of doctors in various specialties. Even if

V
demand had not_ shifted in response to income` and
population over time, any observed (constant weiflited

i

)

price index. v reId not be I' suitable measure of illative
changes in c. physician fees, and plausibly would
erroneously indicate a substantial increase in the realtive
price of physician fees. For example, if certain ailments
previously treated by an atteinding physician can
subsequently be handled by drugs, so that even general
practitione}s tend to specialiq iv more resource using
services, the obseried "average fee per visit" will rise.
In addition, if price indices are averaged over.,ggneral
practitioners as well as specialists, a rise- in, the
percentage of sp ialists demanded (because of a
technologically ind ed decrease in the relative price of
specialists) will be idenced *en apparent increase in
the index of physician fees.

Another factor missing from the analysis of the thAfe-
decade period usually involved in time studies is the
induced change in patient-perceived ,relative prices of
various medical services because of differences in the
coverage of different medical services by insurance. In
general, it would appear that the more expensive
treatments are insured to a relatively greater extent,
thereby lowering to the patient the cost of high resource
use services relative to low resource use services. The
change,, in patient-perceived relative prices of
"expensive" to "cheap" medical services would induce
patients to increase consumption of the former relative
to the latter; for example, under insurance the price of
specialists is relatively less to that of general
practitioners than without insurance.

A further factor which researchers in the future will
have to take into account is the shift in the expected cost

physicians being sued. Insofar as each physician can
lOwer his suit costs by his own actions, risk-averse
behavior indicates that the use of diagnostic checking
and the solicitation of second opinions will increase,
With corresponding increases in the nominal price of
physician services.

In terms of cross-sectional studies, a researcher must
be careful to allow for the non-homogeneous
geographic dispersion of various types of physician. For
example, average fees calculated in a predominantly
rural area will be less than in a predominantly urban
area in that the percentage of general practitioners in the
former area is much greater than in the latter.. Further,
since the more specialized a physician, the greater the
geographic extent of the relevant market,. and the
economically justified fact that it is cheaper for
specialists to congregate in centers, a comparison of
"urban" and "rural" areas would indica a gative
relationship between the price index a i the ratio of
population to physicians.

A further contributing factor s that given the
restricted geographic size of physi an markets, a cross-
sectional study will usually involv a comparison across
markets separated by transportati n costs. Thus, even if
physicians can migrate, easily a ross markets, other
inputs, such as office space, canno , and' a portion of



tysician fe inclu es costs of providing medical
Kices from actors ether than medical personnel. In
ort,. while an . efficient "market hypothesis would
Include that real phYiian wage rates, w in the
nguage of Part 11, would be constant across regions
1.,equilibrium), one would not expect physicianfees to
: equal, but to be lower in low populaticla density areas
id higher in 'denser areas.
A final problem, which is perhaps of little practical
gnificance, is that in many low population density
eas,, physicians often .receive direct and indirect
lbsidies to practice in the area; thus, the observed
vninal fee understates. the actual cost of
.oviding medical services in the iC3IIP 1

ecommendations for Further Work 4
The most effective way to summarize the import of
is paper is to indicate, the further work needed to
solve the current uncertainties about the relevance of
indard theory. There are several issues of interest.
The least important, perhaps, is Whether the
tysician and dental markets are competitive or only
onopolistically competitive; alternatively stated, are
rysicians and dentists price takers pr price searchers?
s was seen, this issue separates int6 two components,
e pricing behavior of physician/dental firms and the
arket for physicians/dentists. Thus, the questions
lative to this topic resolve' themAsIves into these
testions:

(i) Are individual physicians/dentists price takers,
notwithstanding entry limitations by medical/
dental societies which are supported by state or
federal law?

(ii) Even if the answer to (i)."cs yes, one can ask
whether physicians or dentists are earning rents
from medical and dental society restrictions on
entry., :

(iii) Whether physicians/dental firms are price takers
or price searchers, does the efficient physician/
dental market hypothesis fail?

ie discussion in Part 11 provides the appropriate
eoretical framework for beginning the empirical
ialysis of these.questions.
The second question, not unrelated to part (iii) of the
st, is whether the supply-induced demand hypothesis
gds. This hypothesis was formulated as 'Evans model
but as interpreted by this researcher, in Part 11 of the
tper. Two procedures were suggested for testing that
'pothesis.
The third set of questions concern the "explanation"
the empirical results commented upon in Part I.

sere are two aspects to the approach to this problem.
rst, the prior analyses need careful examination for
e presence of specification errors and lack of
entification. As a part of this approach,' the
eoretical framework needs to be reconsidered and in
me cagesAlaborated in order to reevaluate more

4

carefullythe identification issue. The standard model
discussed in Part 11 supplemented by a development of
the market for medical insurance would provide a useful
starting point for this analysis.

The second aspect of this approach is to examine new
waysin which to pay much closer. attention to the effects
of techpological change and medical insurance on
consumer Medical service options- as well as the
significant change in relative prices of medical services,
not to mention the increased role of drugs. Cross-
sectional studies must be careful not to confound
"within market effects" with "between market.
effects."

By these means some commonly agreed resolution of
the'disagreements about the nature of physician and
dental markets might be achieved.
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-A Formal ,MOdel of Target Income Pricing with
Supplier-Induced Demand

. \

Charles S. Roehrig, Ph.D.
cPolicy Analysis,, Inc.

ABSTRACT L1 The purpose of this paper is to provide a mathematical model of the market for
physicians' services which includes precisely defined concepts of supplier-induced demand (demand
creation) and target income pricing, and which can contribute to the proper interpretation of
empirical evidencelpertaining to physician behavior.

The physician is assumed to be a utility maximizer, with utility taken to be a function of income,
leisure, and the amount of created demand; it is assumed that there is a disutility to the physician in
creating demand. Target income pricing can be viewed either as an external constraint on prices or as
the result of peculiarities in the utility function. In the absence of external constraints on pricing, the
model assumes monopolistic competition with a parameter that can be set to reflect pricing anywhere
between perfect competition and monopoly.

Equations are derived for the effect of changes in basic parameters (the population to physician
ratio, type and extent of health insurance coverage, costs of malpractice insurance, etc.) on the price
of care and the amount of created demand.

BACKGROUND

As economists have begun to investigate the -market
for physicians' services, evidence has accumulated
which suggests that traditional economic models do not
apply. Attention has centered upon the extent to which
physicians can influence the patient's perceived,need for
care, and upqn empirical evidence that increasing the
number of physicians fit an area might actually cause
increases in the prices charged for care.

Specifically, it is thought that as the market for
phsyicians' services, deteriorates through increased
supply, physician incomes are maintained by increasing
priceS by the use of their power to "artificially" expand
demand. This ability to maintain income levels in' the,
face of declinihg de and that incomes were not
maximized in the first place. Instead, there is some
"target" income, below the maximum level, which
physicians seek' to maintain.

The purpose of this paper is ..to provide a
mathematical model. of the market for. physicians'

services which includes precisely defined concepts of
supplier-induced demand'(demand creation) and target
income pricing, and which can contribute to the proper
interpretation of empirical evidence pertaining to
physician behavior. There will be no discussion of the
characteristics of physician practices which relate to the
actual process of derhand creation and targei income
pricing. It is, the implication of this hypothesized
behavior in terms of markerresponses (prices, utilization,
physician incomes,. etc.) to variations in underlying
conditiohs (physician-population ratios, health care
insurance coverage, etc.) which is the central issue here.

GENERAL D&SCRIPTiON OF THE MODEL

The provider in;the model is 'a single.PhySicianwith
output directly proportional.to the hours worked. The
demand for care is divided into two components:
patient-initiated demand and return. visits initiated by
the physician. Patient-initiated demand is a downward
sloping function of the price paid by the patient, with



a

22 the possibility that because of insurance coverage this
price is less than the price charged by the physiciap.
Physician-initiated deniand is itself divided into too

.components, referred to as the "normal" component
and the "created" component. The normal conipbdent
is hat level of return visits that would occur if the
Physician provided the`patient with 'complete and
accurate. infOrination as to the benefits to be &pined
from additional visits-. Any deviation from this nornial
level is referred to as created demand. The ph sician is
assumed to be a utility maximiltor, with utilitc, taken-to
be a function of Pncome", leisure, and the -lam unt of
created demand; it is assumed thgt there is a disut ty to
the physician in.creating deniand.'

-.The concept of target income pricing is not clear
defined in the literature and is therefore not cond iye
to a single mathematical interpretation. At one extreme
it could be defined as priCing such that physicians can
earn the "target" income, regardless of the workload in
their geographic area. This would imply higher prices in
areas with low workloads.. At the other extreme, prices
could be set to the same level over all areas with the level
determined such. that physicians with a full workload
earn the target income. In the Model, it will be assumed'
that prices are a, function of workload with the
parameters of that function limited by t6ese tp
extremes.

Demand Creation

Actual demand for care will vary from the normal
level to the extent that the physiciakdoes ndt provide

'./cOtleter and information ,to the patient. This.
will occur when the physician's' presentatitn of options
to the patientitii influenced, by the desila tO affect his-..

workloadb in a particular way. tviost -commonly this
would involve encouraging the patient to receive care.
because, of a desire to expand -workload rather than
I5ec,ause it -would be beneficial to the, patient, In cases
where workload is 'very high, it is possible that

,

constraints on plIce increases could leadto physicians
cutting their demandthydiscouraging care which would
otherwise'be advised. Thus, the model allows Tor both
positive and nega,tive demand creation. 'Letting Q:
represent the .average per Capita created demand, the
average per capita, demand including all,components is
given ,

,

BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE MODEL

Demand Equations

Patient-initiated Demand

Patient-initiated demand for care arises from the
patient's perceived need for care and should be
negatively related to the price he pays. In, equation
form:

QP ' = A
P P P

+ B P °II)
where Q' is the average per capita patient. initiated
demand when the price paid by the patient is P and BP,, P

isnegative.

Physician-initiated Demand

Normal, expansion. Once the patient has initiated a
Visit to the physician, the possibility .arises that return
visits will be agreed upon,Nt is here that the physician
can'exercise power oyer.the demand for his services. If
he givesthe patient complete and accurate information
regarding' the costs and-6-e-nefits likely to result from
return visits"' there should be some expansion, of patient-
initiated demand which will be referred to as "normal."
The normal per capita demand for care is given in
equation form by multiplying, demand
as represented in (1) by the normal expansion factor

= A' +.131"i, (2)
. where A' = !CNA"; and B' =

Q' = A' + B'13-j4+ Q' (3)
4 I

rnsurarice

It.isrEssitmed that the, patient pays the first-D dollars
of the visit price P plus some faction c of the remainder.
Thus the price to the patient is given by:

213 + cP D< P .(4j
P

P
P D >P '(4a)

7 ..
To simplify potation, it will be assumed that the
deductible D is alWays less than. P so that (4) is .the.
appropriate equation. The demand equation can then be .

written ,as- a ,function clf the price received by Fhe
physician (P)':

Q' = A + BP + Q:
where A = + (1-01) and B = dr.

(5)

Demand Per PhySician

The per capita demand equation can be converted to
an equation giving the average demand per physiyan
(given thatThe charges the market price) by multiplying

by the ratio of population to the number of physkians:
Q nA nBP + nQ: = Q (6)

where (;),,, and Q.

Production, Cost, and Income EqUations

Output is taken to be directly. proportional to hours; ,

worked by the physician, with marginal cost constant's
While this is an over-simplified view of production, it
appears that more realistic equations would lead to
more complex mathematics 'without 'significantly
contributing to the model's 'ability to analyze questions
Concerning target income and demand creation: The
basic production equation is

Q -= (7)

where PI-I is PhysiCian hours. Because the physician's
leisure time enters into the utility function, it is,useful to



convert this equation to a function of leisure. The
relationship between work and leistire is given by

PH = d - Le (8)

where Le is leisure and d is the total time available for
work.or leisure. Combining (7) and (8) gives output as a
function of leisure:'

Q a bLe (9)
where a = bd.
Thetotal cost Of producing Q is given by

TC FC + MCoQ (10)

where FC is fixed cost and MC,, is marginal cost which
does not vary with Q. The physician's total net income
is.

TY = PQ mc0Q. (II)

Utility Functions

The physician is assumed to be 'a utility maximizer,
with utility a function of income, leisure, and the extent
to which the physician engages. in demand creation.
Because the disutility, of demand, creation should not
depend upon income or leisure;, there are two separate
utility functions in the model; one for the utility' of
combinations of income and leisure, and one for -the
disutility.of demandcreation,

The.Income-Leisure Utility Function

. Theis utility function is represented in the model as
; . U. U(TY,Le) (12)

It is assumed that the marginal utility of income declines
as a income. increases (leisure fixed), and that the
Inarginal utility of leisure declines as loisure increases
(income fixed), with the Marginal utilities always
positive: Using pariialderivatives, this implies

U, and ) Q
I,

Lin and U < 0

Finally, it is sensible to assume that the marginal utility
of income increseases with increases in leisurencome
fixed) and that the marginal. utility of leisure ine,reases
with increases in income (leisure fixed), In terms of
partial derivatives

U
1,2 21

and U,,

The Disutilityof Demand Creation

The disutility of demand creation is taken to be a
ftinqtion : the ratio, cif- created . demand to normal
dentana; Where normil :clemaldlis. the level of demand

1

resulting when there is no demand creation. This is most
easily understood using visits, as the. measure of care:
Each normal visit provides the physician with -;an
opportunity to create extra visits and therefore the more
normal visits he services, the easier it is to create visits.
°For, an individual physiCian, the number of created visits
per normal visit is Q./QN. On the ,assumption that each,

additional created visit per normal visit is more difficult
to justify than the one before, the disutility per normal
visit is 12(Q/QN)2. Then the 'Rital lisutility' per
physician is this multiplied- by the number of normal
visits per physician:

DU = Q, (-a) (Q,/QN42 -aQf /QN (13)
Note that this treats positive and negative demand creation
as equivalent in terms of disutility. A more realistic
assumption would have a depend upon the sign of (),,
but for analysts in which the sign of Q. does not change
(i.e., Q, always positive or always negative) this issue
becomes irrelevant.

Auk

r

Monopolistic Competition

The price P appearing in the previous equations is the
"average or "market" price of care and is appropriate
because the model is based on the behaviez of the
"average". physician. In 'equilibrium, this average
physician charges the market price because doing
otherwise would not increase his total utility. If this
were not so, the average physician would change his
price and thus the market price would change. To
determine what the market price will be in equilibrium,
it is necessary to deterMine the conditions under which
deviations from the market price are undesirable to the
physician.

Given the market price P, suppose the physician
charges price P* not necessarily equal to P. The effect
upon the demand for his services depends upon a
number of factors' yet to be specified. If all other
physicians follow suit (resulting in the market price
changing to PS), or if the physician has monopolistic
control over his share of the market, equation (6) will
accurately describe the demand for his services. To the
extent tlfat other physicians do not follow his price
change and to the extent that he does not have
monopolistic control (note that if he does have
monopolistic control, other physicians would have no
reason to follow his price changes), equation (6)
becomes inaccurate. The following equation can be used
to present the various responses in physician demand
when he charged other'than the market price:

Qs = QN Q. + ngB(Ps P)

= nA + nBP(I g) + ngBP*

Q,, gal (14)

If g = 1, this reduces to equation (6) which is the case of
pure monopoly. A,s,g becomes infinite, this represent-pa
perfectly competiOe situation in which. the;physician
has as much demand as he wishes to service when he
charges at bbelow the market price, and ndemand at
all if' he cliarges anything above the market price. Thus
values of,` g between 1.0 and plus infinity represent
market situations, betkveen monopolyand competition.

7
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24 This is depicted graphically in Figure.I where

QN = Q ngB(13* P)

UTILITY MAXIMIZATION

Maximization Without Target Income Constraints

Given the market price P, the current model can be
solveci, for the price PS which maximizes the average
physician's total utility. If this utility-maximizing price
is not equal to the market price (i.e., if P 4 P), then the
market cannot be in equilibrium because on the average,
physicians will adjust their prices towards P.
Therefore, the equilibrium market price P and the
amount of created demand (Q) per physician can be
found by first maximizing the physician's utility given
P, and then setting P equal to P in the solution
equations.

Under the assumption of monopolistic competition,
the equations constitytting the model are:

QS =
Le . (a - Q)/b
T Y = PQ - MC,,Q* - FC

A+nBP(I -g)+ngBP*+Q. (14)

(15)

(16)

where the function to be maximized is

= U(TY*, Le*) + DU*
= U(TY,Le*) - a Q,2/Q'' (17)

The physician attempts to maximize his total utility as
represented in (17) ihrough adjustments in his price P
and in the amount of created demand Q, given the
market price Pt Therefore, the maximizing solution is
found by setting the partial derivatives of 4) with respect
to Ps and Q equal to zero. '

acb/al = UiaTY*/dP*+ U2aLe*/aP
+ aDlva= 0 (18)

a0la Q = IffSTY*/d(4+ U2aLe /aQ
+ aD iag. = 0 (19)

where
a TY4/aF:*, = (13 - MC0)ngB +

a Le*/aP° = - ngB /b,

a..DU*/aP* = a ngBWQ42

(20)

(21,)

(22)''

a TY*/aQ, = P* - MCA,

LeVaQ = - I /b

a DU /aQ = - 2 a Q/Q,','

The second order conditions to assure
maximum are:

and

a 2
(0

(23)

(24)

(25)

that this is a

(26)

a 24) 2th
a 2 ,

( aps2 ( ( 0 (27)aQ aP ag

Economic Implications

Suppose that the system is in equilibrium so that
equations (18), (19), (26)-; and (27) are satisfied and P
= P, and suppose that there is then a shift in the
underly* conditions. The purpose of this section is to
derive equations for the effect of changes in underlying
conditions upon the equilibrium values of P, Q, and the
remaining quantities determined by P and Q. (Q, TY,
Le, etc.). For example, suppose that the underlying
condition that changes is the population-physician
ratio. Mathematically, this means solving for dP/dn
and dQ/dn. As another example, consider a change in
the cost of malpractice insurance. Since this is basically

,fa fixed cost, the effect of changes in malpractice
.premiums is given by dP/dFC and dQ. /dFC.

For the purposes of illustration, consider a small
change in n (the population-physician ratio). Taking the
total differentials of (18) and (19) yields:

20 a20- th

dP + = 0
a P2 a Pao

dQ + a Pdn
dn

(28)

a 24) dQ + a24) dP'' + -22-42- = 0
a Q a Qa P aQcan

dn

and Cramer's rule can then be used to solve for
dP and

dQ
dn

. Setting P = P in the resulting solutions yields:

a2 0
a24) a24)

a Pan aP2 aQ,an

dn
a 2 0

dP aQ, al"
dn

and

a20 a24)

aps2 a Q2,
alt )2

ag

a 2th a2 alt ,24)

DQ

°
aQ

.
an a Pktag. aP*an a Q.2

,dn a24) a20 414)
a p2 aQ 2 I Thp7-a(T)2

Note that the, denominator in (30) must be positive
because of the second ()icier conditions (given in (27))
necessary, to insure that the solution is a maximum. This
means that the signs of dP /dn and dQ/dn are
determined by the sigOs of the numerators.

(30)

(31)

#
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Equations for the effects on P and CZ of changes in

other underlying conditions'9n be derived in a similar
fashion. In' each case, the sign of the derivative is
determined by the sign of the numerator. Thus the
determination of conditions under which the numerator
has a partieular sign will provide insight into empirical
estimates 6f these derivatives.

It has been found that the price of physicians' services
is ofteIN positively correlated with the number of
physicians per capita in an area, using changes in the
population-physician ratio as an-example. This finding

implies that dP
is negative (n is the inverse of physiciansdn

per capita) and is cited as evidence of target income
pricing. If conditions exist under which the numerator
of (30) is negative, these conditions will constitute an
alternative explanation of the empirical result because
target-income pricing is not built into this version of the
model.

Maximization with Target Income Constraints

-1, Let us now suppose that the utility maximization
`A process is constrained by target income pricing, which is

interpreted as setting prices such that incomes obey
1r ,

some desired relationship in workldad. In equation
form:

P = P + f(Le Len) (32)

where f is some function with a non-negative first
derivative f'.

Viewed cross-sectionally, this implies that the lower
the workload in an area, the higher the prices. f' is

assumed to be non-negative but small enough that in no
case does income increase with leisure. Thus the two
extremes are 1) prices equal over all areas (f' 5E0) and 2)
incomes equal over all areas.

This price constraint becomes relevant when it is

exceeded by the unconstrained utility maximizing price.
When this is the case, in the neighborhood of the
constrained solution, physicians view their fees as fixed
and the utility-maximizing conditions are given by (19)
which sets Q, to maximize utility for any given price Pt.
In equilibrium, Pt = P and P is determined by the
target income constraint in (32). Thus the equations
determining this point of equilibrium are (19) with Pt =
P and (32). Solving (19) and setting Pt = P yields:

Q = [U,(P - MC) - U,../b]'1-sQ (33)

Note that

;;ilifeif means that for all positive values of Q: the solu-
tion is a maximum.

a2m -2a (0aQf 7 aQN

Economic Implications

As with the unconstrained solution, these equations
can be.solved for the' effects of changes in the underlying
conditions upon prices, utilization, etc., by taking total

differentials and using Cramer's rule. For notational 25
convenience, let us rewrite (32) and (33) as

G = P - P - f(Le - Le)
H = (1.1,(P - MC) U2/b]

2aQ

Then, for example:

dP
do

aG aH aH aG
-aP an + aP an

(34)
aG aH aH aG
aP aq 7 aP a Q,

-aG aH aH aG___ ___ ,

d(;), an aQ,
+

.an aQEi aG aH aG
aP aQ, aP aQ,

Note that the second order condition no longer determines
the sign of the den n inator as it did in the unconstrained
solution.

CONCLUSIONS

The ultimate purpose of this research -effort was to
determine the relationships between the parameters of
the model and the signs of certain derivatives that relate
to the target income hypothesis and the concept of
demand creation. This information could then be used
to interpret empirical results as to the signs of these
derivatives by identifying the set of circumstances (i.e.,
parameter characteristics) under which the observed
sign should be expected:

The proCess of identifying the determinants of the
signs of these derivatives, requires a large amount of
creativity both in terms of algebraic manipulation and
in terms of making simplifying assumptions under
which definite results are both possible and interesting.
While the research time investeciin this area produced
progress in simplifying the overall problem, the results
were not sufficiently complete to be reportable.
Therefore, the final .conclusion 'of this paper awaits
further research.
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ABSTRACT Li This paper develops the theory and provides some empirical tests of an alternative
to the target income model to explain why price levels for medical and other professional 'services can

be positively related to the supply or providers of those services. This alternative theory, called the
"increasing monopoly" theory, posits that firm-level demand curves may become less elastic as the
number of providers in a market area increases. As a consequence, the income-maximizing price may
well increase.

The primary reason why fitm-level demand curves may become less elastic is that consumers will tend
to have less accurate information about the price and quality of any provider the more providers
there are. A model in which consumers obtain information from their friends on qu'lity levels of
various providers is sketched, and it is shown that, as the number of providers increases, the average
number of friends who use each provider, and consequently the average level of information, will
tend to decrease.

A framework for comparative tests of the target income and increasing monopoly theories-is
constructed. In both theories, the measure of physician stock is assumed to be endogenous, so that
2SLS estimation methods' will be used. In contrast to the target income theory, the increasing"
monopoly makes price a function of the number of physicians in the market area rather than the level
of the physician-population ratio. In addition, the increasing monopoly theory indicates that
variables that are related to the extent of information flow in a community, such as the number of
people who moved, should be related to price.

Empirical tests are provided using data on primary physician fees in 100 large metropolitan areas
from the Mathematica telephone survey. Results'are consistent with the increasing monopoly theory,
in that the number of physicians in the market area and measures of information flow are significant.
A target income specification provides a less adequate explanation of prices.

INTRODUCTION

When supply increases, price will fall. This predic-
tion, an object of faith and of fact in most economic
markets, may not hold in the case of physician and
other professional services. The zero order correlation
between physicians per capita and various measures of
physician fees tends invariably to be positive. Multi-

'The work upon which this report is based has been supported in part by
grants from the Center for Health Services and Policy Research at Northwestern
University and the Robert wood Johnson Foundation. Tryfon Bealogloo fent
invaluable service in assembling the data used in this paper.

variate regression analyses usually also find ,a positive
and significant relationship (Fuchs and Kramer 131,
Newhouse 171, Huang and Koropecky 161, although
there is a notable exception (Sloan [I ID.

The explanation for these seemingly perverse results is
usually a variant of the "target income" theory. In its
simplest form, this theory postulates that professionals
in an area have a target income to 4hich they aspire.
When supply increases, each provider prevents his
income from falling by "creating" demand for his
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services and by increasing his price along that new
demand curve. An extended version of the theory, in
Evans [2], diops the notion that there is a single target,
income, but hypothesizes that physicians are willing to
substitute money income for diagnostic accuracy to
some extent when supply increases. When income falls
physicians produce less accuracy, shift demand curves
out, and possibly increase price. As indicated by Sloan
and Feldman [12] and as emphasized by Reinhardt [9],
this extended target income theory is compatible with
literally any relationship between physician supply and
price. On th her hand, orthodox economic theory, in
the sens
held to im

pr Lit or income maximization, is usually
that price must fall as supply expands.

In this paper we wish to discuss a model what we
call the "increasing monopoly" model in which a
positive relationship between the price of primary care
physician's services and supply is consistent viiith
orthodox income or income-leisure utility maximization
under the constraint of a consumer demand curve. No
recourse to a "demand creation" explanation is

required. The model has been described in detail
elsewhere by Satterthwaite [10]. The primary goal of
this paper is to discuss an empirical application of the
model. We begin with the presentation of a simplified
(and 4 slightly different) version of the intuition
underlying the increasing monopoly model. We then
develop some suggestions for empirical measurement of
the concepts of the model. Next, we expand the
empirical specification to consider the case of long-run
equilibrium, in which provider (physician or dentist)
stock is endogenous, along with several other
important variables. Finally, we adapt both the
increasing monopoly model and the target income
model for use with some empirical data on primary care
physician prices, and present some empirical estimates
for each model.

The results we obtain are striking. For the data
analyzed (a cross section of primary care physician fees
in 92 large Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
[SMSA] in the early 1970s), the results are consistent
with the predictions of the increasing monopoly model
and inconsistent with the target income model. These
results .suggest that, contrary to the current
conventional widsom of consumer powerlessness within
the medical care market, consumers, through their
choices of which physician to patronize, significantly
constrain the pricing decisions of primary care
physicians. In particular, within those SMSAs where
information about competing primary care physicians
appears to be relatively good, the prices the physicians
charge, tend to be relatively low.

THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF SELLERS ON
PRICE IN A MARKET WITH UNCERTAIN QUALITY

Medical care is a service about which consumers have
substantial uncertainty. They appear to be uncertain
about both price and quality.. In a previous paper

Satterthwaite [1O] showed that, when there is

uncertainty abOut the quality of care provided by
various sellers, it is possible for an increase in the
number of sellers to result in a price increase. Two ideas
underlie this conclusion. First, the market for seller's
services is appropriately modeled as monopolistic
competition. Second, and of, fundamental importance,
consumer information, and consequently the degree of
certainty about other sejjers' quality levels, may
decrease as the number of sellers increases. Asa result,
an increase in the number of sellers- may cause the
demand curves facing individual sellers to become less
elastic and cause each seller's equilibrium price to rise.
In what follows we develop a simplified, less formal
version of this model and derive similar conclusions.

Consider an individual with a von Ne*nan-
Morgenstern utility function

U = U(X,

Assume that the good X ca
unity, and that good Z ca
"bundle" at a price P. Each b
bundle of the good, but the

ed at a price of
purchased in a

ys one "unit" or
ty of the good is

variable. We capture the not of variable quality by
supposing that diffe ers provide varying amounts
of Z in their bundles. Thus, if seller i charges P' and
provides a bundle with Z' units in it, and if consumer is

currently buying from seller i; the consumer's utility is
given by

U"' = U'(Y-P', Z').

Assume that each consumer knows the level of Z
provided by his current seller with certainty. Further
assume that for a seller j other than his current seller,
the consumer knows P' with certainty, but knows D
imperfectly, i.e., has a subjective probability
distribution PIZ') over D. An equilibrium occurs when,
for every consumer a, every current seller i, and for
every other seller j:

Ua(Y-P', Zi)dF(D),

i.e., thentility of continuing to patronize seller i exceeds
the expected utility of patronizing any other seller j.

The subjective probability distributions P(Z') depend
on the information, that personas about any Seller j.
It is assumed that, for any seller j1, Et?' is greater, the
more information that. a has about' j. That is,
information reduces risk-averse person a's uncertainty
and so, on average, increases his expected utility if he
were to purchase from j. Of course, it may also change
his ranking of various sellers, but that is not critical
here.

What determines the extent of consumer information
about any seller? Our assumption is that the consumer
gets information about physician-sellers by asking his
friends about their experience with the several sellers
within their community. For the simplest possible

'Strictly speaking, this assumption requires that information lease the mean
of Z unchanged while reducing its "spread." Since information can lake many
forms, this assumption may not hold exactly.
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model, assume that each consumer contacts N friends to
obtain information about the quality levels of various
providers, and each friend only report's on his

experience with his current physician. If we define a unit
of info*ation to be the information a single friend
reports about his physician, then, on average, the
consumer obtains from his N friends N/M units of
information about each of the M providers.

A The question of interest is:. what are the comparative
static effects of increasing M on the price of providers'
services? Clearly an increase in M decreases NAI and
consequently reduces the average amount of
information the consumer has about each -provider.
Consider an individual...who, prior to the increase in M,
was just on the margin between staying with his current
provider i and switching to his next best alternative,
seller j. Prior to the increase in M, any finite rise in ,his
current provider's price would have caused this
consumer to switch. After the increase in provider
stock, however, this individual will have a strict
preference for his current seller compared to any
alternative. Specifically, let F:(Zi) represent the
consumer's initial subjective probability distribution,
and FI(Z)) the distribution after the increase in M. On
average, for any seller j other than the consumer's
current seller, the consumer's information levels will
have changed in such a way that

11a(Y-13', Z9dF:(Zi) > f Ua(Y-P', 1)dF7(Z)).

As a result, aft& the increase in M, the seller i's price
can rise and yet the consumer will not switch to his next
most preferred alternative, seller j; the demand facing
the seller will therefore be less price elastic. Income-
maximizing providers will be able to respond to this less
elastic demand by raising their fees. The effect of
increasing stock can be - to produce a new
monopolistically competitive equilibrium with higher
prices.

This conclusion is robust under changes in the
assumptions. For example, if the consumer is permitted
to vary the number of friends he asks for advice, the
same result will follow. If the "cost" of asking a friend
about his experiences given, then the effect of increasing
M is ta reduce the average amount of information that a
given number of friends' reports can produce about
each seller's quality. This, in effect, raises the price of
obtaining a unit of information about any particular
'seller'. This increased cost of obtaining information will,
.after M increases, lead the consumer to ask fewer
friends, and thus lead to a lower equilibrium level of
consumer information. The argument then proceeds
exactly as above to the conclusion that an increase in M
can cause an increase in equilibrium price.

TOWARDS EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION

The foregoing model, which we shall call the
"increasing monopoly" model, makes average provider

price a decreasing function of N/M or, more
conveniently, an increasing function of M/N. Note that
M/N is just the number of sellers per information
source that a buyer uses. In empirical application to the
markgs for physicians' and dentists' services;Na
reasoTable empirical approximation of this theoretical
concept would be the number of physicians or dentists
in the buyer's market area divided by the number of
friends that he has available to consult.

Before we discuss what empirically measurable
variables might correspond to these concepts, it is useful
to contrast this empirical implication of the increasing
monopoly model with that of the target income or
extended Utility maximization model. The latter model
is consistent with a positive relationship between
providers per capita and price. (It is also consistent with
any ether relationship, as Reinhardt [9] has noted.)
With demand held constant, increases in the number of
providers will reduce provider workloads, which will in
turn reduce money income unless price is raised. Note
that this qualitative prediction is independent of the
number of providers in the market area; it holds equally
well if the number of physicians or dentists in an area
increases from one to two, as if it increases from 1000 to
2000, population held constant. Only the ratio of sellers
to population is relevant.

The increasing monopoly approach, on the other
hand, makes price a function of the number of
sellers, and not just of their relationship to population.
In this view, if there are 4 sellers in an isolated town,
price will be low compared to an area in which there are
many physicians, even if both areas have the same
provider-population ratio. With market area population
held constant, of course, the two measures .number
of sellers and sellers per capita will be perfectly(
correlated. Even if market area population varies over
observations, there is still a tendency for correlation.

Empirical testing therefore may yield results
supporting both models because the critical variables
number of sellers in the market area and sellers per
capita are correlated. They are not perfectly
correlated, however, so if- both models "work" in the
sense that the number of sellers and the number of
sellers per capita have statistically 'significant
coefficients of the predicted sign, then it may still be
possible to determine which works better. "Better" here
is defined in terms of explanatory power and in terms of
the significance of other variables that one model
suggests and the other does not.

There is an important additional difference in the way
in which each of the two model,' could ,be tested
empirically. The sellers per capita variable required by
the target income model is directly measurable, but the
sellers per information source variable (M/N) of the
"increasing monopoly" model is not directly observable
with available data. The remainder of this section,
therefore, proposes a set of proxy variables that can be
used in the estimation procedure as substitutes for
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M/N. Consider first proxies for the numerator, M,
which is the, number of sellers in the average consumer's
market srea. In all but smaller, isolated cities, a

consul r\ market area will be only a fraction of the
geographical area of the community in which he is
located. For example, a west-sider only considers west
side ant down-town physicians, but not east side
physicians. Consequently, except for small cities, the
total number of sellers in the area will not be a suitable
measure of M. The simplest Case for which a proxy
measure for M could be obtained would be if travel cost
per mile is the same in all communities in the area, if
consumers seek only sellers who can be reached at a
given tvel cost from their homes, and if in each
cornmWty population is distributed at uniform density
over the community's land area. These conditions
would imply that the number of sellers in a consumer's
market area is proportional to the number of sellers per
unit area in the community:

This simple case is not likely to correspond to reality.
Travel time per mile does vary from city to city, and
sellers in the downtown area (if the city has a defined
downtown) may be accessible to all consumers while
suburban sellers are not. For example, consumers in a
congested city with high travel time and no well defined
downtown would tend to choose their physician from a
small market area. Variables that appear, a priori, to be
related to travel time and community geography
(existence of a downtown) are the fraction of the
workforce that takes public transportation to work and
the population density: These variables, when combined
with measures of the number of sellers per unit area, are
reasonable candidates to be proxies for the M term of
the unobservable variable M/N.

Consider now the denominator, N, which is the
number of information sources a consumer is likely to
consult when searching for a seller. Given a market
area, the number of information sources can be
approximated by the number of friends or contacts an
average consumer has and the frequency of his contact
with those friends. Direct measures of these variables
apparently do not exist, but it is plausible to assume that
consumers in stable communities will tend to have more
friends and more frequent contact with them. Making
friends and contacts will ordinarily require some time
after a person has relocated into a new community.
Thus our hypothesis is that N is inversely related to
measure of population growth and turnover (e.g., the
proportion of people whb cHd not live at the same
address five years previously).' Similarly, social
instability variables, such as the proportion of
households headed by women, may be related to N,
since family instability may reduce the family's social
contacts with non family members.

Consequently, to compare the two models, we
estimate a price equation for theincreasing monopoly
model using the proxy variables described above,

- estimate a price equation for the target income model

using sellers per capita as the critical variable, and
compare the results in terms of significance and
explanatory. ower. There are, of course, other demand
and supply 'nfluences on price. Variables to measure
their influences are introduced in the next section.

SPECIFIC//ATION OF THE TWO MODELS 1
Up to this point, the discussion has been limited to

consideraf ion of the pricing behavior of given numbers
of seller under the competing hypotheses of the
increasing monopoly and target income theories. To
ensure that the price equations of each of the models are

. / ,
.econometrically identified and to choose the
appropriate exogenous variables and estimation
techniques, it is necessary to present complete models in
which the hypothesized pricing behavior takes place. In
particular, we need to be concerned about whether
sellers' location and hours of work variables should be
treated as endogenous. If they might reasonably be
treated as the result of endogenous seller choices, then
the appropriate estimation technique for the price
equation may need to be based orp a simultaneous
equations approach. Table 1 provides a list of the
variables that will be used in our discussion of the two
models.

Table 1. List of Variables

Endogenous variables:
P = seller's unit price
MD = number of physicians per square mile
MP = number of physicians per capita
H = weekly hours available per seller for non-

. emergency care
Q = quantity of services per unit time provided by

each seller
= quantity of services demanded per capita

D = extent of seller's discretionary influence on
demand

Exogenous variables:
MA = variables measuring the size of a typical

consumer's market area
IS = variables measuring the number of information

sources available to a typical consumer
W = prices of non-physician inputs
A = measures of community attractiveness to

physicians
Y = variables that influence per capita demand for

medicacare
CL = cost-of-living index
PD = population density

towNg

Increasing Monopoly Theory

Table 2 lists the equations of the increasing monopoly
theory. The number of sellers in a community results
from sellers' locational decisions. As described by
equation IN>41, the number of sellers per capita in a
community (MP) is a function of the price per unit of
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30 Table 2. Increasing Monopoly Model Specification

Equation
Number Specification ir

IM1
IM2
IM3
IM4
IM5
IM6

. Exogenous
variables

Endogenous
variables

MP = f i(P,C),H,A,W,CL) -
P = f2(MD,MP,IS,MA,W,Y,CL)
H = f3(MD,MP,IS,MA,W,Y,CL)
(:)" = f4(P,H,Y,CL)
Q IX/MP
MD MP /PD

A,W,CL,IS,MA,W,PD

MP,MD,P,H,Q,Q4

services (P) and the average quantity per unit of time
that each physician can sell at, that price (Q). Together,'
these two variables determine each provider's gross
income. His net money income per hour then depends
on the number of hours he is available to serve non-
emergency patients (H), and the prices of inputs he
buys, measured' by a wage index (W), and a cost-of-
livi6g index (CL). Finally, and, very important, location
depends on real income which will vary with the
attractiveness (A) of the community as a place to live.
Thus one's locational decision depends on money
income potential, which is described by the variables P,
Q, H, W, and CL, and on the attractiveness of the
location. Attractiveness, in turn, depends on the
community's geographical setting, its climate, its air
quality, and the quality of its public services, especially
primary and secondary education.

Equations IM2 and IM2 describe the seller's decisions
on the competitive variables that he controls: the price
(P) that he charges and the number of hours (H) that he
is available to rfittienis.2 Note that H measures not
only the time the seller actually works, but also idle time
he spends waiting for patients, either in the officer or
"on call." The increasing monopoly, theory
hypothesizes that the seller chooses these control
variables by maximizing his real income, given local cost
conditions and given the firm-level demand curve he
faces: The position and shape of that demand curve
depend in turn on local competitive conditions,
described by seller density per unit area (MD), variables
determining the size of each consumer's market area
(MA), variables proxying the number of information,
sources in each market area (IS), and determinants of
the overall level of demand in the market area (Y, MP,
and CL). Under the assumption of marginal cost (within
which the opportunity cost of the physician's foregone
leisure is implicitly 'included) increasing, price will tend
to be negatively related to physicians per capita (MP), a

2A more general fqrmulation of the model would allow the provider to choose
the length and quality of visit.he provides. Nevertheless, since the data used did
not permit us to take this inw account, specifying a more general and complete
model than we specify here would only add complexity, not substance. to our
analysis.

prediction which is in contrast to that of the target
in ome model, which permits a positive. relationship. As
above, local marginal costs are measured by input prices
(W) and the cost-of-living index (CL).

Equation IM4 describes how consumers respond to
these seller decision's. The quantity each buyer demands
per unit time is a function of the price charged (P), the
hours sellers are available to non-emergency patients,
(H), and the aggregate level of consumer demand (Y).
Both consumer income and insurance coverage would
also be expected to influence the level of demand per
capita. Per capita demand is then related to per seller
demand by the identity IM5. Finally, equation IM6 is an
identity specifying the relationship between MP and
MD.

In general form, this system is similar titi that
suggested by Fuchs and Kramer [3], but with, three
major differences. First, the marks explicitly treated
as one in which individual sellers have monopoly
power rather than, as in Fuchs-Kramer, as one in which
physicians are price' takers. That is, in our model (and
generally in reality), each seller can set his price, but
cannot sell as much as he wants at that price. Second,
variables, which describe firm-level demand curves are
explicitlytluded. Finally, differences in input prices
are taken into account in explaining location and price.

The Target Income Theory

The specification of the modified target income
theory, as described by Sloan and Feldman [12], Evans
[2], and Pauly [8], is given in Table 3. This theory
differs from orthodox pricing theories in assuming that
sellers are only partially constrained by a given
consumer demand function. Sellers are assumed to be
able to induce buyers to purchase more, from each seller
and in total, at a given price. Howeverthis inducement
or demand creation , requires some seduction in the
accuracy of information provided by the seller, and
such reduction has a utility cost to the seller. While there
is probably same upper limit to the extent of possible
demand creation, within that limit sellers have
considerable discretion over the money income they
receive. Higher incomes do, however, have a cost in
terms of greater manipulation or distortion of
information provided (explicitly, or implicitly) to
patients, and such manipulation has a psychic cost to
the provider.

Equation TII therefore makes the locational
decisions of providers depend on real money income,
hours of work (H), community attractiveness (A), and
the amount of demand manipulation (D) that sellers in a
community typically must perform in order to earn such
an incorne..As in the previous model, real net income
depends on price (P), quantity sold per week (Q), the
hours that the physician is available for non-emergency
care (H), and community attractiveness (A):

nations TI2, TI3, and TI4 describe how the seller
imizes his utility, given the loose market constraints
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that are hypothesized by this theory. A seller's price, the
degree to which he influences demand, and the hours he
is available for service are functions of the relative
supply of sellers (MP), the determinants of per capita
demand (Yj, and the' costs of inputs (W and CL).

equations TI5 and TI.6 describe per capita and
firm-level consumer demand. The specification is the
same as in the increasing monopoly model except dial
demand from any seller also depends on the seller's level
of discretionary activity.

Table 3
Extended Target Income Model Specification

Equation
Number Specification

TI1 MP = f t(P,O,H,A,W,CL,D),
T12 P = f2(MP,W,Y,CL)
TI3 H = f3(MP,W,Y,CL)
T14 D = f5(MP;W,Y,CL)
TI5 Ci = f4(P,H,Y,CL,D)
TI6 O im
Exogenous

.variables

Endogenous
variables

A,W,CL,Y

MP,P,H,0,0,D

Identifiability and Estimation
With the exception of TII and TI5, all equations in

both models are identified according to the order
co ditcons of identifiability.' Data limitations prevent
us from estimating each complete system of equations.
In particular, we will only be able to estimate the price
equations. In the IM model, both MD and MP, which
/appear in the price equation, are endogenous.

/ Consequently, the use of ordinary least squares (OLS)
/gives biased and inconsistent estimates, and a two-stage
estimating procedure (2SLS) is therefore to be

/ preferred. Similarly, in the TI price equation, MP is
endogenous. In the empiriral results which follow, we

N., shall therefore present estimates obtained by using
2SLS. OLS estimates are presented for comparison.

4

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS AND DATA SOURCES

The data for which we Aave estimated the price
equations of both the increasing monopoly model and
the target income model are a cross section of 100'of the
largest SMSAs in the United States.' The independent
variable is an index of the fee charged for a "routine!
office visit" from a primary care physician: This is an
appropriate and tractable set of prices to use for testing
the two theories because insurance coverage, excepting
Medicaid and Medicare, is uncommon. This fee

311 the exogenous variables Y. A. and W are each vector; with sufficient
numbers of components, then TI I and T15 are also identified.

4Absence of data on some variables reduced the final sample size slightly, to 92
cities. Seven cities in New England, plus Aim. Michigan, were deleted.

Cable 4. Variable Names, Descriptions, and Sources

Endogenous Variables

P1973 Price index for routine office
visit to a primary care
physician, 1973

MDPCM2 Primary care physicians per
square mile of urbanized
area, 1970

MDPCPC Primary care physician per
capita, 1970

Mathematica, Inc.
telephone survey

American Medical
Association Survey
and County and
City Data Book,
1972 (CC72)
AMA survey and
CC72

Exogenous Variables

Consumer Information (in addition to MDPCM2)
FEMH Percent of families that have CC72

female heads, 1970
MOVED Percent of housiqg units CC72

occupied by residents who
moved into unit during 1965-
1970

PUBTR Percent of workforce using CC72
public transport to reach
'work, 1970

Demand Determinants
FAMINC Median family income, 1970 CC72
AGED Percent of population 65 or CC72

ever, 1970
KIDS Percent of po lation under CC72

5, 1970
BLACKS Proportion of population that CC72

is black; 1970
SCHOOL Median years of schooling for CC72

those 25 and over, 1970
PAFDC Percent of population receiv CC72

ing aid to families with depen-
dent children

Proportion General Practitioners
GPMDPC Proportion of primary care

physicians who are general
practitioners, 1969

Attractiveness of SMSA
ATT

PROFMAN

LOCGOV

AMA survey

Hotel expenditures per CC72
capita, 1967
Percent of workforce; who are CC72
professionals or managers,
1970
Per capita direct, general CC72
expenditures by local govern-
ment, 1967.

Other Variables
W Average industrial wage rate CC72

for production workers, 1967
POP Total population, 1970 CC72
ADJDEN Population per square mile CC72

within the urbanized area of
the SMSA, 1970

CL 73 Cost of living, 1973 4 Bureau of Labor
Statistics
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32 information was collected by telephone survey in
November and December 1973. Data regarding the
number of primary care physicians per square mile and
the number of physicians per capita in each SMSA were
obtained from an American Medical Association survey
of physicians done in December 1969. The other
variables used, which describe each SMSA's economic,
social and demographic charaCteristics, were obtained
from the County and City Data Book, 1972. With a few

,exceptions, all data used from it are based on the April
1970 United States Census of Population. Details of the
variables and their sources are as follows. Table 4
summarizes these details; Table 5 lists the
standard deviations of all variables.

Table 5.
Means and Standard Deviations of Variables

means and

Variables Mean
Standard
Deviation

P1978 8.45 .1.21

MDPCM2 1.48 .79
MDPCPC .0004 .0001

FEMH 11. 1.9

MOVED 53. 7.5
PUBTR 7.0 7.1

FAMINC 1,002. 122.

AGED 9.1 2.4
KIDS 8:5 .71

BLACKS .12 .087
SCHOOL 12. .4

GPMDPC .50 .11

ATT 3.2 2.2
PROFMAN 24. 3.4

LOCGOV 243. 70.

3.0 .47
POP ', -- 1,176870: 1,626,960.
ADJDEN 3,203.
PAFDC 5.0 1.8

aSome variables are scaled; e.g., FAM INC.

Price of Prithary Care Physicians' Services

Data on primary care physicians' ,fees,were obtained
from Wooldridge's repor[14, Table 2A] on a telephone
survey of physicians' offices in 100 large SMSAs that
Mathematica, Inc., conducted in' December and
November 1973. Wooldridge in her report lists for 100
large SMSAs weighted averages of the prices that
surveyed general practitioners, internists, and
pediatricians reported themselves as charging for a
routine office visit in November and December 1973.
The weights used in constructing the average for each
SMSA were the relative proportions of general
pradtitioners, internists, and pediatricians actually
occurring in that SMSA.

Primary Care Physician's Per Capita and Physicians
Per Square Mile

The total number of primary care physicians in each
metropolitan area as of December 31, 1969, was,

obtained from American Medical AssOciation data [4,
'able 7]. Specifically, those data listed by metropolitan

area both the number of office-based general
practitioners and the number of office-based medical
specialists; the sum of these two figures prov es a
measure of the number of offiCesbased primary care
physicians. This sum, of course, includes a c tain
number of physicians, such, as psychiatrists, who are
office-based medical specialists but who do- not deliver
primary care..
Offsetting this bias, to some degree, are those surgical
specialisti and other hospital-based physicians who
deliver some primary care.

The number of primary care physicians per capita
(MDPCPC) was obtained by dividing the estimates of
the total number of primary care physicians by the
SMSA's total population (item 3, Table 3, County and
City Data Book, 1972; abbreviated [13, T3, 13]

henceforth). The number of primary care physicians
(MDPCM2) per square nite within the urbanized parts
of each SMSA was calculated by multiplying the
primary care physicians per capita (MDPCPC) by the
population density of the SMSA within its urbanized
subareas (ADJDEN: 13, T4, 12041.3 The population
density within the urbanized subarea of each SMSA was
used instead of the population density within the entire
SMSA because the geographical boundaries of an
SMSA often include large amounts of rural land, since
SMSAs are defined in terms of counties. Urbanized
areas, however, are defined in terms of a certain
thickness' of settlement [13]. Conseq , the
urbanized population density gives a uch better
estimate of how heavily population wi in an SMSA is
concentrated than that provided by the overall SMSA
population density.' In addition, adjusted population
density within the urbanized area (ADJDEN) was
entered explicitly, since this variable may proxy
differences in travel time or.cost and hence the size of
the market area. -'

Consumer Information Proxies,,
According to the increasing monopoly model

developed above, price is inversely related to the degree

51n some cases. there is not a one-to-one correspondence between SMSAs and
tubanized areas. For oample. the Los Angeles-Long Beach urbanized area is
composed of parts of the Los Angeles-Long Beach SMSA, the Anaheim-Santa
Ana-Garden Grove SMSA, and the San 'Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario SMSA.
Therefore, the adjusted density 1A DJDEN) value used for the Anaheim-Santa
Ana-Garden Grove SMSA was the density value listed for the Los. Angeles-Long
Beach urbanized area because no separate 'urbanized area is defined for that
SMSA. A separate urbanized area (the San Bernardino-Riverside urbanized
area) is defined within the San Bernardino - Riverside - Ontario SMSA: therefore.
for that SMSA the density value for that latter urbanized area was used.

Nome SMSAs included within the data that we used haye. essentially 100
percent of their, populations within area classified as urban. white others have
only 50 percent of their populations within areas classified as urban.
Consequently, MDPCM2, as defined above. may not be a, good measure of
population density within those SMSA. where the percent of urban population is
relati%elslow. To check the importance of this.. the increasing monopoly model
was estimated using only those SMSA. having populations that area at least 85
percent urban. The results using this subset of the data were essentially identical.
to the results reported on Table 6. incept that the t values were smaller because
of the substantially smaller sample size IN = 56 instead of N = 98).
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of consumer information and directly related to the
degree of consumer ignorance. Proxies for the degree of
consumer ignorance are physician density (MDPCM2)
as defined above, the percent of families that have a
fematl ead [FEMH: 13, T3, 151], and the percent of

,c)s(2u led housing units whose occupants had moved
into the unit during the preceding five years [MOVED:
13, 13. 193]. Additionally, the proportion of workers
who used public transit to reach their jobs during the
week preceding the census [PUBTR: 13, T3, 148] may be

an indication of consumer mobility within the SMSA,
i.e., a high proportion of workers using public transit
may indicate that travel speed in the SMSA is low.
Consequently it may be an imperfect, inverse measure
of the real extent of the area in which the typical
consumer shops for a provider. In addition, PUBTR
may also embody information about the SMSA's
geogr4hical configuration. The rationale for each of
these variables was discussed above, under "Towards
Empirical Estimation."

Table 6. Price Equation Estimates:
Increasing Monopoly Model

Estimation
Procedure

Variable

OLS

Regression Coefficients
(1 statistics in parentheses),

2SLS
Logarithms of Monetary Variables

MDPCM2

ADJQEN

, PEMH

MOVED

PUBTR

FAMI NC or
In FAMINC

AGED

GPMDPC

W or
In W

PAFDC

BLACKS

SCHOOL

MDPCPC

CONSTANT

CL 73

N

R2(Adjusted)

DEP
VAR

Excluded, exogenous
variables used in
first stage of 2SLS

(3.711
4.24
(2.58)

.552
(2.72)

.753
(1.10)

-.0009 -.0016 ;.0021 -.0003
(2.54) (2.11) (2.24) (-1.05)

.22 .23 .032 .087
(2.42) (2.38) (2.50) (1.08),

:086 .091 .011 .024i
(7.19)` (6.58) (6.32) (0.97)

4640 -.080 -.006 .004
(-2.36) (-2.38) (2.26) (0.37)

.00273 0035. .49 .87
(2.17) (2.24) (2.41). (0.73)

.11 .10 .009 -.020
(2,11)' (1.85) (1.29) (0.30)

-1.8 -2.1 .28 .040
(-2.20) (-2.34) (2.39) (0.09)

.69 .26 .57
(2.68) (2.68) (2.66) (1.17)

-.012 .017 .004 -.011
(-0.22) (0.26) (0.44) (0.34)

.483 -1.66 -.315 -1/34
(-0.35) (-.91) (-1.40)

.20 -.38 -;04 -.11

(-0.71) (1k 12) (0.94) (0.44)

-9320 17270 -2533 -4803
(- 3.28) (-2.31) (2.74)

6.51 * 11.9 -.154
(1.49) (1.82). (-0.11)

92

.697

P1973

_SCHOOL
ATT
PROFMAN
LOCGOV
POP

(-1.05)

(-0.27)

92 29

In 1973 In P1973

SCHOOL
ATT
PROF MAN
LOCGOV
POP

SCHOOL
ATT
PROFMAN
LOCGOV
POP

1.95
(0.60)

-.0008
(-0.60)

.22
(0.60)

.044
(0.55)

.019
(0.45)

3.94
(0.52)

-.005
(.0:32)

.081
(-0.07)

.87
.(0.64)

-.037
(-0.38)

-6.37
(0.46)

(0.42)

-1315.3
(-0.63)

-16.8
(0.46)

(.0.51)

29

33

In P1973

SCHOOL
ATT
PROFMAN
LOCGOV
POP
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34 Industry Demand Determinants

Both the target income model and the increasing
monopoly model predict that the overall level of
demand for medical care in the SMSA is likely to affect
the pricing decisions of provider's. The." five variables
that are included in the analysis because they are
determinants of the aggregate demand for medical care
within each SMSA are: median family income
[FAM INC: 13, T3, 158], percent of population over 65
[AGED: 13, T3, 114], percent of population Ader 5
[KIDS: 13, T3, 112], proportion of population that is
black [BLACKS], percent of persons receiving benefits
from the aid to dependent children progra
eligible for Medicaid) [PAFDC: 13, T3, 17 , and the -
median years of schooling completed by perSons 25
years old and over. [SCHOOL: 13, T3, I24].' These
Variables, especially KIDS and SCHOOL, may also be
determinants of the level .of consumer information, but
a piiori, their primary effect would appear to be on
aggregate demand.

Proportion of General Practitioners

The price data used, as described above, are a
Weighted average of general psractitiOner fees, interest
fees, and pediatrician fees. Since general practitioners
tend to charge lower fees' than primary care medical-
specialists it is important to control for the proportion
of primary Care physicianS who, are general
practitionerS:-This variable-(GPMDPC) was calculated
by dividing the number of office-based general
practitioners [5, Table 7] by the total number of primary
cate-ph.ysicians as defined above.

Other Variables

Input priCes may affect prices primal are physicians
charge. The one measure of input prices used was the
average hourly industrial wage in the SMSA (W).'
Providers' location decisions are affected'` by the
SMSA's attractiveness as a place to, live and work.
Fuchs [4] has suggeSted that hotel receipts per capita
(ATT) within the :SMSA is a reasonable indicator of
attractiveness.' The idea is that people visit relatively

'7::.attractive cities (and-- spend:' money on hotel
`acCommodations) more ofien* than relatively:.

unattractive cities. Other variables that influence the
attractiveness of a city are the PetCita of the labbr force

, .

that . are professionals or managers, PROFMAN:
7 BLACKS was cakulated by dividing the number :or:Negroes in the SMSA

113, T3.1101 by the total population (13. T3, .

,

13, T3, 145] and the per capita, direct general
expenditures by local government in 1967 [LOCGOV:.
14, T3, I109]."

Missing Data

Reliable measures of the comparative cost of living in
the full sample of SMSAs do not exist. There are cost-
of-living indexes for 29 of the 92 SMSAs in our sample;
however, an analysis of these data, to be discussed.'
below, suggests that omission of this variable does not-,
lead to serious specification error.

_EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Specification olthe Regression Equations
As discussed above under "Specification of the Two

Models," the measures MDPCPC and MDPCM2 of
physician stock are likely to be endogenous. Therefore
the price equations for.both models are estimated u
2SLS. OLS estimates are also included in Tables 5 and 6

, for comparison.
The. variable GPMDPC, the -proportion of 'primary

care physicians, is classified as an exogenous variable in
all the 2SLS regressions. In a more complete model it
would be endogenous because the comparative levels of .
general practitioner fees versus medical specialists' fees
generally might affect the relative numbers of general
practitioner,s and medical specialists who practice in a
SMSA. In this model, however, GPMDPC is correctly
considered exogenous because the price intx that is
used as the dependent variable is a weighted average of
generalprictiticiner.andpiiiwy care medical specialist
fees.. `Con'seqUently, .higfc values for the 'index in a .

. , . .
particular- SMSA do nor convey information about the
differential attractiveness of that $MSA to general
practitioners and'to speCialists. A high value of P only
means, ceteris paribus; titat, on .average the SMSA is
attractive to primary care physians as a group.

8W was calculated by dividing total wages for production workers in 1967 [13.
T3,31281 by the total man-hours for production workers in 1967 [13. T3. 11271.
These data are based on the /967 Census of Manugulurers.

9ATT was calcubited by (a) myltiplyirig total receipts for selected service
establishments [13. Ti: 11511 by the percentage of those receipts that were
collected by hotels. motels. and.camp's [13, T3. 11541 and (b) then dividing by
total population [13, T3.131.''. These figures are based on the /967 Censio, 0,1
Business. .

10The primary source for LOcGOV was She Census, of
, . -

/

IncreasingMonopolifteory
Table.6 presents'the regression results for the price

equation of the increasing monopoly model. These
results are consistent with the increasing monopoly
model. :Specifically, the variables that relate to
consumer 7.inforMation levels (MDPCM2, FEMH,
MOVED; PUBTR and ADJDEN) all have the expected
sig. and are significant at: the 5 percent level. The
negatiVe.sign on ADJDEN is consistent with the view
that. constiiners Who are prevented by high travel costs
froin using a large number of different physicians will
have' better i ianiiToration on the smaller umber ofsmaller
physicians . they 'do- use. This "small" number is

apparently.)argeenoUgh, and there is apparently enough
of a linkage between market areas in a metropolitan

';area,.tb:i*oid oligopoly effects on price. Additionally;:-.
;the variables that relate to aggregate industrydeinancr
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all have easily interpretable coefficients. For example,
the percent of the population under 5 years of age has a
significant, negative coefficient while the percent of the *
p6pulation 65 and over .has a significant positive
coefficient. The negative sign of the former coefficient
may reflect that pediatric office- care tends to be °
uninsured and the mothers of young children tend to be
unusually aggresSive and social consumers of care for
their children. The positive sign of the latter coefficient
may .reflect that care ,for the aged is largely insured

through Medicare and that the aged tend to be socially
isolated. The coefficient on PAFDC is not significant.
The OLS equation explained 70 percent (adjusted) of
the variation of the dependent variable P1973. The
coefficient on the physician- population ratio is negative
and Significant. High numbers of physicians per .capita
do depress price (by lowering the opportunity cost of
physician time), just as the increasing monopoli.theory
suggests.

T a rg e t In4fine 'Model 1

.,' The results in Table 7 indicate why the target income
model is deceptively attractive. The price equation of
the TI model does not include any variables not present
in the IM model, but it does omit some of those
variables. When the information source and market
area. variables are omitted, physicians per capita

Table 7. Price Equation Estimates
Target InCome Model

Variable
Estimation Procedure 2SLS r OLS

MDPCPC 8054 2547
(2.46) (1.59)

GPM VC -1.8 -2.4
(1.55)

.17
(0.52) (-0.12)

FAMINC .0001 .0021
(0.08) (1.67)

AGED .087 .049
(1.22) (0.76)

14.1 DS .049 -.40
(0.17) (1.75)

BLACKS 4:6 3.1
(2.52) (1.98)

SCHOOL .59
(1.67) (1.78)

PAFDC .035 .121
- (0.43) (1.92)

..".xcluded exogenous
Variables used in
first stage of 2SLS

N

F12

POPGR
POP
ATT
LOCGOV
PROFMAN

92

(MDPCAC) is positively related :to price, and is
significantin 2SLS regressions, althOUgh not in the OLS
Ones: As suggested by_ the 'results for the IM model,
however, this poSitive effect disappears when
information and -market area variables are added.
Moreover, the set of Such variables is highly significant,
as indicated. by the rise in R2 from .43 to .70. The F
statistic for the setof variables included in 1,M but n9t in
T1 is 15.6, significant at better than 99 percent for 5 and
77 degrees .of freedom.

"COST-OF1-IVING,ADJUSTMENTS

Areas dill& not in he prices that .prevail for
medical care, but alSO in, the prices of all other goods
and services. in-princii)16; the 'price discussed in the
theoretical model is the relative price of physicians'
services, and so some adjustment should be made for
possibly offsetting' differences in the prices of other
gOods. In addition, the gertjr: {nice level affects the
levg} of real income'of cons' ers and physicians; And
these effects should be taken into account.

:s. Unfortunately, there is.. no cost-of-living index 'or
similar index of general price levels for all of the 92
cities in our data. Such an index may be effectively
provided to some extent by the wage rate variable, since

'levels of area wage, rates and of area prices tend to be
pOsitively related. Indeed, if workers-reach a movement
equilibrium in which fl4real,value of money. income per
unit of labor is equalized - across the wage rate will
be, proportional to the cost of living. Even in the absence
of,such an equilibrium, the wage index may account for
much of the variation in living costs across areas.

A cost-oftNng index is published for 29. or the cities
in the sample (tt, 1973, high income farnify budget in
[1]), and so the effect of its tclusion in the IM model
could be determined for pP.(small) subsample. A
flexible method for inch'. dipgiCL, is to express the index
acid all monetary variables (independent and dependent)
in logarithms. This specification permits (but does not
require) .the CL index to have an effect On real prices
which differsfrop that of the monetary variables." As
might be expected with a small sample, when. the IM
equation is estimated with the data from 29 cities, the
significance level Of individual varibles tends to be low.
'However, as can be seen in a.:.comparison of columns 4
and 516f Table 6, the.coeffiCients tend to have the same
signs;i only 2' of 9 significant'c9efficients (those on
PUBTR and GPMDPC) chanie in sign. If this

it II.,the cost-of-living variable is an equally appropriate deflator for all
monetary variables, the estimating equation can be written On the monetary
variable wages W and income Y rnl

Cl
,lassW

thganthms. one obtain,:
I In P - In CL = cf, In W + ct2 In Y

This yields:

92 In P = al In W ct2 In Y - (cs. + ci2 - In CL
If CL is an appropriate deflator for all variables, then thsecoefficient on CL
should approximately equal

Inl + ct2 -I).

+ ct2) In CL

.431'
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subsample is thought to be similar to the full sample, the
results in column 6 of Table6 suggest that adding adoil=
of- living; index (CL 1973) does not appreciably affect
the qualitative results. Only one variable (GPMDPC)
switches in sign, and coefficierits, of the other variables
tend tp increase. The cost-of-living variable itself is not
significant.'

CONCLUSION .

The empirical results in the study should, Orcoursei.
be regarded as preliminary. Better measures of '''
consumer information onlifee levels, and of input prices
are desirable. The data on the cost of living across
SMSAs are quite incomplete. Nevertheless, the
conformity of thf results with the increasing monopoly
model is striking. Not the measure of physician

stock suggested' by at model far more useful in
explaining price :. t n the physician-population ratio,
but other variables .that could only have been suggested
for inclusion: by the increasing monopoly Model, such as
the percent of families: headed by'females, are highly
significant. Judged on both,. of these grounds, the
increasing monopoly must be regarded as. a strong
competitOr with the target income model (and with the
neoclassical competitive model)., in explaining price
formation for Physicians' services: Moieovervit appears
possible that the increasing monopoly model could
provide an explanation of the pricing behaviOrof other
service Industries. ,

The main implication of these . resultS .is` :thatthat
consumers may, in fact, through their market. choices,
exert substantial influence over the pricing decisions of
primary care, physicians. In other words, these results
suggest that if consumers have access to comparative
information about primary care physicians, they may
collectiVel*,he far from powerless in their dealings with
primary .care physicians. These results, however, do not
give practical advice as to how consumer access to
information . about competing physicians can be

V
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The Aggregate Supplies and Demands of Physician
and Dental. Services

JesM-S. Rixsor:t, Ph.D:*
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Health Resourdes Administration

ABSTRACT A two-equation model of the supply and demand for dental services and a four-
equation model of the joint determination of the quantities and prices of physician and hospital
services are investigated with aggregate time-series data, 1950,-1970 and 1949-1975, respectively.
Instrumental variables with the Hildreth-LU autoregressiye technique are employed; separate
parameters for. the income and price elasticities of the insured and uninsured popUlations are
estimated.

Conventional economic behavior is evident on both the demand and supply sides of the markets. In
particular, the estimated price elasticities of supply are 0.71 and 1;t.4 for physician' and dental
services, respectively. The estimated elasticity of supply is unitary with iti-pect to the aggregate stocks
of both physicians and .dentists.' "

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate the aggregate supply and
demand functions of physician anci,dthtist services. The
properties of these, functions have both .:short-Tnir.
implications for responses to increases in the demands
forlseryices which 'flight be precipitated by national

.'health..insurance, and long-run implications for the
consequences of health manpower policy. Recently, the
interest in the properties of these funclions has
intensified with the.Trenewed debates over national
health insurance and' manpower policy, and with the;
recent emergencPand popular acceptance of the "target!'
income" hypothesis respecting physician and dentist
supply behavior and the* role of market forces in
allocating health care resources. We ..hope that the-.::
empirical research presented here will help to resolve
some of the issues which revO'Iye around the properties
of these functions..
.The empirical-Work reported here departs from recent

approaches to the issues in question in that it is based on
aggregate time series rather than cross - section data. One
of the first .studies of the physician was

. ,

rhealtiors.who are employed by the Bureau of Health Manpowev.U.S.D.H.L.W.. wrote
this pail* in their prisate capacity',po endrement by..,11SD.HIE,W7 is intended or implied.

undertaken by Feldstein [1] with aggregate time-
series data spanning the period 1948-66. Feldstein's
conclusions from his study have had a profound effect.Y.2'!
on the thinking of many economists. His paper is often
cited as evidence that traditional economic models are
not applicable to the markets for health services.
Perhips because of Feldstein's peculiar empirical results
the time-series data have tended to be ignored in favor
of cross-section observations obtained from survey or
census data. As will be seen below, our empirical results

judged from the standard statistical and economic-
theoretic viewpoints. are quite good, suggesting that
perhaps these time-series data can be further exploited
in modeling the markets for health services.
Furthermore, our results essentially refute Feldstein's

'conclusion that orthodox economic models do not
characterize the markets for health services.

The remainder of the paper consists of three parts. In
the next section we present the formal models from
which the estimating equations' are derived. In the
subsequent section, we present, the estimates of the
physician and dentist supply and demand functions,
respectively. The results are summarized and

37

conclusions are presented in the last section.
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38 THE MODELS

The objective of the exercise reported here was to
explain the prices and' quantities of physician andand

;:dentist services using the simplest models of economic
theory possible. The quantities are measured by the
total real annual expenditwes on physician and dental
services in the U.S., while the prices are Measured by the
respective fee components-of the Consumer Price Index
relative to the overall value or': the Consumer Price
Index. The basic modeling assurription was that these
observed magnitudes were. . generated , by the
equilibration of the aggregate demand and aggregate
supply of physician and dentist services.

The models treat the aggregate demand fore each
service as generated by two distinct populations: the
"unitiSW4,1;7"-; ylbtx, pay the full market price for
services; 'aryl :the,' "insured" who pay a "net" price
which. iSrless°.ttiati: the full market price paid by the
uninsured. The concept of the models is illustrated in
Figure 1, which depicts the equilibrium condition. In
Figure 1, the aggregate demand function D is the sum of
the demand of the uninsured, du, and the insured, di.

kP

The demand curve of die insured can only be plotted
for a specified value of the proportion of the full price
paid by the insured, denoted by k; therefore, the
position of the aggregate demand curve D is a function
of k. For a given. supply curve S, the equilibrium full
price P and the proportion k of the full price pai&bYthe
insured must be such that the sum of the luantity
demanded,:qu, by the uninsured and that by the toured,

equals 0, the quantity supplied at the full price P.
One notes that in this model, a coordinate (P,Q) lies

oti both the aggregate demand function and the
aggregate supply function. This is in contrast to model
proposed by others, e.g., [I) and [2], that do not
explicitly distinguish between the separate demands of
the insured and uninsured but treat aggregate demand
as an average of the demand of both groups at some
"average" aggregate price: In these latter' models, the
coordinate (P,Q) lies '',only on the supply curve; for the
demand curve to be identified, an unobservable
aggregate "average" price must somehow be estimated.
The estimation of such an average demand price has
been a major stumbling block in previous attempts to

estimate the parameters of ;denianc fuhctions for
physician and hoSpital Services: Moreover, the
confounding of the behaVior, ,of-the ..instired and .the
uninsured in such models:has hadterious:Conscientes
for properties of the empirical estimates 'of "'the-.
parameters Of the demand functions: kri the estimation
of the model analyzed in this paper, ..Vie have avoided
these problems by separating the dethandS,. of the
insured and uninsured. . .

The behavioral equations of the modeli are specified
in per capitatterms, which restricts the functional form
of the, aggregate demand and supply equations ltd
enhartes .the efficiency of the. estimates of the

r-:i5ai-anieteri.'' enhancehtent derive- froth the
Corferations between the variables in the estimating
equations being significantly reduced in aggregating the
per capita equations to derive the aggregate equations.

The Demand and Supply of PhySician Services

Since physician and hospita services are often
consumed jointly,, the inodet of physician services
includes equations for the demand and supply of
hospital services. The behavioral 'ail' aggregated
equations of the physician services model are as follows.

The aver4e.,.annual quantities of physician and
hospital serviCgg demanded by each uninsured person
are given,,spectively, by

qu, a. + alp,+ a2yu, + a3r,

zu, = b. + bp, + + b3r, - (2)

where p, and r, are the prices of the respective services
and yu, is the per capita income of the uninsured in year
t. The average annual quantities of physician and
hospital services demanded by each of the insured are
given, respectively, by

q = a4 + askp, + a,y .+ (3)

= b4 + bsky, + b6y + (4).
where lc, .400:1,. are the proportions of the respective
prices paid, by the insured and y is their per capita
income;,The demands for each type of service within
each,e.,,.pOPulation group are interrelated through the
prices or both services appearing in each demand"
equation.

Tr(supply of:physician services per physician is given
by

="1. + Y + Y2t . (5)

where t is included as an argument to de termin the current
state of technology. The supply of hospital services per
hospital lied is given by

zs, = A + + A2t. (6)

The aggregate demand and supply functions investi-
gate&empirically are derived from equations (1)-(6) by
multiplying each by the sizes of the relevant poNlatidns,.
ancl.adding the aggregate demand functions of the insured
and uninsured populations. The national aggregate
demand and supply system thus derived ist
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= aNt(1-1,) + ay,N(1-1,) a2yst,,
+ + a4N,1, + a3ktpsN,I,
+ a,,Y + a,I r N i, (7)

= rD, + y tp,D, + Y21D, (8)

Zd, = b,,N,(I-1,) +' btp,N(1-1;) + byu,
b3riNt(1-It') + 10,1, +. b3ktp,N,I,

+ bArtN,1, (9)

Z,- =AH, A tr,H, + AitH, (10)

= Q ; Z = Zdi ,t di si (11)

Idthe system (7)-(11) Qt and Z, are the total quantities
of physician and hospital services, respectively; N, and 1,
are, respectively, the size and proportion insured of the
national population; Y and Yu are the respective
incomes of the uninsured and insured populations; and
Dt and Ht are the total number of doctors and hospital
beds, respectively, in year. 1. The measure of each
variable in system (7)-(11) is as follow5:

Q,,Zt: The quantities of physician and hospital
services were measured, by total annual expenditures
deflated by the appropriate component of the
Consumer Price Index.

port: The respective prices of 'physician and hospital
services are measured by the respective fee components
of the Consumer Price Index relative to the %%Trail value
of he Consumer price Index.

N,: The measure is the total U.S. population.

It: Two alternative measures of the proportion of the
population "insured" were available: the proportion
having hospitalization coverage and the proportion
having surgical coverage. Because of the
interdependence of the demands for hospital and
physician services, neither measure fully encompasses
the effect of the "insurance" on the demands for,
services. Therefore, the choice of an insurance variable
was made on empirical grounds. The surgical coverage
variable gave the best results in terms of statistical
performance, so it is used throughout the estimation
procedure as the measure of I,.

1(1, 1,: No series on the proportions of the respective
prices of physician and hospital services paid by the
insured are available. Therefore, proxy variables for the
true kt and 1, had to be created. While the respective
gross prices, p, and ro have been systematically rising, it
was inferred from the ratios of direct payments paid by
individuals to total expenditures for physician and
hospital services that kip, and I,r, have been
systematically declining through time. Therefore,

, various power functions defining k, and I, as functions
of reciprocals of powers of p, and r, were used as proxies
Tor the unobserved k, and 1

Y,,, Yu,: The measures are the total personal income
of the insured and uninsured, respectively. With the
exception of three sample years of the Health Interview
Survey (HIS), the incomes of the insured and uninsured

populations have not been measured. It was therefore
necessary to derive estimated series for Y and Yu, from

, three HIS estimates of family income of the insured anti
uninsured in the years 1963, 1968, and 1974.

Regressions of the estimated mean family incomes Of
the two grouts, onto 'various powers of total personal
income were used to, generate estimated series of mean
family incomes. These estimated series, were divided by
the series of avqage family size, to estimate per capita
income, and the "resulting series were multiplied in turn
by series of N,I( and N,(1-11) to obtain Yi, and Yuo
respectively.

The number of doctors is measured as the total
number of physicians alive in the U.S. Some researchers'
have used the number of active physicians in' similar
contexts, but the number of active physicians, being a'
function of the aggregate level of economic activity and
the state of demand for physicians' services, is an
endogenous variable. -

H,: The number of hospitil beds is measured-as the
total number of hospital beds in the U.S.

The Demand and Supply of Dental Services

Since the 'market -for dental care is not intimately
connected to,other health care markets as the market for
physician services is, the dental service model considers
pnly the demand and supply of dental services. Another
feature of the dental sector that affords further
simplification of the model is the relative absence of
"insurance." By 1970, only 6 percent orthe,population
was participating in a dental prepayment plan.
Consequtntly, we are able to abstract from differences
in the income distributions between the insured and
uninsured. .populations, and to assume that the
subsidization of a small proportionof demand shifts the
aggregate demand function by a constant amount which
is proportional to the proportion of the population
insured. These assumptions are reflected in the
specification of system (12)-(15):

ao aiYul (12)

= a3 (13)

q = b. + by, + b2t (14)

Qdt = Nutqui Nit%
Qst = DICIst

Qdt Qst (15)
where:
Qd, and Qs, are the quantity of dental services demanded
and supplied, respectively, measured by the total real
annual expenditures on dental services in the U.S.;
ci, is the real quantity of dental services supplied per
dentist in year t;
D, is the number of dentists in year t;
qu, and (it, are the real per capita quantities demanded by
the uninsured and insured population, respectively, in
year t;
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40 N., and N,, are the number. of people, respectively, in the
uninsured and insured population in year ti
p, is the average price in year t of a unit of dental
service, measured by the dental component of the
Consumer Price Index relative to the general price level;

is real annual personal income per capita of the
uninsured in year t.

the definitions of Qdi and Qs, are employed to derive
the aggregate demand and supply functions (16) and
(17) on the assumption that total personal income is
distributed among the insured and uninsured according
to their proportion of the total population:

Qdt = as,N,(1-1,) a,p,N,(1-1,) + a2Y,(1-1,)
+ a3N,1, (16)

Q = bD, + bip,D, + b2tD, (17)

w ere N, is the size of the population in year t, 1, is the

pr onion of the population covered by dental
"ins ante," and Y, is total real personal income in
year t.

EMPIRICAL,RESULTS

The Supply and Demand for Physician Services
Data for estimating the instrumental and proxy

variables and parameters of the model were obtained
from standard statistical compilations.' The estimates
of the physician service model are 'derived from annual
observations compiled fethe period 1949-1975. All
equations were estimated with the Hildreth-Lu
autoregressive technique.

Table 1 shows the simple correlations among variables
of the physician service model. The correlation among
these variables is extremely high, which has profound

'All the time-series of the variables; with rite exception of 11, Y and were

obtained from 161 supplemented by 171. I, was obtained from asupplemented
by unpublished data from the Health Insurance Institute. For the years 1967-75.
the number of persons 65 years of age and over having only Medicare hospital
insurance, estimated from information provided in (41, were added to the
measure of 11 obtained from the Health Insurance Institute. Y., and Yo were

obtained for the years 1963. 1968, and 1974 from 141.

Table 1. Simple Correlations Among
Variables - Physician Model

P r N(1-I) Yu NI Y, D tD H tH

p 1.00
r 0.97 1.00
N(1-I) -0.95 -0.95 1.00
Yu -0.90 -0.91 -0.95 1.00.
NI 0.97 0.95 -0.99 -0.97 1.00
Y, 0.88 0.96 0.99:0.88 0.90 1.00
D 0.97 1.00
tD 0.97 0,99 1.00
H -0.02 1.00
tH 0.84 0.10 1.00

implications for the precision of the estimates of the
paramters, and makes them very sensitive to the choice
of the measure of physician and hospital service prices.
In addition to the observed values of the price variables,
a number of alternative instrumental variables Were
employed in estimating the parameters of the model. It
was found that measures of the variables that reduced
the correlations between the regressors tended to
improve the precision of the estimates of the parameters
(i.e., reduced the variances of the estimates) and also
tended to give estimates with the Peoretically correct

fw signs. In most cases, we were able to find measures of
price that gave very precise estimates of the parameters.
In the following discussion of the empirical results, we
report the most precise estimates that we found.

The results of estimating the demand functions for
physician and hospital services are shown in Table 2.
The observed values of the price variables were used in
estimating the equations reported in Table 2. The signs
of all the statistically significant, estimated coefficients
are, as one would expect, on the basis of conventional

, theory. The demand for each, service is seen to vary
inversely with its price and that of its complement; and
demand increase with income. Overall, the estimates are
highly significant - 8 out of 12 of the estimated
coefficients are significant at the 9 percent level of
confidence. The statistical significance achieved with

Table 2. Estimated Coefficients, Demand Equations

Equation

Coefficient o 0
Annual Compound Rate Elasticity of Supply

of Technical Change with Respect to
Physician

Constant Price Time

Physician Service&
Coefficient
Standard Error
Elasticity

Hospital Services
Coefficient
Standard Error
Elasticity

0.20c
0.08

-1.46b
0.77

0.41a
0.28
0.41

0.14
0.15

0.006a
0.04
0.38

.01132c

0.012

0.98

314

aSignificant at 99 percent level of confidence (t )2.47).
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Table 3. Empirical Results, Supply Equations

Equation

/oefficient

Insured

Net
Physician Income

Price

Net
Hospital

Price

Uninsured R2

Full b.
Physician Income

Price

Full
Hospital

Price

Physician Services
Coefficient .2.778 -0.24 -0:064a -9.94a .22.02a 0.90
Standard Error 0.73 0.32 0.28 3.37 7.94 0.92
Elasticity .2.17 <, -3.41 2.12

Hospital Services
Coefficient -1.01a -0.62 0.048 -4.698 14.178 -129
Standard Error 0.30 0.15 0.009 1.60 3.86 0.45'
Elasticity -0.17 -0.15 -1.48 1.23 -0,33

0.9920

0.9910

aSignificant at the 90 percent level of confidence (t ) 1.31)
"Significant at the 95 percent level of confidence (t ) 1.70)
`Significant at the 99 percent level of confidence (t >2.47)

the time-series data is remarkable, since demand
equation had eight parameters and was estimated with
27 observations, and Since there is a high level of
correlation among the regressors. Despite the limited
number of observations and the high correlation among
the variables, the operation of the market mechanisms
depicted by the model are clearly making themselves
evident in the data.

The only disappointing aspect of the empirical results
is the failure of the estimated coefficiepts of income in
the demand of the insured to be significantly different
from zero. We have not yet tried to resolve the reason
for this result. However, statistical insignificance of
insureds' income is persistent throughOut all
specifications of the demand equations we have
estimated.

It is interesting to note'the "high" estimates of the
elasticities of demand with respect to -the prices of
physician services, and to the income of the uninsured,
.i.e., those with an absolute value great than one. We
have not yet investigated problems of specification
which might lead to upward bias in the estimated price
elasticities. However, it is clear that most estimates of
these price elasticities currently cited are derived from
cross-section data which contain significant errors-of-
measurement leading to bias in estimated coefficients
toward zero. Consequently, while some of the
elasticities reported. here- may seem relatively high in
relation to those reported by others= from studies of
cross-section data, the magnitude of 'Upward bias, if
any, cannot be 'deducted through comparisons with
estimates derivfd from cross-section data. Further work
needs to be done on isolating the extent of bias in
estimates derived from both types of data.

The results of estimating the supply functions for
physician and hospital services are shown in Table3.
The hospital service supply equation was estimated with
the lagged value of the observed hospital service price
serving as an instrument. The hospital supply function

is troubled by a high degree of autocorreration: the
value of the first-order coefficient otaukicorrelation is
0.95. Modeling the supply of hospital services requires a
much more elaborate treatment than we have given it
here.

bespite the high level- of correlation among the
regressors, the estimated coefficients of the physician
service supply function are statistically significant at the
90 percent level of confidence or better. The observed
values of the price:were used to estimate the equation.
The results indiate conventional economic behavior on
the part. of physiciatis.. The elasticity of demand wid'
respect tO :Price 'Zorriputed at the means of the
observations indicates that physicians' short-itiri supply'. ,-.

response is priCe inelastic. Systematic' technological
change, as measured by the coefficient of the time
variable, has increased the average physician's supply at
a compound annual rate of 3/4 percent.' The long-run
response of the aggreote supply of physicians' services
to An increase in the number of physicians has been
unitarily elastic.

The ,contrast in the results reported in Tables 2 and 3
and those reported by Feldstein [1] is striking. Unable to
obtain "satisfactory" results after calculating an untold
number of regressions, Feldstein concluded that the
market for physician services must be in permanent
disequilibrium. He interpreted his results as indicating
that physicians act in concern to maintain permanent
excess demand in order to enhance their- discretionary
control over the types of cases they treat. He
summarized the significance of his paper by suggesting`
that because his estimates were at variance with the
implications of "traditional economic analysis," a
reformulation of policy toward physicians' services and
prices might be warranted. Based on his unsuccessful
attempt to fit alternative models to aggregate time-series

41

r

2
Over the 27-year period, the physician supply function shifted 21 percent due

to technological change, which is approximately a 3/4 percent annual compound
rate of increse.
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42 Table 4. Simple Correlations Among- Variables --
Dental Model

p N(1-I) Yu NI D tD

p 1.00
N(1.11 0.87 1.00
Yu 0.97 0.87 1.00
NI 0.70 0.41 0.77 1.00 S

D 0.91 1.00
tD 0.92 0.99 1.00

data, he concluded that "the institutional setting of
medical care and the doctors' personal motivations
make the conventional economic models inadequate
descriptions of physicians' behavior." The empirical
results reported above, however, contradict both his
conclusions. The economic behavior on the supply side
of the market for physicians makes itself apparent in the
data, and is entirely consistent with one's expectations
drawn from conventional theory. The physician's
supply of services is upward-sloping in the price-
quantity plane;.and the aggregate supply of physicians'
services shifts out as the number of physicians increases.
For every 1 percent increase in the total stock of,
physicians the aggregate supply of services increases,
0.98 percent. One notes that this conclusion prevails
irrespective of whether the physician's underlying

,,supply of labor or work time is "backward-bending."
For the measure of output analyzed is that of the

,physician's firm, which employs the physician's time as
otlY -one input and which can consequently , expand
prOduciion with increased use of other inputs even while
seducing the input of the physician's own time.'

The Supply and Demand of Dental Services

Data for estimating equations (16) and (17) for dental
services consisted of time series covering the period
1950-1975.4 The equations .were estimated with the
Hildreth-Lu autoregressive technique. Simple

correlations among the regressors are shown in Table 4.
As in the physician service model, the correlation
between the variables is quite high,-making the estimates
sensitilie to the choice of measures of price. In
employing alternative instrumental variables, it was
found that use of the regression of p onto the raw
variables D, Y, N, 1, and T, as an instrument for p gave
the most precise estimates of the demand function
parameters, while the regression of p onto Y gave the
most efficient estimate of the supply function.

Table 5 shows the estimates of the coefficients and
their estimated standard errors, as well as average
elasticities computed at the means' of the observed
variables.

The estimated coefficients of the demand equation
have the theoretically correct signs and are statistically
significant at the 99 percent level of confidence. The
demand of the uninsured for dental services is income-
elastic, and is exceedingly price - elastic according to the
estimates from the time-series. The extremely high price
elasticity of demand reported here is in marked contrast
to estimates reported by others from cross-section and
survey data. Again, however, we note that many errors-
of-measurement and inconsistencies inherent it survey
and typically exploited cross-section data bias estimates
obtained from them toward zero. Further work is
necessary to reconcile the estimates obtained from the
alternative types of data.

The estimated coefficients of the supply function
have theoretically correct signs and although not as
precise as those of the demand function, are statistically
significant at the 90 percent level of confidence. The
price elasticity of supply calculated at the means of the

3For a theoretical e oration of the conditions under which output can
increase in response to change in price despite a decrease in the input of
physician's time, see [5

4A11 the time series of the variables, with the exception of It, were obtained
fr m [6) supplemented by 171; 14'was obtained from [31. The series of D1 prior to
158 was revised to achieve consistency in the exclusion of new graduates from
urrent year estimates of the stock of dentists.

Table 5. Estimated Parameters f Supply and Demand
Functions for Dent I Services -

Equation Variable Coefficient
°IP Standard

Error Elasticity'

Demand-
uninsured Constant 4.92 1.55

Demand-
uninsured Price -6.68 2.19 -4.18

Demand-
uninsured Income 2.67 0.59 2.14

Demand-
insured Constant 3.70 0.92

Supply Constant -4.88 2.57

Supply Price 4.62 - 2.84 2.88

Supply Time 0.026 0.019 1.04

For every 1 percent increase in the number of dentists, the aggregate supply of dental services Increased by an average of 0.95 percent.



observations is 2.88. Over the period, the aggregate
supply of dental services has increased 0.95 percent for
each 1 percent increase in the total number of dentists.
Finally, technological change accounted for a 54 percent
increase in the supply of services over the 26-year
period, a compound annual rate of about 1.75 percent.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the empirical results of our
estimating aggregate. supply and demand functions of
physician and dental services using national aggregate
time-series data. The equations estimated were parts of
simultaneous-equation systems: First-order autoregressive
models were employed to obtain estimates or the para-
meters 'of each function. The empirical results indicate
conventional economic behavior on the part of both
physicians and dentists.,

The estimated price coefficients in both supply
functions were positive and statistically significant; the
estimated price elasticities of supply were 0.41. and 2.88
for physician and dental services, respectively. The
implication of these results is that an increase in the
aggregate demands for services can call forth supply
responses through price-equilibrating mechanisms in the
short run. Irrespective of whether or not the individual
practitioner's supply of time is backward-bending, the
output of. the firm is, evidently responsive to increases in
product price.

With respect to the long run, increases in the stock of
practitioners result in increases in the supplies of their
services. The estimated elasticity of long-run supply is
essentially unitary with respect o the aggregate stocks
of both physicians and dentists. Consequently, health'
manpower policy designed to stimulate the production
of physicians and dentists can be expected to lead to
increases in the .supplies of services as well as to exert
significant downward influences on service 'prices by
virtue of the high price elasticities of demand for both
medical and dental services.

As on the supply sides of the markets, behavior on the
demand sides can be given traditional economic
interpretations. The demand for dental services is elastic
with respect to both income and price. The demand for
physician services is generally dependent on price and
income, and on the prices of hospital services. Even the
"insured" are seen to be very sensitive to changes in the
net pies of physician services. Although less elastic
with respect to price and income, the demand for
hospital services is sensitive to the price of physician
services.

From the empirical results presented in this paper, it
is clear that an orthodox price-equilibrating economic
model can plainly resolve behavior in the markets for
health services. These results clearly refute Feldstein's
work [1] on physicians' services, a work, that is
frequently cited as evidence that orthodox economic
models are not applicable to the market for physician
services, and by implication, not applicable to the

market,.fOr:dental services either. His reported inability
to detect The operation of traditional market forces in
time-series data has led many to belieVe *that market
forces are either absent or operate in perverse ways in
the health care system. The results of the modeling
investigation reported in this paper, however,
demonttrate that the operation of market forces clearly
makes itself apparent in the.aggregate time-series data.

Sr
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The. Effect of. Local Physician Supply on the
Treatment of Hypertension in Quebec*
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ABSTRACT The primary objective of this analysis is to estimate the impact of thelocal physician
supply on the annual cot and revisit rate for the treatment of essential hypertension/. The analysis is
based on the medical ut)lization of a sample of 150,000 beneficiaries in Quebec coffering the period

from the inception of universal health insurance in 1971 to 1975. The sample, of which
approximately 13,000 had been seen for essential hypertension dung a one-year period, was

atified by location, age, sex, and family income. /

Holding patient age, sex, income, location and, a proxy measure of health status constant, welcan
report the'following regarding treatment of hypertension. The effect of the local GP to population
ratio is to increase cost. The effect of the local specialists to population ratiois to reduce cost and the
revisit rate, although the magnitude of the effect is very small. Holding constant the local supply of
physicians, costs are slightly higher, but the revisit rate is lower if the treating physiciais a specialist.
Costs are rising at approximately 10 percent per year.

These :itiSults',shoilhat the treatment of hypertension is not independent of the lbcal physician
supply'..1:h6 Cast of litatin4nt increases as the number of GPs increases!. but decreases as the number
cif specialists, creaseS:..Tiii:Magnitude of both these effect's, however/tends to be small. The change
in ciists is assocttlited miire!*(ii?titt;:cost per visit rather than the number of visits. Low income
ierions"" receive ntirt:Servicek. 1:13an do the rest of the population, although these differences
are decreasing over

INTR6OIC. tION

One of the foremost tie itty,;; ...."(ift4today is

hypertension (14,11,0lood ?,1y* the most
important single risk faetor.fccrAtiOcifisS of disease
cardiovascular disease -- that kills and cripples more
people than any other. Effective treatment is available
but infrequently applied."'

The research reported herein was supported in part by the U.S. Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare (National Center for Health Services Research).
under contract numbers H,RA- 230 -75 -0166 and HRA-230-75-0167. The opinions
and conclusions expressed herein arc solely those of the authors and should not
be construed as representing the poli4or opinions of any agency of the United
States government, or any institution in the Province of Quebec. public or
private.

'Milton C. Weinstein and Willitun B. Stason, Hypertension: A Policy
Perspective. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976. This study focuses on
the United States: The introduction draws heavily on this squrce.

Ninety-five percent of hypertensives have what is
called "essential hypertensjon," which meats nothing
more stmcific than the presence of high arterial blood
pressure. Despite the associations ij often conjures up, it
does not imply any psychological syndrome.
Frequently, in fact, there are no outward
manifestations, either physical or emotional.
Hypertension is not a disease, it is simply a quantitative
deviation of blood ,pressure relative to the noun for a
given population.

There are, however, clinical consequences of high
blood pressure, which manifest themselves primarily in
the brain, the heart, and the kidneys. Brain strokes are
likely; coronary artery disease develops at an
accelerated rate, manifested in exertional chest pain
(angina pectoris), and heart attack (myocardial
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infarction); kidney failure because of arteriosclerosis of
renal blood vessels, is possible. All these conditions are
accbmpanied by significant risk of death and
considerable morbidity.'

The objective of treatment for essential hypertension
is to lower arterial blood pressure. Currently the
administration of antihypertensive drugs constitutes the
main method of treatment, although adjunctive efforts
to facilitate management and to reduce other risk
factors for cardiovascular disease (such as high serum
cholesterol and cigarette smoking) may be of additional
benefit. Clearly much of this treatment involves
physician-patient contact, which is the principal source
of information about the medical process available for
our analysis. The major component of the medical cost
for treating hypertension is medication. Although the
cost of medication is substantial, prescribing it is

relatively routine and is generally not a separate
reimbursable medical procedure in either the U.S. or in
Quebec)

The analysis presented below addresses the question
of the relationship between the local physician supply
and the choice of treatment mode. This question is
central to much of the current policy discussion
regarding the expected dramatic expansions in the U.S.
physician supply and qtlitijssues such as national
health insurance. The anatAiil's based on data from the
Universal Health Insurance Plan in the Pitovince of
Quebec.

Hypertension was selected for this analysis because of
the substantial- range of physician discretion in
determining an appropriate treatment regimen. It is

app'arently medically and professionally acceptable to
see such patients anywhere from less than once to
several times a year.'

Much of the variance is probably due to the nature
and condition of the particular patient. Nonetheless,
substantial anecdotal evidence suggests that physician
discretion is great and that the wide range of treatment
is not subject to professional review.

The analysis below provides empirical estimates o
how much, if any, of the variance in the amount of
physician services for treating hypertension is due to the
local physician supply. In other words, does the
available supply of physicians, in an area bear any,
relationship to the revisit rate or cost per year of treating
essential hypertension patients?

2
Ibid.

3The cost of medication constitiktesmost of the medical cost of treating hyper-
tension: Weinstein and Stason assume total treatment costfor hypertension or

63157 to 5411 per patient year, after: the first year of treatment, depending on
medication used. Medications are 50:to 80 percent of the medical cost; their
assumed three physician visits per 'year are priced at S54, or .13 to 30 percent of
the medical cost of 'treatment (ibid., p. 82). Since 1972, persons on public

-assistance in Quebec havereceived free drugs. The rest of the population,bears
the cost of drugs directly, although some supplementary insurance for drugs and
medications is sometimes provided by employers.

4Weinstein and Stason assume three visits per year after:The first year,
although no source or justification for this number is given:We were unable to
find any recommended revisit raiesin the literature. -1

. .

Other conditions, such as patient and physician
characteristics, obviously also affect the treatment
mode. Ou'r analysis,' tAerefore, controls for physician
characteristics such as age, sex, specialty, as well as
patient age, sex, family income, and general health
status apart from, the presence of hypertension (such
as the presence of diabetes). Since there is no out-of-
pocket cost to the patient of a medical service in
Quebec, the decision to have a patient return more
frequently for care is priinarily determined by the
physician.5 Moreover, hypertension apparently does not
manifest a syndrome that might encourage the patient
to seek more medical care to relieve -pain, as, for
example,- arthritis would. The patient accepts the
diagnosis and decides whether or not to follow the
physician's advice. Patient initiation of more care is less
likely than in many other chronic conditions, where the
symptoms are much more obvious.

The rest of this paper consists of three sections. The
data are discussed in the next section. The subsequent
section comparss costs and revisit rates for treating
hypertension. *'he ',final section provides a basic
econometric analysis of the treatment of hypertension in
Quebec, the principal analysis of this paper, and a
summary of the results.

DATA6

The Province of Quebec has had a free-for-service
universal health insurance plan since 1971. The plan
reimburses nearly all of the Province's physicians for
services provided to the 6.2 million residents. The data
for this . project have been constructed by collecting
utilization information from the medical claims system
for a stratified sample of 150,000 beneficiaries covering'
the period 1971 to 1975, The sample was stratified by
location (65 areas), age and sex (5 groups), income (2

groups: chronic low income and non-low income) and
by year of the plan (3 years). From the-basic utilization
sample, a subset of all persons who had received 'a
medical service for a diagnosis of essential benign
hypertension was selected for the analysis presented
below.

COST AND REVISIT RATES FOR. TREATING
HYPERTENSION: UNIVARIATE MEASURES

This section provides an introduction to the data by
presenting cost and treatment modes for hypertension
using estimated means and rates of change of these
measures over time. We focus primarily on three

s We say primarily because even with universal insurance, which pays all
physician charges, the patient still bears the travel and time costs of receiving
medical care.

6
See"A Study of the Responses of Canadian Physicians to the Introduction of

Universal Medical Care Insurance: The First Five Years in Quebec," by Charles
Berry, J. Alan Brewster, Philip J. Held, Barbara H. Kehrer, Larry M. Manheim,
Uwe Reinhardt, final report for contracts HRA-230-75-0166 and 0167,
Mat hemat ica Policy Research, Princeton, NJ. June 1978.
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46 Table 1. Percent of Physician Procedures for
Hypertension in Quebec for Selected

Age-Sex Groups 1974.75'

Physician Procedures for Hypertension

Age-Sex Group
Percent ol

Total
Procedures

Rank
Per

Patient Year°

Female (37-43)
Female (47-53)
Male (47-54)
Female (58-61)

2.5

2.9
9.0

5
3
2
1

3.69
3.53
3.67
3.65

'Simple means from a sample of 13,000 benefic ries (roughly
equal numbers in each age-sin group) stratified b arket area
and income. Only services for ICDA diagnostic c 401 were
considered hypertension.

I:These procedures do not include any procedures the
hypertensive sample may ,have received that are not codea\as
essential hypertension. Per patient year is the mean of the
sample.

measures of the performance of the medical delivery
system: number of procedures,' number of office visits,
and total costs. These measures are on a patient year
basis, and are disaggregated by the beneficiary's age and
sex (4 groups), location (urban; suburban, .non-
metropolitan), family income .(non-low and chronic
low), arid, sample yeaf.8 The following questions are
answered:

What are the basic distribution and composi-
tion of the medical procedures delivered for
the treatment of hypertension?

7
Procedures and services are used interchangeably and refer to those medical

services which are reimbursed according to a fixed-fee-schedule by the Bak de
('assurance-maladie du Quebec .(Rtgie). In this paper the RI& is sometimes
referred to as the Quebec Health Insurance Board.

For a description of how the sample was drawnsee 'hilip J. Held and Larry
M. Manheim, "A Test of the validity of Diagnostic pate From a Universal
Health Insurance Plan: Hypertension in Quebec ," Working Paper.
Mathematica Policy Research, Princeton, NJ, August 1978.

As measures of equity in the medical system,
what are the differences between income and
location groups as to the procedures received
for the treatment ofhjpertension?9
How have these treatment measures of hyper-
tension changed over time?

The relative and absolute magnitudes of procedures
delivered for hypertension in 1974-75 for our selected
age-sex groups are shown in Table P. For females (37-
43), hypertension accounts for 2.5 percent Of all,
procedures received and is the fifth most frequent
diagnosis; for females (58-61) essential hypertensiRn is
the most common diagnosis and accounts for 9 percent
of all services -L reclilved. Interestingly, the average
number of procedures delivered per hypertensive is
almost uniform across age and sex groups - at 3.5 to
3.7 procedures per yea/.

Selected statistics on the treattient of hypertension
for both the first and last sample years (1971-72 and
1974-75) are shown in Table 2 .for the non-low. family
income beneficiaries. We observe that differences in
total cost per patient year, number of procedures and
office visits, and cost per office visit among age-sex
groups are not large. Total physician costs were roughly
$17 per year in 1971-72 and increased (at 10 percent per
year) to $22 to $26 per patient year in 1974 -75.'°

9 While measures of medical procedures, costs, and visits in the treatment of
hypertension are one set of indicators of the performance of the medical
delivery system, we should not ,be oblivious to the shortcomings of this
approach, which is limited to the data collectd by the Quebec Health Insurance
Board (REgie) in the payment of medical claims to th providers of medical care.
The data which are the basis of this analysis are devoid of information on the
frequency and type of medications prescribed, the quality and amenities of care,
and the patient outcomes. But with due acknowledgment of these shortcomings,
the data employed for this analysis are better in content, sample size, and sample
design than most previous research had available.

'°Throughout this analysis costs are restric ed to those procedures coveredby
the Health Insurance Board (Rigie) which exc medication costs but do cover
some costs for laboratory and x-ray procedu . They do not cover all these
ancillary costs because, while these procedures are reimbursable by the Relic,
they are also covered by another provincial agency in the hospital sector whose
records were not available to this project.

Table 2. Selected Statistics for the Treatment of Hypertension in Quebep
by AgeSex Group, 1971.75 (NonLow Income

Variable

Total cost per
patient year

Total no. of
procedures per

patient year

Total no. of
office Visits

per patient year

Cost per office
visit

Age-Sex Group'

Year 'Female
37-43

Female
47.53

Male
47-54

Female,
58-61

1971-72 $16.62 $16.34 $17.87 $17.00
1974-75 24.51 22.22 26.00 21.88

Change per year 13.7% 10.7% 13.2 °A. 8.7 %

1971:72 3.07 3.04 3.04 3.20
1974.75 3.71 3:57 3.68 3.48

Change per year 6.4% 5.4% 6.54/0 2.8%

1971.72 2.09 2.41 2.22 2.53
1974.75 2.47 2.49 2.21 2.45

Change per year 5.7% 1.1% -0.1% .1.1

1971.72 $5.48 $5.43 $5.28 $5.18
1974-75 6.30 6.08 6.41 6.09

Change per year 4.7% 3.8% 6.6% 5.5%

'Simple means. All cost data are physician costs only. Approximate sample size is 13,000 cases of -hypertension. Change is the
compound rate of change per near.
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Table 3. Distribution of Office Visits
for Hypertension for Females (58-61) by Year,

Nonlow Family Incomes, 1971-75

Office Visits per
Patient Year

Distribution' of Beneficiaries (%)
1971- t '4974-75

8.4 9.2
2 37.2 36.6
3 20.2a 19.5a
4 13.1 11.0
5 6.4 8.5
6 4.2 5.8
7' 3.6 2.7
8 1.6 2.3
9 1.5 1.5.

10 1.0
11 +' 2.8 1.9

Total 100.0 100.0

Sample size 1,373 1,422

'Median

Generally, the number of office visits per patient year
was constant, but the cost per office visit was increasing
at 4 to 7 percent per year." Total costs per patielK year
increased at an annual rate of 9 to 14 percent, with
females (58-61) having the lowest rate of increase,. (8.7

. percent per year).
No precise comparable cost estimates for the U.S. are

available. But the costs in Quebec of $25.00 per year
(Table 2) are substantially below the estimate of $54.00
per year for physician visit costs assumed by Weinstein
and Stason in their recent policy analysis of

hypertension. t,! It thus appears likely that the cost per
patient year, exclusive of medication, is substantially
less in Quebec than in the U.S.

The distribution of office visits or hypertension is
shown in Table 3. The!ratige o o fice visits is quite
large, although the vast hiajority (80 percent) of the
beneficiaries had less 'than five office visits for
hypertension. The ehiedian was roughly three in both
years, and the disfribirticins were relatively constant over
time. We can thus cPnclude that there were no basic '-
shifts in the nuiriper of office visits per hypertensive
patient per year 6eNvien 1971 and 1974. Asia;further
.measure of central tendency, Table 4-provides estimates
of the mean and standard deviation of physician. visits
per year for Quebec and the U.S. While the age-sex
groups are nbt precisely the same," the Quebec
estimates are very similar to the U.S. estimates. For
1974, the Quebec unweighted mean was 3.38 while the
U.S. mean estimate was quite similar, at 2.9 to 4 visits
per year. Note, too, the similar standard deiiiations in
the U.S. and Quebec, roughly 2.6 in Irth iodations.

Some of the basic statistics for females. (58-61) are
disaggregated in Table 5: We observe ,.substantial
differences. Particularly interesting is the higher
number'of office visits per year for low income persons,
holding location constant.. Also note the differences in
rates of change between the two sample periods.
Overall costs, number of procedures, and office visits
were increasing fastest in the urban areas, Particularly
for the non-low income stratum. For example, while the

12ffeinstein and Stason, 1976.

"An An exception was for females (37-43), where the increase was 5.7 percent per 13
Recall that Table I showed little variation in Services per patient year across

year, compounded annually. age-sex groups in Quebec.

Locatirp of 7
the Visit

Table 4..Physician Visits Per Patient Year for Hypertension
for Selected Age Groups in Quebec and the U.S.,1974

Quebec United States
Female (58-61) Male & female (45.64)

Means
Standard
Deviation Mean

Standard
Deviation

Physician's office

Hospital

2.61

0.36

Home 0.14

Outpatient department° 0.23

2.59

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

' Consultation 0.04 n.a.
Total 3.38

J
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.
2.92 to 3.99c

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.
2.40 to 2.70d

aUnweighted sample means of beneficiary utilization sample. By definition, persons had to have at least one procedure for
diagnosis hypertension to be included. In all likelihood such persons also had an office visit which Implies that person with
hypertension but without a doctor visit in the past year would not have been included in the hypertension subsample.

°Includes emergency room and a `physician's office located in a hospital.

`Lower number is the mean for persons who "ever had hypertension" (2.70) and "now have hypertension" (3.14), including those
persons who had no doctor visits in the past year for hypertension; The higher number is the comparable mean for "ever had" and

now have" but excludes those with no visit. The exclusion of the'no-visit category would make this estimate most comparable to
the Quebec estimates. Source: ;`Hypertension: United States, 1974," Advance Data, November 8, 1976, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington D.C., p. 9.

dIbid.
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.:48 Table *6. Number of Procedures, Office Visits, and Total Physician Costs ,

Per Patient Year for Treatment of Hypertension for Females 58.61 Yearsd

Number ol,procedures
per Patient Year

NUmper of Office Visits
per Patient Year

Total Physician Costs
per Patient Year

Family Incorrie'
1971.72 1974.75

Change
per Yeard

(%)

,

1971-72 1974.75
Change

per Yeard
(0/0)

1971-72
Change

1974,75, per Yeard
, (%)

Benellciary
Location

NonLow ::.. -
: .. Urban . 2.69 3.58 9.9 ' 1.92 2.31 6.3 $16.65 $26.40 164' ::

Suburban 3.49 3.57 2.71' 2.45 -3.3 19.27 23.00 6.0 ':,
Nori.metropolitan 3.23 3.44 2.11 2.61 2.48 -1.7 16.59 20.70' 7'.6

Chronic Low
Urban 3.37 3.51. 1.4 2.42 2.42 0.0 $18.30 -$24.44 10.0.
Suburbs 3,34 3.31 .0.3 2.46 2.56 1.3 17.99 . 21.55 .6.1
Non-Wopolitan 3.92 4.01 0.8 3.14. 3.00 -1.5 19.01 23.11 6.7

Weighted by
Mcome°

Urban 2.76 3.57 8.9 1.97 2.32 5.5 $16.82 $26.20 15.7
Suburban 3.48 3.54 0.6 2.69 2.46 2.9 19.14 22.86 6,0
Non- metropolitan

,

3.30 3.50' '2.0 2.66 2.53 :1.6 16.83 20.94

Weighted by Income
and Locationc 3.13 3.54 4.1 240 2.43 0.4 p $17.36 $23.43 10.4

aAll data are for diagnosis hypertension (ICDA code 401). Total saMpleslie is-apprOxittiately'4,40Q.'PaseS of hyperterision.
bAssumes weights of 0.90 and 0.10 for regular and chronic low incornijespectively.

`Assumes weights of 0:39,0.231hd 0.38 for urban, suburban and non.metropolitan, respectively.
dAnnual compound rate of change of thefannual means.

number of visits per year (per hypertensivespatient) was
decreasing or relatively constant in surburban and non-
metropolitamareas, it was increasing in the urban areas
at 6.3 perceitt In addition, beneficiaries with non-low'
income and living in,,,arban areas started from a
relatively low base (e.g.:1.9 office visits per person in
1971), meaning that the large increases were t9, some
extent a "catching up." Total costs per yew' for persons

of non-low income were the same in urban and non-
metropolitan areas ($16.62) in 1971-72; but by 1.974-75
the cost for beneficiaries located in urban areas had
increased to $26.40 while the increase for persons in
non-metropolitan areas was half as great, reaching only
$20.74.

The bottom portion of the table provides meads
weighte.d by income and location ror females 58-61'

vide Active; Quebec, 1971 -75't
Cate6. Percent of Alllpffice Visits for Hypertension Cat orlied as Complete and Major Complete':

byFamily'Income, Year, and When Physician Firs
, =

Yeir
Physician

First
Active

Familyincomec

Non.Low (Vo) .Chronic Low (%)

Weighted
Family

Incomed

1971- 1971 or before 9.8 (223) 9.2 (140) 9.7
72 '` 1972 or after 5.8 ( 13) 0.0 ( 5) 5.2

. ; All 9.6 (236) 8.9 (145) 9.5

1973- 1.971 or-before 17.8 (228) 13.5 (161) 17.4
74 1972 or after 33.7 ( 38) 31.8 ( 38) 33.5

All ' 20.1 (266) 17.0 (199) 19.8

1974- 1971 or before 25.2 (233) 20.4 (137) 24.7
75 1972 or after 39.8 ( 61) 32.0 ( 39) 39.0

All 28.2 (294) 22.9 (176) 27.7

.aBased on a sample of 1,316 beneficiaries approximately evenly distributed in the four age-sex groups of female (37-43); female (47
53); male (47.54); female (58-61). Sample sizes are shown in parentheses and refer to the number of beneficiarieS. Estimates for non
low and chronic low family income are sample means.

°Physician who provided the modal office visit for hypertension for the year. Active status was assumed to be not a medical resides
and received $20,000 or more for year from thelliegie..

ofts,Whosi.'family w- as not receiving public assistance in 1977: Chronic low income include.
ilariocrM.1977.andi received public assistance in 1972.

TiIC low income, respectively.

dNon-low family income inclUaeSl
persons who were receiving OW
°Assumes weights of 0.90 and 701oreptitilb# and Chr

.-
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years of age, thus, giving us "estimates"'.4 for the
province as a whole4, We observe that costs per patient
year were initially . greatest in the suburban areas

..($,19..14) -bin; by the end of the 'period, the cost per
:patient year was greatest in the urban areas ($26.20). The
tate of ,Cosi* increase '.was greatest in the urban ;areas
(15:7 percent per year) and least in the suburban-areas
(6.Q percent per year)

The increase in the cost per Office vi§it over the period
representS a shift to a longer office visit. The shift from
the least complicated 'examination (ordinary) to more ,

seomplex examinations (complete and major complete) is'
shown in Table 6. In 1971-72 only 9.5 percent of the
examinations were of the more complex variety. But by
1V7475 the proportion of exams that were complete or
major complete (CMC) had increased to'27.7 percent of
all examinations. This trend to more intensive visits was

"" true of older physicians who were practicing in 1972,
but is much more prevalent among the newer physicians
who have started practicing since 1972.

-
Summary

The statistics of this section proVide sortie insight into
-the-Process of medical care delivery !for hypertensii/es
.how : it- has changed over time and .:how it differs by
patient :location and. family' income:. This insight is

limitedby the nature of the information available
through the Health Insurance Board's 'Payment of
claims, which is restricted to claims data :on; visits,
Certain costs, and certain procedures.

from the analySisasic observations that can be made fro
of this section include:

a. Our three aggregate measures of utilization
(number oft procedures, total cost per year, and
office visits Per. year) suggest that the treatment
mode for hypertension does not differ substan-
tially by, income or location.

b. Total)hysician costs per patient year in Quebec
are likely to be substantially less than comparable

'figures in,the U.S., even though the nut Aber of
visits per year in both places is reasonably
cOmparable.'

f. Chrdnic low income patient's appear to receive
more office visits per year' than the other

,
hypertensive patients. .

Cost per patient year for:treating ;hypertension
increased most, s. rapidly for beneficiaries located
in the urban areaS and least rapidly: ih the subur-
ban areas.' The differenee st:-increase between
the suburbarrAnd non-metropolitan areas was
small.

ECONOMETRIC ANAVSIS

The fundamental goal of this_ analysis is to estimate
the empirical relationship between the local physician
supply and the treatment of hypertension/ in Quebec _.,.

between. 1971-75, the first 5 years of universal
insurance.. Do we observe that, 'Where physicians are
relatively plentiful compared to the population, Patients
with hypertension are treated differently from
hypertensive patients in areas where physicians are
relatively scarce. If physiCiang are in relatively, short.
supply, are there TeWer return visits or are. the visits
provided more costly? If physicians are more numerous,
.isthe Cost per year or the number of visits per year high..
relative to areas where,physiciansare scarce?

There are two reasons .why, We might _observe a
poSitiVe relationship between the local physician supply

g.

49

and our. measures of utilization: .

'Non-prie0 Rationing; Since ttiere are nO money
Prices paid by the consuiner; it is possible that
excess demand exists, particularly, in areas where
there are Very few physicians., In,suCh instances,
it is likely that physicians might ration their ti
among competing demands.Such behavior
ineldde shorter and less costly visits as

'..having the patient visit the physicia
-freciuently.

Ifirecement. Much has been said about
the control over demand for inedieal care that'
physicians have by virtue of their role as advisers
or agents for the patient." This theory states that
a physician'can induce or generate demand for
services by advising the patient to have various
procedures performed or by having the patient
come back more often fOr checkUps and the like.
This theory would. Suggest that a positive relatiOn-
shiPbetween the supply of physicians and our
measures of utilization is the result of physicians,
in areas of relatively greater supply, prescribing

, more medical care to sompensate for-the relatively.
lower demand per physician.

c. Costs, -number of procedures, A physician
visits are reasonably constant across' the four
age7sei groups that are the focus of this analysis.

d. While.office visits per year have remained
relatively 'constant, total. cost per patient year
has been rising at 10 percent. Cost per office
Visit has been rising at approximately 5 percent
per year.

e. The increasing cost per visit coincided with (in--
fact is identical to), the. -increase in the length.
of the ViSit. The proportion of ordinary examin-
ations was. decreasingand the proportion of
omplete And inajor complete examinations was

increasing betweenThetwo titrre,Periods.

14See Held andlanheim, 4978. f6r a discussion of the weighting problem?,
- 't

The empirical analysis presented below cannot diStin7
gtlish between these 'two explanations. Our goal is- to
estimate empirically how large, if any, is the net result
of these possible esplanations.

15Frank Sloan and Roger Feldman, "Monopolistic Element's in the Market:

for Physician' Services," and Uwe Reinhardt's comment."cin.t he Sloan-Feldman .

paper, "Parkinson's Law and the Demand for Physician SerVicits.,'; Both papers
were presented at the Federal Trade Commission% ConliFenie'on 'Competition
in the Health Care Sector. Washington,' D.C., June 1-2, 1977. I ,

3
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50 Our unit of analysis is the individual beneficiary with
cross. sections of observations, covering three

sample years, We use two measures.of utilization related
to the treatment of hypertension in Quebec..

The total cost per patient year for procedures
paid fOrhy:the Quebec Health Insurance Boafd
for treatment Of essential hypertension.
The'revisit rate per patient.year for hypertension
as approximated by the number of visits and con-,,
sultations (in all loCations) per year for a diagnosis

" of essential hyperterision.16
Our principal,goal is to determine how important the

local physician supply is in explaining'. obgerved difi
ferences in rneashres cif utilization, Other factors can
'also be expected to have important effects on utlizatiOn
rates,.in particular family incofne and locatidn of 144
beneficiary. In order not to confound our interpretation,
of the. importance of local physician supply, we. must
therefore "control" for the;e other factors. They can be
divided into ihree,-gencral

Ambient 'market 'Conditions such as degree of
urbanization, average family income, and proxi-
tnity to a 'at-OM-ban or-Medical center which are
lilkely to affect utilization.

, PhySician..-Characteristics which, are generally
thought to affect."thetreatment nibde" are likely
to be .especially relevant in hyPertcriSion, given the
relatively recent nature of its'clinical significance,
Physician characteristics of interest include
specialty, age,aand sex.
Patient characteristics might affect . treatment
pattern or utilizatiOn in several wars. First, a

- Patient'S 'general health status is likely to affect'
the treatment of hypertenSiOn in that leSS.healthy,'
patients and/r..patients with'conaplicating ail-

, merits are likelj, to be treated differently.than ,

patient's who ,are otherwise healthy. a
Patient's personal non-medical .charaCteristies

:such as age, sex, and fainitrincome are likely to
affect utilization. These tatter characteristics have
been shoWn to'affect thedernand.fOr liegithicare

\ and may be proxy measures of 'health states as
, . well,`' . . -

Our two'measitres of annual utilization, for essential
'hyperiension will be regressed on the characteristics of
the patient. and the physilian, as well as a series of

16, An earlimv.ersion of ahi panel-bad used OfOce visits only as the second
measure, I utilirration. which prompted a reviewer(' to suggest that all visits.

. regaraless of location (office, outpatient, physic.ian's office in a hospital), was
approMiate. This paper reflects the reviewers suggestion ;. akhough the

basic results were no.aliered by the changes The means o f Table 8 provide a
basic comparison of the difference. The more general, measure of Vsits is higher '
Than the number of office visits by 0:4 visits (2.83.2). Overall the R2 in the
regreisiOnsincteased roughly by 0.08. , n

17See, for exam le; Mark Paul The Wert of Medicre Staff Characteristics
,:. on Hospital Cost, mimeo, Center. rm.:Health Services and Policy Research,

. Vorthwestarp University, Evanston, Illinois; June 1977. Also, see Beverly C.
'"! ..Wayne Ind Ihomas F.. Lyons. ''Method of Evaluating and Improving Personal

Medical Care QUality: Episode of Illness Study," and a "Method of Evaluating
and Improving Personal Medical .pare Quality of Office.Care Study." reports--

° donetcr the Hawaii MedicalAsSOciation by the University of Michigan. mimeo.
February 1972.

,

`,
market parameters. We *now discuss the variables in
more detail.

Market Condition's

Local physician supply will be measured by two
"variables, IN active', general practice physician.to poPu-
lation ratio'and the comparable measure for specialists.
The division of- physicians into these twolcategories is
common research practice and is used to reflect the'degree
of special,lzaticin of their practice. Since the. population
age-sex mix differs from market area market area,
iniplying different 'demands for medial care, two
-measures of market conditions will be used 'in addition
to the physician-population ratio. These adjustments
are-the percent of the population in the markyt alea Chat
is less than 6 years of age and the percent.that is greater
than 64,years of age:19

Average flitnily income (1970 census data by area),
percent of the population living in rural areas,: and
proZimity to large urban'areas.are 'used to approximate
market factors that :affect demand Tor medical care:
travel time, convenience, and amenities for receiving:,
tare. '
Physician Characteristics

'Since Patients can see more than one ,physiciaa in a
year, the physician who provided- the. :mOdel .(most
frequent) office visit was considered the primary
physician. Approximately 19 percent of the sample, saw
more than one physician for hypertensions during a
given year. Characteristics of the physician who
proVined the modal office visit (modal phySician) that
ate controlled for in the analysis are Sex, and
specialty. Since hypertension is a relativelf recently
identified . Condition, we hypothesize that older
physicians will not treat hypertension with the intenSity.
that yoniiier physicians will, seeing patients less Often'

.". and proyiding less intensive visits.
The sex of the physician can be expected to affect

utilization, since females generally provide longer office
visits and are likely to have More time available than are
their male counterparts.20 As a Consequence, we expect
female physicians to see their patients more often per
year and provide more expensive office visits. 09

The specialty of the indiyidual physiCian is reflected.
in - the distinction between general practice and
specialist. Further Subdivision of the 'specialist" group
(e:g., between internists and surgeons) was' avoided M

I8A physician was Considered active it he /she was nut a medical resident and
received at least 120.000 for the year from the Quebec. Health Insuranie Board.

. .19
See Berry er al., 1978, Appendix B. .

20
Based on the 1977 Survey of Quebec general prictitioners. female GP office

'visits were 29.1 minutes while male GP office visits were 30 percent.;horter al
19.6 minutes. Furtbertnore, when asked of their desire for itiereased patient
load. 18 percont Of t Males desired a greater;.patient load. More thyn twice as
Many females (39,ile nt) wanted a greater patient load. Only 8 perCent of the
female GPs wi'n'es) a. decreasid patient lo '14a.4hilc 16 percent of the males

am wanted a decrcaltd patient load. See Barry erg(., 19781Ch. Iv:
A
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the interest of simplicity. Such a breakdown would be
more important for the United States, where general
practice physicians are not only older than specialists
but also area much smaller proportion of the total
number. of physicians. In Quebec general practitioners ,

make up almost half the active plysician stock.
It is not clear a priori ,iyirat effect the physician

specialty has on the utilizatiOn measures., On the one
hand, specialists are trained to use more diagnostic tests
and may be more informed and concerned about the
health implications of hypertension. As a result, the
utilization measures for hypertension may be higher if'
the physician is a specialist. Utilization by a, specialist
may also be higher because they may tend to see iirOre
serious cases (although this would be somewhat
mitigated to the extent that our methodology is able to
control effectively for: patients' health status). A
counter view is that the;i:utilization per patient year

1 would be lower if the modal';physician were a specialist.
The proponents of such a view argue that the specialis' ts
are more precise, in their diagnosiij.becaUse of the
'effilgtive use of diagnostic tests and knoW more precisely
What methodology to use for treatment.

Patient Characteristics

Age and Sex

Given that a person,h,as been diagnosed as hyperten-
sive, we would ex.lett older persons to have higher
utilization. Whether,:males use more or less care for
hypertension than females: is less clear, although males
in general have lower utilization rates than females.

Family Income

Although the cost of physician and hospital services is
Paid by the provincial government in Quebec, family
income is to affect utilization in several ways. ,.
Generally;''persons with higher income are presumed to
have greatei demand for medical care than low income
persons. Furthermore, higher income persons are more-
likely,to be able to pay travel, costs to receive' medical
care. Offsetting effects, however, are the generally
higher time cost to receive medical care that goes along
with higher wage rates and is presumably correlated
with family income. Since drugs are provided at no cost
to low-income persons in Quebec, and since medication
costs are the majority of the costs for treating
hyperteMion, lOw income persons may have a higher
demand for physician visits for hypertension than the
non-low income population .because the cost of the

t)._ resulting treatment will be lower.

Health Status

We presume that a person's general health status
affects his demand for medical care. Similarly, if we
presume that such decisions are made by the klhysician,
prescribed treatment for a given condition is also liable

42

to depend on a persons's general health status. One
major determinant of health status is age and sex of the
patient. An additional indicator of general well-being is
a person's entire medical utilization record for the year.

There are at least two analytical reasons to include a
person's overall utilization record. The first is the issue
of complicating ailments. By this we mean' those
conditions which, other things equal, are likely to
complicate the treatment of hypertension: For example,
a patient with diabetes mellitus and hypertension may
peissibly require more treatment and 'physician
monitoring for hypertension than a hypertensive patient
without diabetes. Therefore, if we observed high
utilization for hypertension for this patient but were
unaware .of the diabetes tve might be confused in our
interpretation of average utilization patterns. This
would be the case if, for eigOple, such cases were
alwayg referred to specighists.' We would observe the
higher utilization and isciibe it to the physician's
specialty when it should ha've been ascribed to the health
condition of the patient.

The second reason' to consider a person's 'utilization
record relates to the fact that the Health nsurance
Board only records one diagnosis even if the physician
indicates more than one on the claim record. If the visit

.

or ..,service were given a diagnosis other than
hypertension (such as varicose veins of the lower
extremities), we would be observing below average
utilization for hypertension, and might ascribe such
etavior, to the wrong cause. If we were to control for.

:this condition in a'regression, the sign of the coefficient
on varicose veins would be negative, indicating that the
varicose vein utilization did not lead the less utilization
for hypertension but was obscuring the visit for

'.hlypertension. .

'`'Our approach to identifying these, two conditions
complicating medical conditions and substituting
conditions is twofold: First, we sorted the beneficiary,,. , .
records for the essential hypertension sample and
determined 'what other diagnosis occurred relatively
frequently. The resulting list of conditions was reviewed
by physician consultants, who.then recommended a list
of diagnoses to be considered as .'8ntrol variables in the
regression of hypertension utilization. The second
approach to constructing such a list of diagnoses was to
have our physician consultants review a sample of
records for persons with hypertension. The results of

,poth the computer listing of frequent other conditions
for hypertensives and the physician review of a sample
of records provided the list of diagnoses that would be
expected to affect the observed utilization rates for
hypertension. An example of the computer-sbrted
Ott& diagnostic conditions for hypertensive patients is
shown in Table 7.

This list of diagnoses and services believed important
in understanding an individual's utilization for
hypertension was divided into two groups. The first set
included those items judged either to complicate the
treatment of benign hypertension or to indicate the.
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52 Table 7. The 30 Most Frequent Otter Diagnostic Conditions for 850 Females (58.61)
Who Had 410 Ser !WEIS for Hypertension in One Year (197475).

ICDA
Code

01.

Diagnosis,

990'
71;714

o
2S0

,410-414.
. 300

627
72g
344
277
470

*454
. 490

731

5311

370 .

4 4247a

466
692
996
535
174
574
783
757
595
400
009
285
375
785

No Diagnosis Givin' eo

Rheumatoid Arthritis, Osteo rthrltis, a-

& Arthritis fInspecffied
DiabetesIolellitus 4
is c h c 4Mb rt Ditbase
Nproses

00

Menopaumil Symptoms do

Vertelarogedic Pin Syni;lrome
ODerterebral Paralysis
OffeSity Not Specified AsEirocrine Orin
Influenza, Unqualified
Varicose Veinseof 'rower Extoneties:.
Bronchitis, Unqualified
Synovitis, Bursitis & Tenosynovitis
Disorders Of Function of Stomach
Ref ractille Errqrs
Control Visit Followipg Accuie Illness
Acute Bronchitis & Bronchiatis
Other Eczema & Dermatitis
Injury, Other & Unspecified
Gastritis & Duodenitis
Malignant Neoplasm of Breast
Cholelithiasis
Symptoms Referrable to Respiratory System
Congenital Anomalies of Skin, Hair. & Nails
Cystitis
Malignant Hypertension
Diarrheal Disease
Other & Unspecified Anemias
Glaucoma
Symptoms Referrable to AbdOnien & Lower

Gastrointestinal Tract

'Not an ICDA code.

severity of hypertension. They were, in effect, proxy
indicators of health status. Included in this set were
diabetes, heart condition, hospitalization for any
diagnosis, malignant hypertension, and a consultation
for. hypertension.' The implications of the second
group of conditions were unclear. An ad hoc method,
therefore, was adopted to test whether they changed the
basic results in any substantial way. Included in .this
latter set. were missing diagnoses, neurbses, and
treatment of varicose veins.

4 Empirical Results

The definitions of the variables used in the analysis
and their means and stapdard deviations ,arpresente21
in Table 8. The four set! of basic regression results are
presepted in Tables 10 through 13. Xach contains the
same two dependent variables, the cost per patient
year, and the rVisit rate per patirtnt fear,. as
approniinated by the number'f visits and consultations

Rank
.
n

Percent
Oil All
Services

e
902 6.19

2

3
588
456

4.04
3.13. 4 375 2.57

, 5 364 2.50
6 289 1.98

Alb
eta. 7 262 1.80

8 224 1.54
9 221 1.52

4. 10
11.

220
181

1.51
1.24

. 12 , 165 1.13
13 141 0.97

117 0.80
W15 106 0.73

16 104 0.71

17° 95 0.65
91 0.62

18 ,'91 0.62
19 . 81. 0.56
20 75 ' 0.51
20 75 0.51
21 74 0.51

22 71 0.49
23 67 0.46
24 66 0.45
25 . 65 0.45
25 65 0.45
25 65 0.45

25 65 p0.45

per year. The.regression number is indicated at the top
of each column. A .directory of the independent
variables used in each regression is contained in Table 9.

The regression results are presented ln stepwise
fashion,-"starting with basic patient characteristics,
including age and sex, health status and family income,
in Table 10. In the next setiftegressions we test for the
effect of the local physician supply, in Table 1.1,

followed by the characteristics of the modal physician,
in Table 12. Finally, in Tqble 131, we add sample yeg,
binaries, interaction terms to test for changes over timer
and some measures of patient medical eitilization not
preyiously tested. The results will be discussed in order. ,

.r
2 ikconsultation is a relatively costly prOcedure compared to most ether visits.

While the ordinary examination cost $5, and the complete and rpajor complete
examinations cost U and $20, respectively, a consultatiotvost SIBS OP5 to S
between 1971°>tnd 1975.

As a first impression we test for the effects of .a
patient's health status on the cost of twating
hypertension. We observe large and statistically.
significant,: effects on the cost of having been
hospitalized during the year: The effect of
hospitaliiation (foil any diagnosis) is $14 whenthe mean
cost for hypertension is only ,$24. The effect of having at
least one service for malignant hypertension is $18.
While the effect of having bad a service for heart disease
is statistically significant at t4e 10 percent level, the
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. Table 8. Variable Definitions, Acronyms, Means and Standard Deviations 53
for Regression Analyiis of the Treatment of-Hypertension, Quebec, 1971.75

Acronym Definition Mean
Standard
Deviation

Dependent Variables

TOTALSH Total cost per patient year for all procedures for
essential hypertension ($) 20.619 22.946

OFFCVNH No. of office visits for hypertension 2.750 2.797

VISITS No. of visits and consultations for hypertension in all locations 3.162 3.670

Independent Variables

,F37-43 1 if beneficiary is female (37.43);0 otherwise,. 0.112 0.315

F47.53 1 if beneficiary is female (47.53); 0 otherwise 0.305 0.461

M47-54 a 1 if beneficiary is male (47-54);.0 otherwise 0.108 0.311

LOWINCOME 1 if beneficiary is chronic low income; 0 otherwise 0.385 0.487

HOSPITAL 1 if # hospitalLvisits 0; 0 otherwise 0.123 0.329

HEART 1 if # procedures for heart diseaseb )0; 0 otherwise 0.091 0.287

DIABETES 1 if # procedures for diabetes' ) 0; ()otherwise 0.062 0.241

MALIGNANT 1 If # procedures for malignantd hypertension ) 0; 0 otherwise 0.026 0.160

PERCENT LT6 Vo of market area population less than 6 years old 10.174 1.217

PERCENT GT65 Vo of Market area population greater than 65 years old 6.343. 1.740

SPECPOP (active specialists) / (pop x .001) in market area 0.298 0.321

GPPOP 3 (active general practitioners)/ (pop x .001) in market'area 0.378 0.089

MODLSPEC 1 if modal physician is a specialist; 0 otherwise 0.122 0.327

MODLAGE age of modal physician (years) 43.364 11.998

MODLAGESQ square of age of modal physician. 2024.369 1116.121.

,MODLFEMALE 1 if modal phyiician is female; 0 otherwise 0.015 0.120

RURPOP Vo of MA° population living in rural area _ 35.623 24.029

DISTMSQ 1 if market area is within 6'50 mile drive of Montreal, Sherbrooke or
Quebec City; 0 otherwise v, 0.677 0.468

INCMEAN Mean 1970 household incom l;market area" 7835.431 2171..072

YEAA2 1 if sample period is July 19 3 - June 1974; 0 otherwise 0.352 0.478

YEAR3 1 if sample period is J,uly 1974 - June 1975; 0 otherwise 0.347 0.476

LOWSPEC Interaction of chronic low income (LOWINCOME) and modal physician
specialty (MOLDSPEC) 0.036 0.186

INCYR2 Mean 1970 household income x year 2 binary 2767.379 3971.232

INCYR3 Mean 1970 household inconle x year 3 binary 2709.341 3927.246

LOWYR2 Low Income binary x YEAR2 binary 0.140 0.347

LOWYR3 Low Income binary x YEAR 3 binary 0.139 0.346

CONSULT- Number of consultations foeessential hypertension 0.042 0.200

MISSDIAG Total cost of procedures with missing diagnosis (S) 13.017 39.120

INFLUENZA Total cost of procedures for influenza unqualified ($)t 1.015 4.010

NEUROSES Total cost of the procedUres for neuroses ($)°, 4.139 23.052

VVEIN

HOSPMISS

Total cost of the procedures for varicose veins of lower extremities (S)h
it,

' Hospital visits binary (HOSPITAL) x cost of procedures for missing

2.445 22.484

;;
diagnosis (MISSDIAG) 5.012 30.380

.

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 13,177

.,'For any diagnosis. °MA is market area.

bICDA codes 410, 411, 412, 413. fICS)A code 470.

c1CDA Code 250. 11CDA code 300.

bICDA code 400. hICDA code 454.



54 Table 9. Directory of Regression Results

Dependent
Variables

Regression
Number

Table
Number

Independent
Variables

1. Cost per year
Visits and consultations per year

2. Cost per year
Visits and consultations per year

3. Cost per year
Visits and consultations per year

4. Cost per year (full sample)
Visits and consultations per year

10 Basic patient characteristics including
health status and family income

11 Add to the above:
measures of the local physician supply

12 Add to the above:
characteristics of the modal physician

13 Add to the above:
market area characteristics, sample year,
time interactions with area income and with
low income status; certain other medical
utilization indicators.

coefficient remains small ($1.20). tow family income
did hot affect costs in any appreciable way, nor did the
age and sex of the patient.

Regression (2) shows the effects on visits per year. We
find that, contrary to the results for eats, the age and
sex of the patient affect the revisit rate, although the
magnitudes are small., Consistent with the cost picture
presented above, Malignant. hypertension has a
substantial effect on the revisit rate, (2.8 visits per year
with a mean of 3.2). Given thL nature of malignant
ttypertension," such an opServatiEn is not a surprise.

In Table 11, we introduce measures of the market
area physician supply, primarily the,general practice to
population and specialist to population ratios. The effect
of a high general practice to population ratio on both
costs and visits is positive. For costs, the coefficient of

22 Malignant hypertension is a more rare font of hypertension than essential
hypertension, wherein the blood pressure is "extremely high."

the ratio of GPs to population (GPPOP) has very small
standard errors, meaning very precise measurements (t''
statistic =, 6). For visits, the effect of GPPOP is
statistically significant at the 0.01 level. It is also
numerically large with an elasticity of 0.23; that is, for a
10 percent increase in the GP per population ratio, costs
per patient year for treatment:. of hypertension would
increase 2.3 percent.' The comparable cost elasticity
for the specialist to population ratio is 0.06; that is, a 10
percent increase in the specialists per population ratio
would increase costs by less than 1 percent. While the
effect of both GPs and SPs is to raise costs as their
numbers increase, the effect on the number of visits is
different. The number of visits per year decreases as
the number.of specialists per population increases, bin
the number of visits increases as the number of GPs
increases.

- 23This is evaluated at the mean.

Table 10. Regressjqn Estimates of the Cost and Visits Per Patient
Year for Treatment of Hypertension;Quebec, 197145

Regression No.

Independent
Variables

(1) e, (2)
Dependent Variables

Cost per Patient Year Visits per Patient Year

Coefficient' . (t stat4stic) Coefficient 't statistic)

F37-43
F47-53
M47.54
LOWINCOME
HOSPITAL
HEART
DIABETES
MALIGNANT
constant
Standard error
R square (adjusted)
Joint F statistic.
Mean of dependent variable
Number of observations

-0.230
-0.341
0.510

(0.356)
(0.758)
(0.780)

0.161
'11.077
-0.182'

(1.547)
(1.065)

`(1.729)

-0.342E-2 '.(0.000) 0.265° (4.124)

14.301° (p.710) 2.100° (21.670)

1.199" (1.742) -0.089 (0.808)
-0.752E-1 (0.095) -0.233' (1.794)
18.093° (14A41) 2.830° (14.550)

18.353 2.810
22.210 3.568
0.063 0.055

111.943" 96.720°
20.619 3.162
13,177 13,177

Statistical significance indicated as follows: a, 0.10 level; b, 0.01 level.
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Table 11. Regression Estimates of the Cost and Visits Per Patient Year
for Treatment of Hypertension, Quebec, 1971.75

Regression No.

Independent
Variables

(3) (4)
Dependent Variables

Cost per Patient Year Visits per Patient Year
Coefficient statistic) JCoefficient (t statistic)

F37-43 -0.147 , (0.228) -0.161 (1.549)
F47.53' -0.222 4 (0.495) -0.085 (1.172)
M47-54 0.526 (0.806) -0.170 (1.622)
LOWINCOME -0.140 (0.032) 0.272` (4.227)
HOSPITAL 14.354c (23.816) 2.084` (21.489)
HEART ;,1.087 (1.582) -0.072 (0.653)
DIABETES -.0.228 (0.283) -0.2318 (1.777)
MALIGNANT 18.149` (15.015) 2.820` (14.498)
PERCENT LT6 0.4478 (1.862) 0.042 (1.099)
PERCENT GT65 0.147 (0.963) .0.023 (0.954)
SPECPOP 4.004` (5.699) -0.265b (2.345)
GPPOP 12.561` (5.588) 0.994` (2.748)
constant 6.900 1.932
Standard error 22.157 3.566
R square (adjusted) 0.068 0.057
Joint F statistic 80.532c 66.177c
Mean of dependent variable 20.619 3.162
Number of observations 13,177 13,177

Statistical significance indicated as follows: a, 0.10 level; b, 0.05 level; c. 0.01 level.
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Table 12. Regression Estimates of the.Cost and Visits Per Patient Year
for Treatment of Hypertension, Quebec, 1971.75

Regression No.

Independent
Variables

(5) (6)
Dependent Variables

Cost per Patient Year Visits per Patient Year
Coefficient (t statistic) Coefficient (t statistic)

F37-43 -0.274 (0.428) -0.1838 (1.760)
F47.53 ; -0.263 (0.591) -0.095 (1.321)
M47-54 0.396 .10.612) -0.1788 (1.697)
LOWINCOME 0.235 (0.592) 0.254` (3.947)
HOSPITAL 13.769c (23.017) 2.071c (21.320)
HEART 0.570 (0.837) -0.076 (0.683)
DIABETES -0.245 (0.307) -0.2388 (1.833)
MALIGNANT 18.532` (15.478) 2.833` (14.568)
PERCENT LT6 0.264 (1.107) 0.036 (0.927)
PERCENT GT65 0.146 (0.962) 0.026 (1.049)
SPECPOP . .2.556c (3.620) -0.237b (2.066)
GPPOP 13.354c (5.972) 0.867b (2.387)
'MODLSPEC 8.380c (13.853) -0.059 (0.605)
MODLAGE -0.151c (9.230) -0.012c (4.344)
MODLFEMALE 6.229` (3.858) 0.074 (0,281)
constant 20.605 2.543
Standard error 21.942 3.563
R square (adjusted) 0.086 0.057
Joint F statistic ' 83.222` 54.412`
Mean of dependent variable 20.619 3.162
Number of observations 13,177 13,177

Statistical significance indicated as follows: a, 0.10 level; b; 0.05 level; c, 0.01 level.
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56 Table 13. Regression Estimates of the Cost and Visits Per Patient Year
for Treatment of Hypertension, Quebec, 1971 -75

Regression No.

Independent
Variables

(7) (8)
Dependent Variables

Cost per Patient Year
Coefficient (t statistic),

Visits per Patient Year
Coefficient (t statistic)

F37.43
F47-53
M47-54

LOW1NCOME
:-HOBPITAL

HEART
DIABETES
MALIGNANT
PERCENT LT6
PERCENT GT65
SPECPOP
GPPOP
MODLSPEC
MODLAGE
MODLAGESQ
MODLFEMALE
Ay RPOP
DIStMSd
I NCMEAN
YEAR3
Y EAR2
LOWSPEC
I NCYR3
I NCYR2
LOWYR2
LOWYR3
CONSULT

MISSDIAG
INFLUENZA
NEUROSES
VVEIN
HOSPMISS
constant
Standard error
R square (adjusted)
Joint F statistic
Mean of dependent variable
Number of observations

-1.095a (1.842)
-0.642 (1.554)
-0.925 (1.538)
1.978c (2.845)
8.103c (12.895)
0.128 (0.202)
-0.697 (0.940)
17.088c (15.372)
0.249 (1.076)
0.321a (1.715)

,2.154° (2.115)
6.744c (2.878)''
2.634` (3.843)

-0.408c (4;006)
0.322E-2c (2.949):
3.907° '"(2,592)
-0.512E-2 a319Y
0.658 (1:386).
0.481E-3°- (2.411) '

3.571 b (2.108)
-0.357 (0.212)
-2.483° (2.103)
0.134E-3 (0.658)
0.318E-3 (1.560)
-1.080 (1.182)
-2.077° (2.272)

41.745c (44.127)

0.136c (3.057)
-0.019° (2.453)
-0.013 (1.604)
0.028c (4.288)

19.296
. 20.340

0.214
- 116.868c

20.619
13,177

-0.254°
-0.136a.
-0.303c
0.540c
1.561c

-0.112
-0.260°
2.705c

-0.070a
0.033

.

-0:324
a

0,640
-0.578c
.036°
6. 3 05 E - 3

-0.024
4.126E:2
0.215,C.

..689E-5
--'.!0:524a

-0.227'
-0.023
-0.360E-4
0.293E-4
-0.288a
-0.416c
3.419c

0.023c
-0.417E-2c
-0.231E-2a
0.380E2c
2.580
3.498
0.092

43.890c
3.162

13,177

(2.484)
(1.919)
(2.929)
(4.513)

(14.444)
(1.033)
(2.037)

(14.149)
(1.756)
(1.037)
(1.849)
(1.587)
(4.904)
(2.067)
(1.622)
(0.095)
(0.458)
(2.627)
(0.200)
1A/3)
(0.'780)
(0.110)
(1.031)
(0.835)
(1.832)
(2.644)

(21.016)

(2.965)
(3.100)
(1.698)
(3.374)

Statistical significance indicated as follows: a, 0.10 level; b, 0.05 level; c, 0.01 level.

In the net set of regressions, (5) and (6) in Table 12,
we introduce the individual characteristics of the
physician who provided the modal office visit. We
observe three effects on costs per year (all statistically
significant): the cost per year increases if .the modal
physician is a specialist, younger than average, and
female. Sex and specialty of the modal physician has no
or little effect on the revisit rate. The revisit rate is lower
for older physicians. The effect on the coefficients of
the aggregate physician supply (GP and SP to
population ratios) of introducing physician
characteristics into the regression is to lower the positive
cost effect of the specialist to population ratio, but tf
change the cost impact of GP to population ratio very
little. Therefore, the 'effect on costs of the GP to
population ratio remains relatively high (E =0.24) while
the elasticity of costs with respect to the specialists to

population ratio falls fromia relatively low value of 0.06
to 0.04.

Finally, in regressions (1) and (8) of Table 13, we
introduce additional market area characteristics and
medical information on the beneficiary. The overall
effect of these additions is to lower the impact of some
of the previous independent variables. For example, the
effect of the GP to population ratidron the cost per year
is reduced by half (from $13 to $6.8; elasticity = 0.12).
The cost effect of the specialist to population ratio is
changed from $2.55. to -$2.02. The effect of modal
physician being a female is reduced from $6 to $4.

The reduction4 a half of the elasticity (e) of cost
with respect to the GP to population ratio (0.24 to 0.12)
is substantial. While it is not clear from the data of
Table 13, this change appears to be primarily the result
of adding the two year biharies. In otheiwords, when
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controlling for year (YEAR 2 and 3) in regression (7),
the estimated effect of the-GP to the population ratio on
costs is half what it is when the year binary is excluded.
This suggests that over time physician billings are
increasing, but that the effect of the relative physician
supply per se is not large. Recall for example that the
elasticity of cost with respeCt to the specialist to ,popula-
tipn ratio also decreases when the year binary is intro-
duced, but that the numerical value was originally fairly
small ( E = 0.04).

It, might be argued that the year binary is merely a
measure of the increasing physician to population ratio
and that the inclusion of both year and the relative
physician supply is redundant. This argument, however,
ignores several reasons for including both measures
simultaneously. First, over time other characteristics
such as highway improvements and personal income are
likely to affect demand for medical care. Secondly, the
long-runelasticity of demand is likely to be greater than
the short run. Certainly learning how the system
operates (for both provider and beneficiary) is likely to
increase over time. Finally, it should be observed that
the simple correlation of YEAR 2 and 3 with the relative
physician supply (not shown) is relatively low and never
exceeds 0.30. Therefore, it has been possible to estimate
the separate effects of the year and physician supply
variables.

While the positive caefficient on the YE_ AR.3 binary
63.57 in regression (7)`) itself suggests physician-in-
duced demand as the physician to population ratio
increases over time, the inclusion of the relative.
physician supply as a regressor in the equation is
ignored. Therefore, the increased cost over time remains
unexplained in this analysis, but the increased cost over
time does not suggest that the relative physician supply',,
affects the costs of treatment. At least the coefficients
of Table 12 suggest that the effect for GPs is not very
large and that for specialists, the effect is negative..

It- may be that the time effects are in fact a rest& or
increasing physician' supply for the province as a whole.
That is, the Quebec Province medical community may
change its view of the optimal treatment mode in
response to changes in the relative scarcity of physician.
time. However, if this is happening, it occurs through a
complex dynamic mechanism since the time effects
cannot be explained by local area ,physicians adjutting
their output to local supply. Also, since rnuCh of the
inc 'rease in costs is due to a change in the type of visit
supplied, it is possible that this time effect is solely due
to a_learning how to use the fee schedules, independent
of physician supply. -

We have also added in regressions (7) and (8) a term
for the square of the modal physician's age
(MODLAGESQ). The negative sign for the coefficient-
on physician's ageand positive sign on the age-squared
term describe a quadratic of the cost per patient year
decreasing with physician age, reaching a minimum at
63 (see Figure 1). While the curve is mathematicallly
constrained to turn upward at 63, there are in effect few

active physicians older than 63. CouseCkueritly;', the curie,
falls through the relevant range Of, physician ages The
effect of physician's age on visits !Per year: while
statistically significant, is small. '

Chronically low income (LOWINCOME):Persons,
receive more medical care per year for hypertension; as
indicated by the positive coefficients, on both cost: and
visits. The magnitudes of the additiOnal treatment for
the chronic low income personS are.not: trivial,. 10-
percent (1.98/20.62) of the mean cost, anc1.14Percent
(0.5/3.5) of the mean visits. Their teraCtion terms of
low income with years two and three (LOW1(.122, and
LOWYR3) show that the low,. income differential : is
decreasing over time; that is, thehigher.coit.per year for
low income persons was approahitIg':th0 ,:hegil for the
Population as a whole.

While hypertensives 1.ne.othe, areas
(INCMEAN) appear to receive 'iTikh(ly:inore,treatritent
per year as measured in costs,; the iilifferenCevi while
statistically significant, is very, small'. The-reqsii,rate in
high, income areas is aboutthe same,-as)n ilotW:income
areas. The effect of market area' income ;does not seem
to change over time as itidiarei,135,; the 'itatistically
insignificant and sniall coeffiCientStplittW interaction
terms between years and area ',iicOrne (INCYR2 and
INCY1k3),-

Tv;vo other area regressorS are:entered aiihdependent
varialilei in revessionS, CO. and (13),.: The Percttage of
the, popUlationin the. market 'arealiVini in r rat areas
(RURP,011. and . a binary indicating- :progimity to
MOntreal., StArbr'ooke and.Quebec CitY.(DITMSQ) are
measures' of travel time to, a physician as well as other
indieator§ of the convenience of urban life. Both of

,the:.cOst:ecluation are Statistically'these Coefficients

24

Cosi'Per j4kar'=11.79'.;-,o,toiti age + 0:00322 age2
(Eialiieted et ths'ineanpf, the other Independent
variable; eflowri:iri.eqbation:17) of:Table 13. )
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58 . insignificant. Apparently, much of the effect of these
measures is already reflected in other variables such as
area family income (INCMEAN) and the specialists to
population ratio (SPECPOP). There is a modest (6
percent of the mean) effect on the revisit rate of
proximity to urban area, which presumably reflects
some travel costs:

One issue of equity in medical utilization is whether
low income perspns see a specialist for hypertension at
the same rate as the non-low income population. While
we do not have a definitive answer to this question, the
means of Table 8"suggest that they do. Since 39 percent
of the sample is low income (LOWINCOME) and 12
percent of the sample had a specialiSt as modal
physician (MODLSPEC), if low income persons saw a
specialist at the same rate as the non-low income
population, 5 percent of the low income persons (.39 x
.12) would have a specialist as a modal physician. The
means .of LOWSPEC (an interaction term between
LOWINCOME and MODLSPEC) suggest that 4
percent of the low income persons had a modal
specialist, not too different than the hypothesized 5
percent. But the regression coefficient of the interaction
term for modal specialist and low income (LOWSPEC)
in Table 13 suggests that, even if loW income persons see
specialists at the same rate as non-low income persons,
the services received per year are less by $2.48,: not an
insignificant amount compared to a mean of

The yety, lafge coefficient,(S41.75) on:the consultation
for, hypertension binary (CONSULT in regression 7),
Yeitika very small standard error (t = 44.13), leaves little
doubt of the large effect this measure has on average

. costs. We do not have a complete explanation of this
phenomenon;_it is probably a measge of case severity.

The three additional measures, of patient's medical
utilization (dollars per year for INFLUENZA;
NEUROSES; VVEIN) are not easily interpreted. They
are entered into thee regression, however, in the context
cif:Controlling for mithiplediagnoses (see above).

Final
,

note that the interaction of the hospital
`4diniiSion; binary and the cost of procedures with
trtissink,:,apagnoses (HOSPMISS) suggests that the
rnipitied,iighoses are for procedures delivered in the
b,OpAigileigilts, not shown, which entered only the

.CostS:twf.',ntkce0i.tres with missing diagnoses, showed a
latie eifficiiiit; in the cost equation. The interaction
effect,: ass. preseented in regression 17), suggests that the
CQsF iniSsink diagnoses was really an effect of

..hOspitaliZAtiOn, Inclusion of HOSPMISS in regressions
en,and4co ortitiOls more adequately for a patient being
hqspitalkted,: and car, therefore, be interpreted as a

'40001..141th status term. The consequence is that the
procedure;`: wt11 ';..provide better estimates for our

`-7.v4tiableSOritiinary interest, since to exclude this term
in effect be omitting an important measure of

he ltli statu :; (This presumes, of course, that a patient

110414ibeim. 1978, regarding missing diagnosis.

who was hosptialized during the year is, on average, in
poorer health.)

Conclusion

Holding patient age, sex, family income, location,
and some proxy measures of health status constant, we
can report the following regarding treatment of
hypertension per patient year.

The effect of the local GP to population ratio is to
increase cost a small to moderate amount (elasticity of
0.12). The effect of the local supply of general
practitioners on the revisit rate is also positiYe with a
rather low elasticity. of 0.08, although it is not
statistically significant under the usual criteria (t =
1.59).

The effeet of the local specialists to population ratio
is to reduce cost and the revisit rate, although the
magnitude of the effect is very small (elasticity of -0.03).

Holding constant the local supplyof physicians, costs
are slightly higher, but -thefitunbeffof visits per year is
lower if the physician a specialist.'

Both the cost and revisit rate decrease with physician
age.

The costs are higher for female physicians compared
to male physicians although the revisit rate is about the
same.

Low income persons, receive more services per year
r. have a higher revisit rate.' '

The differences between low income persons and the
rest of the population, are, however, ,decreasing over
time.

Costs are rising over time, although the revisit rate is
relatively constant.

Throughout this discussion we have maintained
neutral posture, with respect to the implications o
changing costs for the treatment of hypertension.
Hypertension is undoubtedly a ,major health, problem
which does respond to treatment. When we observe, that
costs are increasing, it'implies that services to patients
are increasing. Whether the cost to society of these extra
services is worth the benefits is a question Cledrly
beyond the scope of this effort.

The results presented here show that treatment for
hypertension is not independent of the local physician
supply. The cost of treatment increases as the number of
general practice physicians increases, but decreases as
the number of specialists increases. The magnitude of
both these effects, however, tends to be fairly small.
Interestingly, the change in costs is associated more with
the cost per visit than with the number of visits.

As was pointed out in the beginning of this section, a
positive relationship between physician supply and
treatment cost could stem from two different sources:
non-price rationing and induced demand. But the
results presented here suggest that whatever the source,
the effect is not large, which implies that the Issue is not
as serious as one might at first suppose. These results
are, of course, specific to one diagnostic Condition and
cannot readily be extrapolated to all medical care. It is
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noteworthy, however, in that hypertension is a medical
condition which allows considerable discretion to the
physician in determining treatment mode and patient
initiation of care is considerably less than in many other
chronic conditions. It would therefore appear to be a
natural candidate for testing the hypothesis of physician
inducement. The results presented here suggest that if
physician inducement is present, the ,magnitude is not
large.
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ABSTRACT 0 An economic Model is preiented where the concentration of dePtists is 'an integral
part of the supply and demand for dental services. The three equation simulianeOus system of
demand, supPly, and concentration shows how the quantity of dental services delivered, fees paid,
and distribution of dentists are jointly determined.

. , .

Previous research concentrated on either non-economic criteria for practice location or single
estimations, where the practice location decision was not part of an economic system. These studies
used data on a national or state basis rather than on local or regional economic markets.

The results of this study seeinto indicate that local and regional markets are an appropriate area for
economic analysis. Our tentative results are that market forces do in fact determine the supply,
demand, and market concentration of dentists. We find that the United States' experience concerning
the distribution of dentists is pot unlike the distribution of dentists and other health care providers in
many other nations with diverse economic systems.

It appears that policy alternatives to alter the distribution of dentists must consider the impact-Of
those policies onthe entire dental nfarket. Conventional policy recommendations have conventional
economic results. For example, increasing the number' of trained dentists will result in dentists
locating in areas of economic need.

INTRODUCTION

The distribution of dentists in the United States is
currently an important subject of health policy. In fact,
the distribution of all health care providers has become
a major policy issue not only in America but in many
other nations. A caricature of the conventional wisdom
seems to be that dentists choose their practice locations
with little or no concern for the economic demand for
their services. Then once the location decision has"been
made, the dentist can "adjustAis fee or the amount of
service he provides to yield the income level he deems
appropriate. In effect, what is being argued is that either'
conventional economics does.not apply to dentistry or
that conventional economic analysis Must be

substantially modified in the case of health professions.

One 'modification 'to conventional analysis was the
introduction of the target hypbthesis. Here it was
assumed that the health providers did not attempt to
maximize their own economic well-being but had a
target level of econo is affluence. They choose practice
locations near the' friends or families or near where
they went to sch ol. If the community provided.many
customers, the could pick and choose between
patients, work short work hours, and establish fee
sc101ules below what they might otherwise charge. On

,Ithe other hand, if the community did not provide
enough patients to yield the target income, then prices
would have to be increased for the existing patients.
Another tactic could be to induce the existing patients to
consume, enough services to generate the desired



income. The only constraint on the level of fees or
quantity of services provided would be the target or
aspiration level (possibly tempered by peer pressure) of
the provider. (Here we have to be careful to refer to all
health care providers and not single out dentists, since .

most research focuses on physician behavior.)
The last example has come to be called the supply

induced demand hypothesis. If the hypothesis were true,
we would find that location decisions were made
independently of economic criteria, and those areas
with relatively,more dentists would have higher fees than
areas with relatively fewer dentists. Apparently
conventional economics.does not work here either. We
have a new health.economics where more competition
leads to higher. prices rather than lo4er prices. One
reason why health providers are allegedly able to escape
conventional Market forces is due to the., public's
medical ignorance or theiOlind trust in the phtpician or
dentist. In these-cases.Supply and demand influences the

`demand for medial 'services. Sellers of the service
acting as agents for their patients are in effect making
the decision to 'purchase the service. The net result is
that demand for health services is higher where there dre
more providers. This is in contrast to conventional
economics where the demand for a' factor of
production, here the ihput of labor service, is derived
from the market demand for the product.

The major subject of this paper is to examine the
extent to which dentists are in fact insulated from
market forces. We question whether the United States'
experience with its "maldistribution" of dentists is a
unique result attributed to the lack of market controls.
Also we attempt to determine what part market forces
play in the location or per capita distribution of
dentists. Finally, we show &at the structure of the
dental industry is in fact a result of market forces.

If the distribution of dentists is a result of market
forCes rather than being independent of those fores, arty
public policy designed to alter the distribution of dental
manpower resources must be concerned with very broad
policy impacts. A public policy that directly increases
the number of. dentists in low income or rural areas.

twould necessarily impacko the whole dental market.
For example, one way tin rease supply would be to
reduce restrictions to or to promote entrance into the
dental profession. The production of relatively more
dentists would have the necessary consequences of
lowering dentists' incomes, from what they otherwise
would have been. Removal of market restriction And
regulations that discourage competition (would also
promote a more uniform distribution 'of dentists,
However, if dentists are not subject to the regulation of
market forces, then increased governmental

I/ intervention and regulation would be in order.
In the sections that follow we will review some of the

existing literature that is related to these issues. Then we
explain the economic model and data we use to
investigate these issues. The final section is our .
enipirical results and a summary of our findings. .

LITERATURE REVIEW 61

The literature of interest is related to two issues: the
supply and demand for dental services and the location
of dentists. Since research in the area of dental
economics still relatively young, we have a very
limited number of studies about the economics of
dentistry. It is therefore appropriate to briefly consider
other economic research on physicians and medicine in
addition to that concerning dentists and dentistry.

The \ supply induced deinand hypothesis,, can
apparently be attributed primarily to two studies of
physician service. Fuchs and Kramer 11] found support.
for the physician created demand hypothesis using data
from Moth a time-series of national data 1948-1968 and
a cross-section of state data for 1966. In the time series,
results they found that increases in medical technology`
and the number of physi-Cians were priMary factors in
explaining the consumption of and expenditures on

'physicians' services. Thisresult is prirnarily based ofi the
positive. relation between the quantity of -medical
services consumed_and the number of physicians. Here
the authors justified their position by noting the
increase in consumption in the 1956 -1966 period
comparedlo the 1946-1956 period. They believe qiat the
increase in the number of Physicians over the period was
an exogenous event. Also, thly state that the increase in
medical consumption was not due to either a movement
along.the demand schedule resulting from an increase in
supply, or to shifts in the deMand for physicians services
due to changes in income, insurance or demographics.'
These hypotheses are not tested using statistical
methods.

Since utilization was thought to be influenced by'tech-
nological change, Fuchs and Kramer examined a 1966
cross-section of data. Here the effects of technical
change would be held constant by the methodological
design. It was assumed that the average vintage of
human and non-human capital were identical across the
33 states in the sample. The analysis?developed in this
study is much more sophisticated in that asimultaneous
four equation (and two, identities) model was developed.
The most important equations for our purposes are the
ones for per capita general practitioner visit equivalents
and the physiciari/population ratio. These equations
were defined as:

(1) Per capita visits f[average price or net (net of
insurance benefits) price, per capita insurance
benefits, Physician/Population ratio, median
income, per capita hospital beds].

(2) Private physicians per 100,000 population
f(average price, output per physician, number
of medical schools in the state, per capita
hospital beds, median income).

The third equation relates output per physician to
average price, number of physicians, apd hospital beds
per capita. The fourth equation, is an insurance

Na. and Kramer III. pp. 16.17.
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equation. Here .per .= capita' .tsurance benefits are
determined by per capirconsuniption of physician
visits, average priee, union.memberi per 100,000 popu-
lation, ,and the ratio of health. insurance premiums to
benefits.

In the first equation is the primary source of,the
physician induced demand information. Eleven.
equations in total were estimated on the basis of .the
variables cited above. In any of these equations, at nkst
three 'variables were in ded -.in any one run. The

. statistically significan ults ire, in general, that
average or net. price negativ ly-related to the number
of `patient visits per capita. The remaining variables
itnnedian income; per capita insurance benefits, hospital
beds per 'capita arycl physicians per 100,000 population)
are all positively related to the number of patient visits
per capita. The. significance of the physician/population

P,` ratio was attributed to the physicians' ability to increase
consumption rather than a supply induced .movement
along a demand curve. This interpretation was based on
the fact that physicians' fees were in the equation. Fuchs
and Kramer attribute the positive sign of the coefficient
to the fact that as physician density increases, the
average travel time falls as does average waiting time.
Thus the real cost falls if fees are held constant.
However, the authors state that because of the low price
elasticities of demand (none larger than -0.36), this
influence appears to be' too small to account for the size
of the -density elasticity (0.507-0.335). Recall that the
coefficient is based on physicians per 100,000
population. The authors also reject the notion that an
excess demand exists for physicianS in ,general or that
intra-state mobility restrictions are 'due to licensing
regulations. They provide no explanation, but they note
that Feldstein [2] proposed this explanation for his time
series results. Fuchs and Kramer attribute Feldstein's
results to omitting technical change in his study. Since
Fuchs and Kramer are assuming that technology is the
same across all states, the influence of technical change
has been held constant. The final explanation is that
physicians create demand. Fuchs and Kramer conclude
that physician induced demand is more important than
the influence of income, price, or insurance coverage.
They also conclude that the physician density ratio is
positively related to fees, medical schools, per capita
hospital beds, educational, cultural and recreational
facilities. The quantity of service per physician is.
negative related to the number of physicians and does
not rise with higher fees. The final equation concerning
medical insurance, unlike the quantity of physician
service, does not appear to be sensitive to differences in

'median income. In addition, per capita insuranCe
benefits are statistically significant when related to
unionization and the price of insurance.

Many economists might find this model difficult to
understand. The equations are not clearly related to
conventional supply and demand models. The authors
do not discuss the economic forces in the contwit of
individual, firm behavior, or nftarket behavior. The

results are purely based on empirical findings. This, of
course, does not mean they are incorrect. However, it
remains to be shown that the Fuchs and Kramer results
are 'or not consistent with conventional economic
theory.'

The Feldstein [2] paper cited b Fuchs and Kramer [1]
should be discussed for a num r of reasons. First, this
Study used time series data fro the 1940-1966'period.
The period was chosen.for data availability and because
1967 was the first full year that medicare and medicaid
programs were in operation. Also, this model is

interesting because' it considers the simultaneous
influence of various economic factors on price and
physician supply. Feldstein also introduces a' dynamic
price adjustment relation. Feldstein differentiated
between the net price that consumers pay after
insurance compensation and the average price the
_supplier Auld receive. He formulates a per capita
demand equation and a supply equation where the
supply resionse is a function of the ratio of physician
services Or physician. When the demand equation was
estirfiated the net price elasticity was positive. The
explanation for Oils was ". . jhat the observed price
quantity combinations do not lie on (or 'around) the
demand function bit that, at observed prices, dire is
excess demand." The Concept' of excess demffnd is
consistent with the notion that a shortage of physicians
existed in this period, (see Arrow and Capron [3], Fein

kayack [4]). Feldstein- introduced a price
adjustment mechanism and two reduced form equation?,
(price and supply) were estimated. The physician/
population ratio was considered as exogenous as it was ,

not statistically significant in either equation. The price
elasticity of supply was negative and the implied price,,,
elasticity of demand was still positive. Feldstein
considers these contradictions of/ conventional
economic theory to be consistent with. ,the excess
demand hypothesis. If the excess demand hypothesis
were true, physicians have restrained price increases
and/or constricted service output because, of their
-substantial discretionary power to vary price and
quantity. It .might be noted again that Feldstein does.
include a time trend in, the supply equation to account
for technological change.

One major result of this study is a clear statement of
the excess demand hypotheses and that the result is the
ability of physicians to have discretionary power over
the prices they charge and the.quahtity of services they
supply. However, the results are not supportive of the
supplier induced demand hypothesis. '

Another study, this one by Newhouse [6], has been
quoted as providing svidence for the supplier induced
demand hypothesis (see Evans [7], p. 192). The
objective of the Newhouse paper was to develop an
analytic framework to distinguish between competitive
and monopolistic market structures for physician
services. Newhouse concluded that the market was
monopolistic. However, Frech and Ginsburg [9] found
an inconsistency in the Newhouse model that made the

s;
.
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statistical teSts inr.^nclusive: Newhouse had assumed
constant marginal, cost for the monopoly model and
increasing marginal costs (for increasing output) in the
competitive case. When' Ginsburg and Frech
reformulated the models they found the relation
between price and number of physicians to be identical
in both the monopoly and the competitive models and
thus the two models'are really the same. In addition,,
they indicate that the mobility of physicians was noi
adequately modeled and that the location response of
physicians may be a major factor in the labor market
adjustment to changes in demand.

, A later study by Evans, Parish, and Sully. [8], Using
' Canadian data, investigated the impact of group

practice on output per physiCian and discussed the
extent to which physicians were able to generate demand `.
for their own services. They found that group practice
had little impact on medical service output and that
physicians appeared to have an impact on the demand
for their services. However, Evans, et al. were not able
to differentiate the demand generation hypothesis from
an alternative one that postulates a backlog of unmet
existing needs which were being supplied by the e'xisting
physician stock. Another possible explanation oFthese
empirical results, in addition to the demand creation
hytiothesis, is related to the total pride that a Patient
pays. These prices include ate search costs, travel and
waiting time. A's the density of physicians increases,
these implicit prices are reduced..

The results of the studies cited above are quite
different from the previous literature. In the pre-1970
literature one generally finds that models were based on
profit maximization and a major concern was an
examination of the extent of monopoly power. Two
studies in the mid-1950's representative of this approach
are Kassel [10] and Hyde and Wolff [11]. The classic
study on the "monopoly gains accruingrto _members of
the medical professioh is by Friedman and Kuznets [12].

However, the few-studies that purport to show supply
induced demand are now accepted as the convention

- wisdom. Apparently, many policy makers believe that
the market for medical services is fundamentally
different from other markets, (see Dyckman [13]). And
because of. the acceptance of these results, conventional
economic policies including the stimulation of
competition are considered to be inadequate and
possibly perverse. Policies to 1;romote an increase in the
supply of physicians or dentists would not lead to an
increase in the amount of health services or a lowering
of the price of health services. The necessary
governmental policy would apparently be price
controls, regulation of practice IOLtion, restriction of
provider discretion, and other "direct" actions.

aut there are numerous other studies that do not
accept_ the view that the Medical profession is insulated
from market forces, that it can create its own demand;
or that its members can earn whatever target income
they choose. Returning to the Feldstein [2] paper, we
now note a criticism of it first indicated by Brown and

Lapan [14]. The criticism is. that the positive price 63
elasticity obtained by Feldstein in the estimated demand
cOrve results from deficienCies in defining the price
variable an_ d that the supplestimates are- biased
because of identification problems. Based on estimates
of their own, Brown and. Lapan conclude ". . . our
findings, which are exactly opposite to Feldstein's, lead
to different poliej, statements, and are consistent with
standard economic theory." Feldstein [15] rejected the
criticism on a number of grounds. One interesting remark
in the reply was Feldsteinl argument that physicians
have special latitude in many practice decisions and are
apparently not fully constrained by market forces. He
thus '4.ejected the Brown-Lapan service queue or qxcess
demand hypothesis. Here Feldstein says, "There are a
number of ways in Which doctors determine the type of
eases and persons who receive care: physicians choose
their specialty and location; specialists choose what
types of caSes to accept on referral; general practitioners
decide how many house calls to make, which patientS to
treat, Which to' refer and which to discourage from
seeking- furtlier 'care." He then buttressed this with "'
-There, is substantial sociological literature on this
subject (Friedson [16], Martin 117], Reder 118])." Much
of Feldsteih's argument could be applied to other
occupations. and industries such as retail sales, barbers,.
coSmeticians, auto or,T.Y. repair. One wonders how this
argument differentiates medical 'services- from other
services. The point here is not an attempt to arbitrate
the debate but only to indicate that these matters are far
from settled.

A pore recent paper by Steinwald and Sloan [19]
investigated, a number of influences on physician fees.
The authors did not formulate a model but they
attempted to ; determine what . economic market
Conditions' would be consistent with their findings.
:Their data, were, from mail questionnaires returned in
the fall of .1971. by members of the American Medical,: .

Association. They considered a number of explanatorY3,::
variables and their .eqUations might be thought of as
alternative reduced form equations. The
i'mportant result for our purpose is the estimated
relation between fees and the physician population
ratio. Steinyvald and Sloan found that demand variables
exerted definite and expected impacts on fees, and they
found tha mark-up pricing theory was an inferior
explanati of` physician pricing behavior when
compared ..to l profit maximization. The negative
coefficients of the physician population ratio variables
in the fee equation were cited as evidence against the
target income (via supply induced demand) hypothesiS. '
However, it should be noted that these results were not
uniform. For general practitioners (using country data)
and for general surgeons (using state data), the results
were consistent with traditional economic theory.
Internists, Ob-Gyn, and pediatricians had opposite
results. Since the first two categories are the most
numerous, the results in these cases were judged to .
dominate the other results. If non-price rationing were
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64 important in medical decision making, then the
empirical results would ni5t have resulted in as many
findings that were consistent. with conventional
economic theory as actually occurred. Steinway and

loan conclude' that their results are sufficiently
consistent with the standardiprofit Maximizatiomodel
that future work should be based on this assumption,
rather than do supply induced demand, target incotne,
or Mark-up pricing hypotheses. (Although it Should be
noted that mark-up pricing can be consistent with profit
maximization.)

' Turning to dental markets, the, most recent study by
Kushman and, Scheffler [201 where they formulatera
monopoly based on Newhouie [61, Newhouse and. Sloan
[211, and Frech andGinsburg j91. The major focus is on
deriving and ,estimating a price function for dental .

services. They. estiinate a Single reduced form, equation
for each of five separate procedures and a combined
price index. The results of the five, service, prices
(Prophylaxis, Two-Surface Amalgam, .Single
Extraction, Porcelain Bonded acket,, Complete''
Acrylic-Base Denture) are based on questibnnair

,respOlses from individual practitioners. In all of the
equations,' hygienists' earnings, per capita income,
percent of population are, pOsitively related to fees. Fees
are negatively related to the percent of population on

-:,fluoridated drinking water. Kushman and Scheffler
found lower fees were charged by older dentists. The
densify of dentists in ithe state where the individual
dentiI kt practices wasitichided in the fee regression and it
was statisticallisignifiCani as were the other factors and
its sign was. positive: The authors attribute the result to
the ,pdiSibility that travelltirne could be lower where
dentists ate relatively more plentiful..This is also
consistent.with the Hohmann andyklsen 1221 result that
increased waiting time (anOiher implicit price like travel

. time) exerted a, negat* influence on the demand for
4 dental visits. In that study travel #ime was only
,,' statistically signifiCant in one of thei; Your equations.

This result is with findings of other
researchers who have investigated what"might 'be called .
amenities or qualities of ppysician visits. Acton [251
found that non - monetary ICtors bccaitie, important
determinants of deinand when oupif=pocket Money.
prieres were low As goVerpciental'itiegth legislation or
rtiliva,te health insurance, eXIgands; 'these issues Will be

,q!, . mot44,importatit°?f,;tdAsaiie. these effects ActOn
anaWed 44freeg' dot gitt .idePartments itt. New YOrk

00,41,9s l'oundAbat time functioned as a price
",614 i<he siernand fliKvfi!ee" services. The computed

erastiCilie or .distaincd were equivalent to price
. ,elasticities computed by other researchers. Also, ACion

, ,

found that there WA substitutability between the private
anti public actor physician services based on these non-

"rtionetay travel time and distance factors. SIZan and
Lorant [261 sound positive correlation between length,of'
visit and physician, derisity and that waiting time was
negatively correlated with the physician density ratio [pl.

Returning to Kushma nd Scheffler's final macro
equation,h We- note Ma because of potential' data
problems and measurement errors, the five equation
model iwascollapsed to a single equation wheit a fee
index was the dependent variables A number of results i

were presented attempting to' measure the effect of '
dentist age o.fees and the results were again generally
consistent. with the disaggregated equations. The
exceptions are that hygienists' earnings are not
statistically .significant in the fee equation and the .
impact of age on fees; is substantially reduced. Both
income and dentistS per 1,000 population are positively
related to fees and fluoridationis negatively related to q

' ,fee's. A. final seetion'Of t'he paper dealt with the issue of
comparing the results of this estimation toothercitucties.

' Kushman and Scheffler find their parameter estimates
to beconsiStent with the estimates of Shepard [231 and
Maurizi [241, if one accepts the. rrionOpolyssumptiOn.
in defense of the monopoly assumption, a t ompelitive
market model was- formulated that could be compared

_-,:to the assumed monopoly Model. Under these
conditions one reqUireMent is equality between the
coefficients of theplite variable.in the linear ;Imply

4 equation and the Ii ar demand equation.Cashman and
Scheffler do n ilres ate supply and demancrand att.
not perform th test: needy. Howeveikthacargue tlat
Since their resu s a e close to those Of Shepard and
Maurizi, coeffic from those studies can be used.
Using those results the competitive

?

market alternative is
rejected. .

.. . -...:
A

. - :

The Maurizi4241 study
.
mentioned above provides an

' interestitig if somewhat flawed view ordtntal markets.
Chapter three is, to gstimateilheCosts of a

4.
national 'dental insurance program. In 'hat attempt a
model of the demand and supply of dentakerviees was
conitructed, using the.. 1962 American Dental
Association Survey of Dental Practice and statedata.
The fee and treatment data on individual practitioners is
essentially the same,,as that reported in Ktishman and

4ScheffTer. The. demand equation relates. the quantity of
dental services to price of dental services, consumer 4"
income, and the extent of fluoridation. Unfortunately;
;;Ive do not know how thy-Price of denial')service vvaS,
co tructed. Presumably it is an index of five fees that

sampled in the ADA questiOnnaire. The 'Source
measnrerrient Of the ,remailaing Variables is also

nclear.
$:t, The supply equation, relates qUantitty of dental
-.services, to price of dental service; numE;er of chairs in
the office,, number of full time, auxiliaries, find the

variables in this seem, more representative bf
those found in production functions rather than. supply

.functions. A specification issue may be present here?.
since the relations -between the aggregate production
function, the reduced farm cost function, and the
resultant supply function arenot explained. The method
used to estimate the parameters was saki lobe swage'

number of hou S worked by the dentist. The eXogenous



least squares. However, the author only indicates obe
reduced form equation and states that the model ". . . is

exactly identified: that is, there are as many unknown
variables (two) to be solyed for the model as there are
equations" (page 611: Actually both equations are oVer
identified. Two stage least squares would be an
appropriate estimation technique and assuming the
other problems to be minimal we can look at the results.
'All of the coefficients are statistically significant. The
elasticity fjor price in the demand equation is negative
(-1.76) and positive (0.79) in the supply equition in
conformance with traditional economic theory. The
income elasticity of demand is positive (1.06) and the
coefficient for fluoridation is negative. As expected, the
number of chairs, full time auxiliaries, and hours of
work by the dentist all have positive signs.

Another part of the study was an estimation of the
impact of regulations on the hourly earnings of dentists.
A single regression equation was estimated relating
hourly earnings to years of labor force experience, the
square of labor force experience, years of education,
number of active dentists per 100,000 civilian
population in the state, per capita income in the state,
average failure rate on state dental license exam in the
1960-1969 decade, and a binary variable for self-
employment status. A sample of 420 dentists was drawn
from the 1970 Census Public' Use Sample (1 in 100
sample),of the civilian labor force. The empirical results
are that experience is positively related to dentists'
income, as is education. Less restrictive regulations
which allow dentists to delegate mote tasks increases
dentists, hourly earnings. Dentists in states with higher
average failure ratios had higher earnings than those in
states with an average failure ratio. The author
indicated that self-employed dentists earned more than
employee dentists. However, since the coefficient for
that variable is negative in the regression equation, th4ht
interpretation is either questionable ora misprint of the
sign occurred. The computed sign of per capita income
was positive and the sign of the physician population
ratio cis negative. Neither of these variables is
statistically different from zero, so we cannot take these
results as support for the traditional view that increased
competition, as measured by the dentist population
ratio, leads to reduced hourly earnings.

Another paper that considered the demand for dental
services is by Upton and Silverman [57]. They were
interested in estimating the influence of income and
fluoridation on the consumption- of varpous dental
procedures. Their data were obtained from IS

midwestern dentists for one week in 1966. Half of the
towns had fluoridated water supplies the others did not.
The following regreSsion was run:

1n(T,) = a -1-131n(1,) +

where 1n(T) represents the natural logarithm of the
number of treatments, 1, is the median income of the i
city in 1960, and F is a dummy variable equalling 1 if the
city has fluoridated water and zero otherwise.

Regressions of this form were run for 13 different
'procedures and' the quantity of dentists as dependent
variables: The "income elasticities`" ranged from 0.37
fob "extractions children" to 6.11 for 4Inlays" and
the income elasticity for dentists being 2.26. Extractions
and inlays are in quotes because in actual practice
situations such procedures can differ widely. We have
found that care needs to be taken when defining dental
procedures and in the data section we discuss the 1972
ADA coding systeht. Also we note that the equations
tht were estimated were actually Engel curves, rather
than demand curves. Butbecause price clata are difficult:
to obtain especially on a local basis many researchers
regress utilization on explanitory variables when con-
sumption patterns are tEderinvestigation.wThe Upton and
Silverman results arefolausible. They find that those
procedures that are more costly in terms of time or
materials or are subjet to alternative treatment
modalities such as crowns, inlays, and bridges .have
higher income elasticities than 't extractions and
restorations. Restorations of djciduous teeth (children)
had one of {he highest income elasticities as one mighli.
expect. For all procedures the income elasticities
averaged 2.39 which is higher than the 1.10 estimate of
Friedman and Kuznets {12), 1.20 by Benham, Maurizi
and Reder [33], 0.12-0.41 by Holtman and Olsen [22],
1.03 to 1.82 by Feldstein [57], and 1.06 by MaWizi [24].
However, the data used in this study are from a goall
market area and such results are not inconceivable in the
absence of the other problems vie mentioned.

Fluoridation was found to be a statistically importanj
factor in reducing the demand for dentgl services. Their
analysis indicated that the use of fluoride would reduce
the demand for dental services by over 55 percent. This
seems to be a rather high estimate since fluoridation's
main impact seems to be on caries in childen. We also
note that substantial adult tboth loss results from
periodontal disease and this was not considered in the
model although it is mentioned by the authors. It
remains to be seen if other studies on a national basis
confirm the Upton and Silvermantestimates.

The most comprehensive study of the dental services
industry was done by Feldstein [58] in 1973. That study
teas not limited to the supply and demand for dental
services but also considered the impact of governinental
financing on the provision of dental services, developed
an econometric forecasting Model for dentistsibind
analyzed the economics of dental edtcation. Our brief
remarks focus op Feldstein's work, on the supply and
demand for dental services. tIpwever, Feldsteklis work
more clearly than any of 'g shows the complex,
interconnected and simultaneous nature of the many
divergent influences in the economics of dentistry.

. Feldstein was careful to include both 'economic and
nun - economic determinants of dental demand. His
analysis was particularly noteworthy in that he clearly
recognized the economii basis of many factors that
others thought of as completely noneconomic. The
treatment of. public attitudes toward dental care is a
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h :0.
466 .good ex&mple of hiVinsights.

J

Many other rEsearchers increased supply due to olianges in denial technology,
9

discussed the importance of attitudes and knowledge 'greater utilization of auxiliaries, and improving
.

regarding dental care in the consumption patterns for .1 organizational efficiency through group practice. It is

dental sentiles and ..'heasured these ailltudinal clearly recognizal that the supply of dentists is closely
differences bY years or fciimal education received by toe related to tge dem nd for dental services. Also some
head of the household. fe stein clearly explained the time is spent in fling the alternative ways dental
interrelations between cation and# income, rite, 11 servikes' could be expanded including reducing

'44 - u rb a n i zat i o n and government subsidy program*. Els. Aregtions that inhibit nfobility, dev,eloping alternative
went odrio show the differences in dental consumptioff' nglkhods of training new ciptists, employing more
patterns as a function pf differences in income. More auxiliaries, and esetiblishipg various governmental

*.extractions and dentOres were consumed by lower .' subsides ..
'' income families and more preventive and maintenance The result ;his section are that the long-run supply

work was demanded by higher income patients. Data ; *of dentists i factresponsive to economic pressures,
; were presented that allowed per capitd visits to be most espe5ially the financial rewards of being a dentist.

crosstabed with income and education. Per capita utili- ' Also that if equility in dental services is a public policy
zation increased with education holding income con- objective, when re.commendations should focus on
slant, however the major difference in utilization 'as increasing the consumption of dental services.

Heretofore policy seems to have been aimed at
increasing ouredistributifig dentists which is only one
and, as Feldstein documents, an expensive way to

4

increase dental services: . .

between income levels holding S
Heretoforeconstant. The

analysis proceded to show stow the changes in con-
sumption patterns over time were related to income
levels.

4

The analysis of price, income, and fluoridation as
determinants of demand is very interesting.. Usp
dental visits ai.the'. dependest variable, the own-price
elasticity was estimated to be 1.43. The income
elasticities wetre reported to vary depending upon the
sample and the choice of dependent variable. Usiiig
national time-series. date (1929-1970), the 'income 6.
expenditure elasticity 14,7, ndicaiing that :one percento
increase in per capita income would yield a 1.7 percdttt
increase in dental etpenditures. A 1961 cross section of
38 cities yielded an exmnditure elasticity of 1.82, and
across states the estinWe is 1.031 When visits rat*
than expenditures are used the est4ated elasticity. is
1.55.

Flubridation *as found to be an important factor in
reducing the demand for dental services, Apecially in
children. The results indicate that fluoridation has the
effect of reducing dental expenditures by approximately
$5.00 per person per year. This estimate is. .substatikially
higher than the $1.00 per capita estimate of Upton and
Silverman [57].

,

Feldstein attempted to estimate the economic tmpact
of public expenditures on dental health programs and
dental services demand. No statistical relation was
found. It was believed that the small amount spent, only
a few cents per person, made the statistical estimation
difficult. However, these payments are in fact
concentrated on a specific income group and if data on
this group were available more work could be done on
this question.

Feldstein's analysis of supply is also one of the most
lucid. He clearly differentiates between long-run
conditions where increases in the qufntity of dental
servicei supplied results from increases in all factors or
production and the short-run case where increases are
primarily from longer work hours of existing personnel.
The analysis primarily focuses on the long-run issues of

LOCATIQN
to

A logical place to begin a'brief review of the
flhysiciantist location literature' is the Friedman-
Kuznets [fTstudy. The major objecjive of that study
was to examinmAe determinants of income earned fror
independent pralessional praegices. In addition to the
professions of medicine and dentistry9 studies were also
conducted on law, riffled public. accountancy, and
conalltini engipeerini.'

Two claracterizing fteliturckof the practice location
recs)ved attention: tble size of the practice community
knd its geogragtic region. five the size of the
community4s based on tx to eight population grdups
and the fegions are t nine 'major census regions.
Friedman andt.Kuznets found that, variations in
community size had a muehNarger elfect on variations
of earned professional 4ome than did variations in
geographic regiins. Differences iniiofessidital incomes
across geographic regions were smaller than differences
across community sizes. Also the differences in
professional incomatVrib to these lame geographic
regidns were found to be ibuted almost entirely to
regionaidifferences in urbanization.

For, the five professions in general, mean professional
incole increased with city size. The ratio (1 dentist
income in cities of 1.5 million or more to dentist illcolne
in cities of under 2,500 people equaled 1.88. In these
large cities, dentists earned incomes 120 percent the
national mean income in the United States; whereas,
dentists in the small towns earned 64 percent of the mean ,
of all repor&kd incomes. Medicine was an exception to
the generatStrend of rising incomes with larger
community size. Physician incomes were higher in
middlesize 10,000 to 1,499,999) than in the largest cities
(ones with 1.5 million or more people). the coefficient of
variation of incomes was much less sensitive to changes
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in community size than was income itself. The results
were not uniform, but the coefficient of variation seems
to fall from larger to smaller cities. However, the
smallest cities have more variation in professional
incomes than do larger cities. No consistent regional
differences in the variability of incomes was discovered.

In disciissivg the results of the study, Friedman and
Kuznets argued that the absence of regional differences
in average income indicated sufficient geographic' fact or
mobility to prevent the establishment or maintenance of
income differentials. Thus, differences in income across
communities couldinot easily be attributed to factor
immobility. Thisis because_mobility 'among various size
cities within a region must be at least as large as across
geographic regions. The differences in income, it was
argued, would have t to be atIrriblited to higher
productivity of the. professionals in ISFger cities or the
non- pecuniary benefits of residing in smaller towns.

Friedman and Kuznets':'results indicate that income
distributions across community size were similar in
chara.Cter and, magnitude for all of the five professions.

addition, the economic market forces that
determined the geographic income, distribution for
physicians, dentists, lawyers, certified public
accountants, and consulting engineers weresimilar to
those determining the income distribution of the general
working population.

It should be added that it was not argued that
pecuniary economic forces were the only causes of the
geographic distribution of pi ofessionals. They 'explicitly
nosed the importance of residing near. family and
friends. Having knowledge of an area, its climate,
physical and cultural attributes, and availability of
professional facilities were explicitly mentioned as
influences in efie location decision prdIess. Onepoint of
including.Oese factors in the location decision process
was to explain why differences in money wages should
occur. That is, we shoUld not expect all dentists' incomp
to be equal. Even if all professionals were equally
productive (in a pysical sense) and free to move.
without any barriers% relocation, we would not expect
them to haye"'.equal incorndss. Ratner WA would have'

0 "equivalent" incomes. Incomes would,be "equivalent"
in the sinse that monetary differences would be
cggpensating for, generally observed, differences in the,
rWfir- monetary advantages or .disadvantages of indif-
ferent :,,areas. However, we know Ahat dentists in
partinelar and professionals in genera( are not mobile.

10. Pashigian [28] four., dentists to be second only to
juglies as the most immobile professionals. These results
ate consigent with Wash [30] who found that turnover
of healtlf workers, in general, was significantly lower

flan that of the general labof fosse. As thejkill level fell
mobility increased. Dentists were the least liable to

4 transfer occilipations with physicians 'and pharmacists
4. being more mobilecross professions. Pharmacists are

twice as likely to change occupations as are dentists, and
registered nursesOare almost three times more likely to
changepccupations. As Friedman and Kuznets note, the

6
.

distributional changes generated4rom new entrants into
*The profession, rather than the mobility of persons
already in active practice, are the most important
influences in changing the regional distribution of

rprofessionals..The risk of beginning anew in a different
location, plus the cost of new physical capital and the
funds necessary to support the family in the interim
period, are substantial disincentives to mobility.
Moreover, those who are the least financially successful
in their current location are least likely to have the

'financial resources to move. StIccessful practitioners
probably have the capital but not the economic
motivation to move.

Many other researchers have investigated the
locational issues first raised by this path breaking study.
Glass and Baldwin [29] administered a questionnaire to
a sample of 1,244 dentists in New England who began
practice between 1956 and 1965. They asked, "What

'single faCtor most affected your decision to choose the
present location of your practice?" The following were
the most frequently reported:

Location Factors

Frequency (in percent)

Present Future

Shortage of Dentists 20* 22
Good. Living Conditions . 15 14

Nearness to Family, Friends 8 1

Hometown 7 0
Availability of Office Space 19
Offer of Partnership 1

duality of Practice'
Economic Factor, High Fees

2 4
7

0

Clearly economic issues were important to the location
decision. Nearness to family and friends and returning to
hometown are all important to the initial decision.
These factors were called "social" by the authors;
however, they could also be interpreted as information
sources and thusthey are certainly economic. The
possibility of the dentist being known in his home
community is prol5ably an important marketing
influencer "Good living conditions" are probably' close
prqxies. to the non-pecuniary factors mentioned ,in the
Friedman and Kuznets study. Glass and Baldwin also
asked, .What single factor would be most important if
you were to change your location in the future?" These
responses are listed in column two in the previous ta151e.
Ecdtomic factors appear to grow in importance as
practice experience grows. It is unexpeCted that office
availability looms so large in the thinking of dentistS.
No mention of cost of office space:Svas mentioned, so it
isThard to tell what.the economic logic of the response
was. It may be that the potential for improving the
practice income or service by *nproving the practice

'location only becomes evident after some years" of
experience.

The authors indicate that the availability' of.
recreational facilities were listed "far more frequently"
by dentists in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.
Availability of cultural activities were more frequently
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68 listed by those in Connecticut. This reinforces the
general idea that personal preferences are influencing the
location decision of dentists simultaneously with direct
economic issues.

Location decisions of recent dental graduates were
examined by the American Dental Association [39].
They found that practices were located near parents',
spouse's parents' residence, pre-dental college, or dental
school. A small minority (5.8 and 2.4 pertent
respectively) reported their practice to be near the
location of their advanced dental, mogram or military
assignment.

Recent graduates were asked to indicate the factors
they believed to be /responsible for their choice of
practice location. The most popular response was
"Geographic Preference" which sheds little light on the
decision process. The next most frequent responses (in
order) were; recreational and cultural advantages, type
of people in locale, economic level of community, popu-
lation to dentist ratio, influence of family and friends,
climate, childhood residence, availability of dental
facilities, influence of other dentists, and influence of
spouse. These results are consistent with other research
in that both dirtct economic forces and indirect or social
factors are jointly determining the location choice,

Since changes in the local practitioner population ratio
are likely to originate from new entrants into the
profession, modeling this migration pattern could be
important. Yett and Sloan [31] examined the migration
patterns of new physician entrants into private practice
in 1966. They found that the physicians' familiarity with
the area in terms of "events" of birth, medical school,
internship, and residency were important explanatory
factors in determining initial practice location. In

addition, other economic and demographic factors were
also important. These factors were: climatic conditions,
urbanization, failure rate on state licensing exam, mean
net income of all specialists in private practice, per
capita income of residents, and the change in per capita
income in the period 1960-1966. Both familiarity with
the general area, in this case the SMSA for state, and
other demographic and economic considerations
determine the distribution of physicians in this data set.
Weiskotten et al. [32], using cross-tabulations on data
from 1915 to 1950 found generally the same results
concerning previou knowledge *and experience with
geographic areas. Residency trgning was the most
important factor in determining the state- of practice.
However, a trend away from large citiesties of 500,000 or
more ttward smaller cities of less than 25,000 was
noted. Also they found a relatively higher percentage of
graduates locating in states with higher than average
pfi capita personal incomes. While two out of five
medical graduates were practicing in a city the same size
as the one that they resided in prior to entering medical
school, that proportion steadily fell in the period.
Specialists were concentrated in the larger cities, limited
specialists were uniformly distributed in all but the small

towns, and general practitioners were more densely
distributed in the smaller communities.

These results are clearly what one would expect from
an active economic market for medical services. This
Weiskotten [32] study is the most often cited study in
the medical literature of location; unfortunately, the
references tend to focus on the schooling, internship
and residency issues and exclude any mention of the
economic or market forces that interact with the
informational factor's.

Another often cited study about migration and
location of' medical professionals is by Benham,
Maurizi, and Reder [33] udy incorporated four
cross-sections of state d rom 1930, 1940, 1950, and
1960. Because of data p lems they were not 'able to
pool the observations or time serffs analysis;
nevertheless they performed several regressions using
first differences. In, general, they found the supply of
dentists in a state to be related to the size of thE
population, growth in the population, total personal
income, failure rate on licensing exam, physician or
dentist income, and population in urban areas. Here
again we find evidence that market forces of supply and
demand for medical services are in fact determining the
geographic distribution of health professionals.
Benham et al. found that both dentists and physicians
tended to locate in areas with higher effective demand
for their services. They also found that this economic
behavior was "superimposed" on location preferences
that caused dentists and physicians to sacrifice money
income for amenities in various locations. Dentist
mobility was restricted more than that of physicians due
to.state licensing regulations.

Two studies by the same researcher shed some light.
on the market structure of dentistry. In the first study
Tryon [34] examined the variations in the distribution of
dentists among SMSA's using the 1960 .census. This
study and the previous ones did not attempt to
formulate a formal behavioral or economic model and
then develop testable hypotheses. The method was
purely empirical. Various independent variables were
chosen on the basis of their plausibility as measures of a
metropolitan area's ability to attract dentists. Tryon
concluded that the dental service industry depended on
consumer purchasing power and motivation.
Motivation in this context would be called pieference by
most economists and motivation was, measured by
educational level. As we mentioned in c6nne n with
Paul Feldstein's- book, education and incom .highly
correlated and it is difficult to separate the"" from
the preference effect. DentistS *ere also found to he
attracted to locations where. purchasing p%ier (per
capita income) is greatest. This factor was predoininant
when the influence of population size *as held constant.
Here again we find dentists being driven by economic
forces, like other service providers, to locate where the
economic need is the greatest.

The second Tryon [35] study found different results.
Here 49 census tracts within the Hartford Connecticut
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Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area in 1970 were
used. Tryon attempted to correlate the dentist
population ratio within these census tracts with other
available data. In general the zero-order correlation
coefficients were not statistically significant. However,
two variables were significant. Percent of economic
activity devoted to business use and number of bus
trips.per day passing through the census tract both had
significant (and positive) correlations with dentist
density ratio. Other possible influences, such as socio-
economic status of the tracts, residents, race, land use,
and population density, were not related to the
distribution of dentists. It is not clear how one would
expect these influences. to impact the distribution of
dentists on the census tract level.

The most appealing interpretation of these results is that
the sample space was inappropriate for the question
under study. Rather than interpreting the results aitreing
in conflict with other studies because of the urban
nature of the data, it: appears that we need a sitparate
mini-micro theory -of iiental practice location across
census tracts. However, the issue for conventional
economic analysis is whether not census traos are
economic markets for dental services. It appears that
the results reject the notion that census tracts are in fact
geographic markets for dental services. Also other
studies, including the previous one done by Tryon, seem,.
to support the idea that if large ,cities or SMSA's are
examined, standard economic results are obtained. Also'
it appears that state or groups of states are useful when
issues such as regulations or climate are under study.

Rimlinger and Steele [36] found per capita effective
buying income to be the prime deteiminant of M.D.'s
per 100,000 population. In this study, county groups
were. used as the relevant economic area. These
groupings were stablished by the Public Health Service
and published in the Health Manpower Source Book
[37]. In general, one county is used if it contains a
metropolitan area of more than one million, adjacent
counties are grouped so that they have similar
populations, semi-rural and isolated areas are combined
to form generally contiguous county groups. The poini
here is that aggregate geographic areas larger than cities
and smaller than states can be effectively employed 10
model the distribution of physicians. In this study, it' was

":P4 found that .thM physician population ratio was

statistically related to fees and average income 'in the
region. High income areas had substantially more
physicians per capita than did low income areas. Als6 it
was shown that the physician density ratio was an
increasing (parabolic) function. of per capita effective
buying income. Another finding was that Physicians did
not reduce their work effort in areas of higher physician
population density. The authors attribute this to lack of
mobility between geographic areas. However, they
found that desire for leisure is not a strong motivating
force in physicians' choiCe of location. Finally they note
thai as geographical income differentials are reduced,
the -distribution of physicians would be more uniform.

However, as we have seen, even if the.distribution of
money income were equal across all areas we would not
have economically equivalent real incomes. This is

because some areas are generally agreed to be more
desirable than others and these non-monetary attributes
will be reflected in compensating variances, in monetary
incomes in long run competitive equilibrium.

In a second study by the same two researchers, Steele
and Rimlinger [37] using time-series data-from 1950 to
1959 found that the degree of 'Urbanization and
increases in population were the two most impOrtNit
influences in determining variations in the percentage
changes in the stock of physicians. The study was
performed for all physicians, rather than only those in
private practice. It is known, as indicated by Steel and
Rimlinger, that substantial differences exist between thg
more inclusive and the less inclusive physician groups.
In any event, the market forces operating in this market
are clear and these authors make an important point.
The point is that physicians seem to be following the
general population trends.

In this time period it, was found. that the 'relative
inequality of distribution of physicians based on per
capita income of the areas residents decreased and at the .

same .time the urban-rural inequality increased.
However, it was the movement of the general
population to relatively higher incoms, areas that
'dominated rather' than the movement 6f physicians
themselves. Steele and Rimlinger argue that physicians
followed the population trends but at a slower rate.
Also they note that the population trend results in a
smaller fraction of the population residing in geographical'
areas served by relatively fewer physicians. It appears
that market forces ate at work causing physicians to
locate in concert with changes° in general population
trends. Those ,characteristics and conditions that cause
relatively few members of the govral public to live in
rural areas (one characteristic of rural areas is the
fewness of sellers of all goods and services) also cause
few physicians to locate in these areas.

Ball and Wilson [38] also used a criass-sestion of
county groups for 1962 and 1966 to explain, -the
distribution of physicians and health facilities. Only the ,
1962 regression results were displayed and they were
consistent with other studies using larger geographical
areas. For all M.D.'s plus osteopaths; providerilensity
was positiVelr related to effective buying income per
capita, the presence of a medical school, negatively
related to population, 'and not related to percentve
change in population. The po'pulations, yariables
certainly have ,unexpected results. Growth areas appear
to the less-rlikely to immediately dlaw M.D.'s and",
osteopaths when compared to stable or declining
county groups. The indepAdent variables explained
about 60 percent of the viariation in the M.D. density
ratio. A second regression on G.P. densities was, also
run but with less success. The RLwas 0.016. The sign for
per capita income was positive; however; signs of the
remaining variables were reversed from the first

R.
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70 equation. One difficulty may be due to the fact that
G.P. density across these county groups shows little
variation. The 1962 data were displayed for various size
classifications of the county groups. Counties with a
major population center had ,34 G.P.'s per 100,000
residents and isolated rural county groups had 33 G.P.'s
per 100,000 residents. The variation in density ratio was
only evident when specialists (who concentrate in
population centers) were included. Specialization in
dentistry is not as significant as in medicine, so this
influence is not expected to effect our work.

Virtually hundreds of studies have been done on the
location of physicians, dentists, health care
professionals, hospitals and other medical facilities. A
detailed bibliography on physician location was

published by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
[40]; literature on dentists and physicians location was
reviewed by Deane, McClung, and Tobin [41], medical
geography was reviewed by Armstrong [42], Dever [43],
May [44], and Shannon and Dever [45]; influences of
race and urban con itions are reviewed in Elesh and
Schollander [46] and ier and Jahiel [47]; and the
economics of regulating the dental profession in
Holen [51], MacBride [52], and Sheppard [53].

The final item of interest concerns the experience of
other nations. Is the American situation, with our
reliance on market forces, substantially different from
other countries that rely on non-market administrative
processes to allocate scarce medical resources? We have
not made an exhaustive survey of this literature.
However, it can be said that our distributional patterns
are not unique. In nations as different as the Soviet
Union and Great Britain, we find remarkably similar
distribution patterns with similar difficulties in staffing
rural health serpces see Duffand and Hollingshead [48]
and Markovin [49]. Five separate studies of Auskralia,
Belgium, Canada, Norway, and . Poland were
summarized by Roemer [50]. The basic economic
system in each of these nations is, different'. The first
four countries have various degrees of national health
insurance. Poland has a National Health Service,
funded, from general revenues and all resource
allocations under that systtm are directly administered
by the government. Roemer explains that the common,
attribute of these health care systems is that The majority
of the payments are financed collectively and e

services are provided as public benefits. 'In e
countries, inequalities in the distribution of phy laleS

and other health care providers were found btaw,een't
cities and rural areas. Roemer added parenthtkilly
that this was the existing condition in ,.,"virtty
nations in the world." It was also found that dirk!.
residents did not seek treatment as often asetirban
dwellers, even if the, direct fee was very lowd,
countries' found that urban areas were preferred invert
others. As the number of health providers gvv, ,thq
rural areas were easier to staff. Dentists in Northyrd
Poland in6reased relative tothe total populatiolt and-in
those two nations the urban-rural distribution.beglaikie

t I

more unifoltn; In most -of . these programs, central
planning or ..regional planning established general
strategies for hospital construction and to some extent .

personnel programming. The result Was regional centers
for health facilities. Frorn...the discuSsibti.it appeared
that these :results were tnuch the saine*a5- those that have
resulted from market. forces in the United Stales; with
specialists in,brban.areas:,.general practitioners in-rural
areas and, limited ,specialization. in transitional regioqs
in between.These five governments. each promoted
specialization in "general medicine" and in the 'United
States a Parallel 'development might be the "family
practice" specialist.

In POland, two years of mandatory, rural.service. was
required .for medial! schoolo.graduates from 1948:461
1963. However with the growth in the number of
physicians, the- necessity for this policy vanished..
Norway also had,. a similar policy of mandatory -rural
service which was abandoned with the eXpansion of
physician supply. In reviewing the numerous actions'Of
the regulatory authorities in providing more equal_
distribution of health erpviders, betampclearjhat
government provided medical -serviCes. 'are in `fact
subsidies to rural residence..It is as if the government
were providing direct' gearits to the rural residents. The
most remarkable result of. these findings is that with n
systems that do not rely, on,market forces to allocat
medical services directly . we find ,..results almost
completely consistent with traditional market'arialysis:..
These nations found that inCre4seg in supply of mediCai.,..
personnel substantially affec.ts.',.. the rural- urban:
distribution of proViders contrary 43. what has .become
the conventional wigdoniinAinerici: .

ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

The economic model that is pOsitilated is a three
equation simultaneous system for equations. Tphe first
equation is the demand Tr dental services, thelsecond
equation is the supply of 'dental services, andthe third
equation is:the locarion.or the regiOnal coiicentr on Of

,, 'dentists eqUation: These three equations ly
cidertnine .the equllibriutiT4uantity of dental ser s',

the fees for thoSR*Skices, .arid the concentration or
distribtoan of dentist's irfa market area. t'

We'have chosen counties and country groupsiss the '

relevant economic markets for dental services. In our
fiteratuite reviev,',,vve noted that iivabse of data availa-
bpyritosO?reViotrststuitieSfAtcused on:eitlirer time series '

ove tes' or n the natibti ;As a whOle. Others, studies
, , ,

use all ge
.

c as st)ch as census tracts and
some used ,$ A's 'to be an appropriate
etedgrarthic s for an econ c.,modet of 'dentistry.
H divev we .uld ot tiVest ate locati nal issues by,
restrict our o 44'vatirs to large citi or counties
vxith,a Major o ation center,: We need data that
irrchittea 'a. of':observations that include
majortpoulatio ters and smaller more rural, areas.

i'illis jiof siinp data 'issue loot instead it iscelitral.



ssue of out economic model. We maintain that the
:ompetitive market forces are operational on the local
evel. We would like to abstraCt from . the other
!conomic issues, such as technological change ois

nterstate regulation, and focus on the competition in
ocal markets. It should not be surprising that when
ime series data are used technical change is important,
)E that when cross-sections of states are analyzed that
egulatory influences. are important: We expect that if
hese influences are held constant by either statistical
nethodology or experimental design; that' cornnetitive
narVt forcis woulfl be important. This is what we
)1.8PO'st`td db. Wewill model the dental market for one
argeldiverse state, California, using cross-section data
erf counties and county. grOups,. The data are,
liScussed in ...the,: following. section. ;What is important
'or, the analytic§ is'Our atteihpi' to focus' ort regiOnal
;ornpetition by sample selection. We hope to extend the
esults preSented hue to include regulatdry* and' other
'actors that vary froM state to state.'

Demand
.

The demand equation takes,the,fotm.;

0 A ,4; A/13,
6

Where Qd ,is the quantity of pr
tW'" market. Pi is the mean f
thr(;%variables are the'N-I a genous deterinirtailts,o?
demand in the j'h..regional is the stochastic'
error termin the market d= and eq:uation.

We expect the sign of to be negOive inclicating'the
customary inverse rela betyveen'OlCe and cit4intiO
demanded ,when the er relevant esonotnic.varjabl4s'
ate helcr,constant he exogenous Variables in; this
demand equatio ere 'Selected on thebasis of haVing
appeared in of 'Seatth studies or aS..prakies,for
economic 'faa= entioned in the literature

(1)

representative patient would be on average closer to the
dentist and thus have a shorter implicit travel cost to
pay. Along with the implicit prices that patients pay one
would like to see the extent to which insurance coverage
altered consumption. Same observers believe that
recognizing the need for dental care and overcoming the
expected fear of pain (both real and imagined) are in
fact more important in dental. consumption patterns
than are prt e or income.

If this we e true, we would find that price and income
were not significant in the demand equation. Other
factors such as education, IQ, and dental. knowledge
would be dominent forces. Another way to present the

. argument is that if economic factors do not play an
important part in consumption' patterns, then the .

ConstimptiOn .patterns of covered and non-Covered.
.

:trtchvscluals should be the same .(assuming the two
'groups, are.. matched on all other releVant criteria).
FamilY..pudget studies would be the best way to
approaCh the problem from this direction.
Unforttinately, ''e do not have family budget data,: nor
do we Dave data ori,the, number of people witb4lhave,-
dental.-inurance by county. :However, a large share of
dental insurance islieid by upion mempers anefwe have
included membershipeta proxy far insurance.
We know that this, measure will not.. satisfy many
be usetf thOrnport'ante of the issues. ,However, it wasedures demanded in
inc u4elopan eXperimentalr sm. .paididmarket j

reviewed :A
raticinal' for
economic-
mentioned i
others rev

data analysis stage rather than' tests of
Q.9,= Bo. +lc theory.

+ B,xpect income to play arilinportant rolt;in
determin /the demand for dental services; in Tact. Qi is the quantity Ordental procedures supplied in the
expect thertl'emand fOr dental services to be more highly j'" rnarlid/±iand V the.rnean fee charged. The dentist
related t'd ncome than other MediCal services,. Medical :pdPinfOiOn rati.OimeastieS the competitive conditions in
services are generally.` covered, by some 'form 6f the local dental Markets.,We shall see in the next section
insurance or iovernment subsidy. .program, dental that the !dental ci, ensit0f atio, like quantity and price,

rvices are not. Dental care can often be posfponed.: are joint's,: deteEntineci4Wages received in the area are
ven thoUgh this leads 'to.' expensive' or disastrous ,- inclOeclai,a;;:itist oVabor to the dental practice. We

inclUde Medital payments for dental
`,..tin/ices. :these payments are made to low income and
"new wealth individuals; and their dependents on a need

Some'tAoayments are made -to peOple declared
indigent17 who?vOuld n9hother)vise

for .government assistanee,'. We " expect that these,.
paynl'ents would'cauSe theldemand equa0oft to shift to
the right.;In'effecedental demand lould be ayarnented

' by the addjtion of Medi-Cal patkiitwhO tOikild not ;2:01-1,,,

:receiyel.treaiment in',absence,of the subsidy program.
.01

iCertainly. prefer to develop the
`. variables from lundain9ntal

1

kumptio, ,fr, as
;
n, this s i as are the SuPPry , 3.

-What Tu would' Call the . The sittiply functiodcan- ,.
explo
form

We

e written as:

+ 13,(Dentist/F'opulation)
agesi + Us) (2

ke
itself, is theya pOttation cost to the dentist. In areas
'there e ',..pOp n is more. concentrated; the:

t , ' ": 1

equences later) and medical services are less subject oultf like to laite ha the wages or incomes of auxiliary
ersonnel of clattal assistants. These data were not

. . .
ne price the patient must pay u addits9n to the fee available ere other operating expenses. This may

not be a serious objetion if in fact the cost of capital is
,

nest significantlydifferent across the geographic areas.

;

ostponement.



Dental Concentration

The dental concentration function can be written in
the following form:

Fees x Procedures
- :''(Dentist /Population) = Co + C, ( Population )

+ f C,X + U
1.2

(3)
The dependent variable is the number of full time dental
practitioners in the j1" county or region divided by the
total population in that market area. The first variable
on the right hand side is the mean fee charged multiplied
by the number of procedures performed in the area
divided by the population. It can be thought of as per
capita total revenue or per capita total expenditures. As
we indicated, only a small number of patients were
covered by dental insurance and thus we do not have a
differential between the patient's expenditure and the
revenue received by the provider. We would expect
dental concentration to be higher in those market areas
where per capita dental expenditures were higher.

We would also expect dentists to prefer to locate in
areas where personatincomes were higher. This is due to
two effects; the first is similar to a derived effect. We
would expect more dental services to be supplied in
higher income areas and thus more dentists would locate
in these areas due to natural market forces. This will be
the derived demand effect in that the demand for
dentists is derived from the public's demand for dental
services. A second influence is the separate attraction of
the area. We expect higher income areas to h e more of
the cultural and recreational activities that' appear to be
important to dentists.

Areas that are more economically prosperous have a
number of institutional similarities. ttem Et. to
measure the economic conditions in ailNiFea .14 'Ike
number of savings and loan institUtions; These
institutions are important financial intermediaries in
California. They represent not only a source of funds
for the active housing market in the state butley also
represent an important savings bank function. In. our
model these institutions represent a Measure of the
economic health of the area. Areas with a large number
of branches represent the fact that such areas are
sources of funds and thus represent' areas with higher
discretionary income. As users of funds, these
geographic areas can be considered areas of rapid
economic development and are potentially attractive-
areas for new dental practices.

Union membership in the model is a proxy measure s
for .the number of patients with dental insurance. We
would expect the relation between dentist concentration
and insurance coverage to be positive. In effect we have
wage payments being paid to union members in the
form of dental services. We would expect more dental
services to be consumed under'these circumstances than
if the union members received the same dollar value of
income in direct wage payments. Such . economic
conditions would result, other things held constant, in a-

stimulating effect on . the location of practiCes.
However, since this measure is an imperfect
representation of insurance coverage,la number of other
results are possible. It may be :the case that union
membership will measure socio-economic -status or
differences in the distribution of industries across the
geographic regions. In these cases the expected sign
would be indeterminate.

Population density might be an influence in the
location decisions of dentists. We saw that the
geographic density of patients could measure the time of
travel to the dentist's office, and as, such it influences
the real price that is paid for dental services. It'isalso
true that population density is; - a measure of
urbanization of an area. Our review of the literature
indicates that dentists would prefer less ,to more
urbanization if this factor alone could be adjusted.
However, locations usually can not be separated this
way when the actual choices are made. In our model we
can attempt to see what influence urbanization has on
location. Our expectation is that fewer dentists per
capita would be praciticing in locations with high
population densities. The apparently counter intuitive
result comes from our hypothesis that practice location
is not exogenously determined but is the result of
market forces generating the equilibrium between
supply and demand for dental services themself.

The final issue of interest concern the migration of
dentists. Apparently three competing hypotheses exist.
First, population trends do n influence dentists
location patterns. Second, dentists follow past
population trends. Third, dentists anticipate population
trends and establish practices.in future growth areas.

Our savings a 'nd loan data could yield some insight if
we interpret higher values to mean higher current
growth rates. We also obtained data on past population
growth and expected future growth. The past growth
was for the census period 1960 to 1970 and the
projections were from 1976 to 1985. Each growth rate
was adjusted to account for differences in size of the/
market areas. The computed signs of the coefficients fol
these variables is expected to be positive.

The magnitude of the coefficient or its statistical
significance should shed some light, on the relative
importance of these factors.

Themodel that is developed in this section attempts
to show that dentist concentration is an integral party in
fact a result, of the supply 'of dental services. We has;e a:

three equation system of equations that determine the
.quantity of dental services performed, the fees that are
charged, and the per capita distribution of practicing
dentists. The market demand for dental services is a
function of the fee for the service, patient ability to pay
as measured income, and a number of other
demographic influences. The supply of servicerls a
function of the fee received by the dentists, the dentist
concentration ratio, and the costs of providing the
services. Dental Concentration is determined by the
interaction dental services supply and demand and a
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number of outside influences including the economic
and cultural conditions of the area and population
growth patterns in the geographic area.

Data-

Because this study focuses on county and regional
dental markets in California, it is necessary to detail
some of our data sources. Local and regional data are
difficult to obtain and probably the most difficult data
to obtain are dental fees and the number of procedures
performed. The most useful source of price and
utilization data is the Health Insurance Assocation of.
America (HIAA). These data are coded using the 197,2
American Dental Association four-digit codes for
dental procedUres and the three-digit postal zip code for
location. The data we used were the mean fee charge
and, the number of charges reported foi the various
procedures in the geographic market. This information
is distributed semi-annually to members of the. HIAA
under the title Dental Prevailing Healthcare Charges
System. These data represent the actual fees (normal,
customary, and research) charged by those dentists who
perform work for patients whose insurance company is
a member of the Association. Dentists submit these fees
to the insurance companies for reimbursement and the
fees are inclusive of any co-payment. Thus, these fees
are intended to be the prevailing fees-as would have been
charged if the patient were uninsured. Insurance
carriers do audit' work and there is some evidence that
these fees are in fact representative of what would have
been charged had the patient been uninsured. However,
we do not know if any systematic relation exists between
those dentists whose patients have insurance and others,
Also we do not have any information concerning thc
treatment mix of uninsured versus insured patients. We
have assumed that these data are representative of the
dental market in each area. Our sample observations are
for the period, December 1, 1976, to November 30, 1977,
and this was the latest data available. A detailed
description of a companion series of medical data can
be found in Bosworth and Meyer [56].

We select ten fees as representative of those
performed in the market. No attempt was` made to
systematically pro'duce an index of procedures
performed that was based on economic or dental
theory. The following procedures were selected as
representativeof commonly performed procedures: ,lo.,

Intraoral Film and Bitewings
Intraoral Single First Film
Intraoral Each Additional Film
Prophylaxis Adults
Amalgam One Surface Permanent
Amalgam Two Surface Perrhanent
Porcelain with Metal Crown
Gold Full Cast Crown
Complete Upper Denture
Single Tooth Extraction

A fee index was constructed using the Mix of service~ 73
performed as relative weights. The index can be written
as:

4 W
Fee Index' = E W P

i.1 s

Where w, is the number of procedures of type i that were
performed divided by the total number of procedures of
all types. This fee index has the desirable property of
being easy to interpret as a weighted average of all'
procedures.4However, it also has faults: One fault is'

that oirr structural equations are in logarithmic form
while it can be shown that in this case an index
constructed using the geometric mean rather than the
arithmetic mean would 'improve the statistical precision
of the 'standard errors, A second fault is that any
passible changes in treatment are obscured by this
method, since we are assuming that the mix does not
change across regional markets. We have no reason to
believe these two influences would substantially affect
our results. However, they should be mentioned as
potential problems, since this is the first study to employ
the HIAA dental data base. The sixteen counties and
county groups used in the study are listed in Appendix
A. The remaining,data sources are less unique and they
will be mentioned only briefly.

The population data were obtained from Population
of California Counties 1970-1976 published by the State
Department of Finance, Population Research Unit. We
used the total California population as of July 1, 1976.
Personal income data came from the United States
Department of Commerce, 1975. Median family income
was published by the Department of Housing and
Community Development for 1970. Our wage data was
collected by the California State Department. of
Industrial Relations and published as Research Report,
*umber 127 for the period January-March A976.
population density in California was obtained from the
Starekpepartment of Finance and was the estimate as of
July 1, 1976. Population projections were also obtained
from the State Department of Finance and the
projection we used is the July 1, 1985 forecast. The
percentage increase we used was the change in the,July
I, 1976, to the July 1, 1985 period, divided by the July
1, 1976, base.

Medi-Cal Program payments to selected providers are
reported in dollar amounts distributed to 'dental care
recipients for the calendar year 1978. These data were
provided by the California State Department of Health
and are available in the Medi-Cal Services and
Expenditures Report. The information on fluoride came
from the United Fluoridation Census, United States
Public Health Service.

Unioniiation data were provided by the California'
State Department of Labor and listed the number, of
members as of July 1977. The regional concentration of
full time dentists was obtained from "The Distribution
of Dentists," 1976, published by the American Dental
Association.
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74 Table 1

DEPEN-
DENT
VARI-
ABLE

Con.
stain Fee

Popu
lotion

Popu
lation/
Square

Mile

Per.
sonal

Income Unions Fluoride

Dentist/
Popu
lotion

MODEL 1
Demand
(Pro 20.68 -6.00 2.36 -0.14 0.45 0.59

cedures) (1.61) (-3.03) (2.64) (-0.73) (1.64) (.071)

Supply
(Pro -44.72 6.40 3.23

cedures) (-2.06) (2.74) (2.40)

Conen-
tration
(Dentist/
Popu -9.95 -0.02 0.26 -0.70
lation) -10.12) (-0.36) (2.68) (-2.95)

MODEL 2

Demand
(Pro.-

cedures) 12.02 -3.48 1.94 -0.02 -1.10 -0.26

= 0.93 (0.87) (2.14) (1.93) (-0.09) (-1.53) (-0.87)

Supply
(Pro
cedures). -42.31 4.39 2.86

= 0.76 (-1.80) (2.02) (1.98)

Concen-
tration
(Dentist/
Popula
tion) -9.95 -0.02 0.26 -0.70

r2 = 0.84 (.8.92) (.6.32) (2.36) (-2.60)

Empirical Results.

Since the data base for'a number of the variables in
the model has not been used before, it is appropriate to
investigate a nuwber of alternative specifications. This
is more in the calkext of exploratory' data anlySis, rather
than testing modifications to well developed economic
theory. The functional form far the equations in the
model is double log, that is, natural logarithms of both
dependent and independent variables. We had no
reason to prefer one functional form to another and this
specification allowed a straightforward interpretation
of the coefficients as elasticities. As ..noted in the
literature review no well developed theory of supply
induced demand or locational concentration exists; thus
our results are intended to be a first step in integrating
standard economic analysis and some of the ad hoc
research findings in dental practice location.

Model 1

The first model (1) displayed in''Table 1 is the two
stage least squares,estirnates of the coefficients with the
t statistics in parenthesis. Our general impression is that
some of the results from the model are in agreement
with conventional economic theory. The price variable
in the demand and supply equations, have'the expected
signs as does population: The computed coefficients of

r07-ees x °/04 " 0/4,
' 1 ProJed Popu Popu

*.4. ures/ lotion,. Savings lation Medi-
Wages popi Projec & Loans 1960:

. ,

1970

cal

..t... lotion tion
1985

8.47 .

(3.66)

0.17 -1.62 0.76 4 0.0i
^ (1.94) (-0.04) (2.64). (0.99)

8.71
(3.44)

0.57
(0.60).

0.17 .1.62 0.76 0.01
(1.71) (0.04) (2.33) (-0.87)

income and unions do not have the expected sign but are
not statistically, different from zero. Medi-Cal
expenditures presents 'a' surprise. was hypothesized
that these expeditures would have shifted the demand
curve for dental services to the right. Our empirical
results seem to show that these' governmental
expenditures are in fact a proxy measure of low socio-
economic status or poverty in the context of the demand
model.

Another surprise was the positive sign for wages in
the supply equation. It was expected that wages would
be a measure of the cost of labor to the dental practice.
In this context, an increase in costs would tend to reduce
supply. If increases in regional income produCt
increases in dental fees, it may be that the quality of
dental proCedures are in fact a function of income. That
is, procedures can have quality components not
measured by the ADA procedure code. One group af
unmeasured attributes 'could be the amenities consumed
with the service.itself. These amenities include the office
and waiting room decor, the neighborhood where the
office is located, the wait for an initial or subsequent
appointments. Another cpmponent of dental service
may be the time spent by the .dentist and assistants in
delivering the service. It might be that dentists (on

Average) supply "Chevrolet" services in lower income
areas and "Buick" services; in higher income areas.
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Table 2

EPEN-
ENT Con.
41i/- stant Fee
BL E'

Popu.
Popu- lationr
lation Square

Mile

Med-.
tan

Income Unions

-Dentist/
Popu-

Fluoride latter) Wages

Fees x %,A
Proced. Popu:
uresl latton
Popu- Protec-
lation Lion

1985

Savings
& Loans

Popu
latidn Med,-
1960- Cal

1970

ODEL 3 N.
irnand
ro, 25.84 -.4.14 2.33 -0.003 -0.91 0.90 .0.55
!dures) 10.361 01.22) (1.96) (0.009) (0.16) (0.74) (-1.231',

1PP(Y
42.27 .. 5.17

!dur 4-1.84) (2.31)

Qncen
atiort
entisii "4,
)pu. 11.18
lion) (1 73)

ODEL 4

?mand
ro-
dures) -4.16
= 0.94 .1-0.07)

0.13 0.43 -0.25
(.1.62) (0.59) (.0.89)

.2.56 1.93 -0.10 1.42 0.62 -0.44
(.1.04) (184) (0.31) (0.31) (0.53) (-1.03)

1PP(Y.
ro-

!dures .42.31 4 39
=0.76 (1.80) 12:02)

)ncen-
3tion
enlist(
>pu-
lion) 11.18
= 0.73 (-1.64)

-0.13 0.43 -0.25
( 1.54) (0.561 10.85)

3.07 8.54
(2.16) .13.49)4'

2.86
(1.98)

0.06 -72.33 0.43 0.02 .
(0.56) 1.2.10) (1.07) (2.06)

8.71,

(3.441.,

0.06 .72.33 0..43 0.01

(0.531. (2.00) (1.02), 11.96)

.1.90
( -1.11)

-1.23
(-0.88)
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nfortunately, we do not have any data on these
Mien and thus these statements are only conjectures
this time.
The concentration equation seems to be in accordance

ith our a priori expectations. Income of thepotential
itients and the general economic conditions of the area
s measured by the number of. Savings and Loan
istitutions) are apparently major fac determining
le concentration' of dentists. The pro x ' variable for
surance has, an opposite sign from our expectations.
owever, in this equation it may also be a proxy
easure for low socio-economic status of the area. The
)nstructed variables fees x procedures/population or
N. capita dental expenditures has the expected sign but

statistical significance does not meet customary
andards. The introduction of past population growth'
Id future 'population projections did not lead to a
)mplete arisler to the question of whether
mcentration leads or jags population growth. it
)pears that neither past growth nor ofuture expected
owth are influential determinants of dental
)ncentration ratios in this model.

LS Estimation of Model ,1

Since we were estimating coefficients of over
:ntified structural equations belonging, to an

interdependent system of equations, two stage least
squares is an appropriite estimation technique...Using
two stage least square leads to statistically consistent .
estimates 'of the parameters, and ordinary least squares
(OLS)*wonld not. However it may be interesting to see
the OLS estithates of the structural equations.

The most striking contrast in the two models is the
reduction in the absolute value of the price elasticity of
demand and the price elasticity of supply. In the supply
equation, the dentist population ratio is treated as
exogenous and the computed v.alu of the Coefficient
and t value falls. It appears that w the concentration
ratio is assumed to be outside the '2, raction of market

*
forces it has less im,portance i supply of dental _ '',,

7;services. The loc tion concentrat 'o equation itself.!+...

letms quite stab! and robust to., .fit s in estimation
techniques.

.;b '
Model 3 or Introduction of FluorkiData

A source of data became available liNs on the
existence of fluoride in drinking water. This county data
was in binary form, indicating the presence or absence

,_of natural and artificial fluoridated Water supplies. We
assumed that the - presence,or absence of fluoride would

'..not be a direct factor in either the supply or density
equation:



76 Table 2 presents the two stage least squares estimates
of Model 3, Comparing the confuted estimates of this
model with Model I , the coefficient signs in the demand
equation are the same. The computed coefficient for
fluoride is negative but not significant, at least not at the
5 percent level. Note that median income was
substituted for personal income as a measure of income
less subject to relatively extreme values. The-effect of
introducing the binary fluoridation variable was to
reduce the impact Of income on demand for dental
services.

Population as a separate influence in the demand
equation becomes sthtistically'questionable. The effect
of population density on fee is reduced and the
influence of unions (the proxy for insurance) is

increased.
The supply equation in this model is much the same as

in Model I. It appears that the introduction of the zero-
one variable for fluoridation has the effect of reducing
the supply (quantity) response to changes in price, The
remaining variables in the equation remain virtually
unchanged. The dentist concentration ratio also appearS
to be robust to. the introduction of fluoride to the
model. All of the signs remain the same and. the same
general economic influences seem to prevail. However,
themagnitude of the various exogeneous variables
seems to have been altered. In particular, the percentage
change in population between 1960 and 1970 change
sign and the magnitude of the coefficient for forecasted
population ch'ange greatly increased. This may be due to
the change in the measure of income being altered from
personat income to median income. Another
explanation may be that, an income measure which is'
less sensitive to extreme values' increased the
concentration equation's sensitivity to past and future
population changes by removing the influence of those
income fluctuations.

These results seem stable when we estimate the
parameters by ordinary least squares-, These coefficients
are displayed in table',1*ilunder the heading or Model 4.
There, as in out priyOus',Omparisons, the effect of
OLS estimation. Oxti light on the effect that
simultaneous estlm 'Alas on the computed
parameter itnultaneity of the model..appears to increase; measured influence that the
dentist distribution' equation has on 'dental service
supply. In the supply' quation, where the two stage least
squares estimates account for the intsrbependence of
supply and location, the distribution dentists affects
the supply of dental services. VA' ere the dental
distribution ratio is exogenous or p(edetermined and
not part of the-simultaneous nature of the model, dental
distribution has much less statistical influence. The
remaining -.variables have approxithatelje the same
measured relations as'in Model 3 equation.

Dental demand is approximately the same under this
estimation method as in the simultaneous . model.
Income becomes relatively more important and price
becomes less important where the interaction of supply

and demand are not specifically modeled. Again,
population, unions, and fluoride have the expected
signs. The sign of Medi-Cal is contrary to what we had
expected. It may be that medical payments are in,,fast
also measuring poverty or low socio-economic stat
other income related phenomenon. It a

--, appropriate to estimate the model without this pophi l`
misspecification.

Models 5 and 6 The Elimination of MediCal

Model 5 is Model 3 e -hiding the natural logarithm
/of Medi-Cal payments lie most striking feature here is

the stability and robustne of the supply and concentra-
tiotl equations. The majorthanges were a slight drop, in
the coefficient for concentration indication, the possi-
bility that the interaction of dental welfare payments
via the dental services markets slightly reduced the
economic forces determining the distribution of dentists.
The concentration equation itself was virtually unchanged.
It appears that, as one would expect, the influence of
welfare related expenditures on the economic Model is
primarily thrdugh the demand equation. Supply of dental
services is little changed by the variation in dental welfare
paymen . This may be due to the relatively small
comp ent Medi-Cal represents in total dental
expenditures. Als9, the Medi-Cal patients consumption
mix of services may diffe-from 'those of the general
population so dramatically that the inclusion of Medi-
Cal in demand equation is suspect. The mix we used
appears to be representative of what the typical qr
representative patient might consume. We do not knoW
if this is an adequate measure for the dentally indigent
population in California. Since the supply curve is
relatively stable, it appears that our quantity index is
appropriate for the combined pbpulation and that not
much econo influehce is exerted on the supply of
dental service e4.. dental, welfare recipients.

Removing t e Medi-Cal variable had 'the most
noticeable effect on the parameter estimates. for
demand. The elasticity of demand increases-and, the
income elasticity decreases, Although this is not
conclusive proof, it appears that the demand
specification is extremely sensitive to the measurement
of income. The results'of this equation are generally/
consistent with the research outlined abOve.- The
elasticity of demat crNappears to be low in thiS" version of
the model and the Median income elasticity is high.

The ordinary least squares estimates are displayed in
'Table 3 as Model 6. In this case the demand elasticity is'

notappreciably altered by using OLS. In; the other cases
we found that the elasticities were reduced when the
simultaneous nature of the system was modeled. Here
we find the computedprice elasticity increased, income
elasticity decreased, and the' remaining parameter
,estimates were about the same. Our estimate of the
supply price elasticity falls in this model as it has in the
OLS estimates. The dentist population ratio and cost

Payments

o



DEPEN
DENT
VARI
ABLE

Con-
stant

Table 3

Fees x Vob, 94 A
Popu- Med- Dentist! Proced Popu. Popu-

Popu- lation/ ran . . Popu- Wes/ , lation 'Savings lation '.
Fee lation Square Indome UniOns Fluoride lation Wages' Popu. Projec- & Loans 1960-

Mile lation tion 1970
1985

MODEL 5

Demand
(Pro- -49.62 -0.89 1.53 :5):21 4.73 -0.15
dedures) 0,70) (-0.36) (1.43) (-0.70) (1,59) (.0.17)--..

Supply
(Pro- -47.65
cedures) (-1.99) (2.43)

Concen-
tration
(Dentisti-
Popu -0..13 0.43. 0.25
lation) (-2.20) (-2.07) (0.75) (-1.14)

MODEL 6

Demand-
(Pro-
cedures) -49.13 -0.95- 1.55 -0.21 4.68 0.16
r

2 = 0.929 (.1.92) (-0.59) (1.64)- (-0.73) (1.80) (-0.21)

Supply w "
(Pro.
cedures)
r2r = 0.76

-42.31
(-1.80)

4' .59

(2.02)
At

Concen-
.tratign'
tDenttst/ a

Popu-
c,.lation) 4 .11.18 -0.13 . 0.43 .0.25,

2r = 0.73 (-1.64) (.1.54) (0.56) (0.85)
.'

-0.22
(-0.65)

-0.22
(.4165)

2.87 8.81
(2.01) (3.61)

2.86 8.71
.(1.98) ° (2.53)

0.06 -72.33 0.43 0.02
(0.7,1) (-2.69) (1.37) (2.63)

.0.06 72.33 0.4'",
(0.53) (-2.00) 51404 .t.''

coefficients are,about the same. However', -we find that
the. ktatistisal signifiCance of these _estimates falls.

finding. goat the computed coefficients in
the dentist concentration ratio are extremely robust to
changes in estimation.method.

Mode i 7Andgo-"- Deletion of Los Angeles

One questionlade to -mind during the evaluation of
thet arclirestilts. Since Los Angeles county is a major'
population center, doea its presence in the data basepopulation

influence our re4ilti? We applied some of
the techniques suggeSted. by-4%ex, [541 and Mosteller
and Tilley [551 and fotisp dip rlason..to reject the
hypothesis" that Los..Angeles is a special *case. We
recOmputed the paramtter estimates of Model '5
mitting Los Antele county ,and., these results arc.
displayed intiable:4 and,ialpelqd as Model 7. .

In the demand equation flip only'meaningful change
wasincreasencrease t mputed price elasticity. However,.

the ;ripply equ was.: altered. FirSt we found a
redueflon in the su'ppl'y price elasticity, anincrease in the
dentist density coefficienti, and alcleerease' in the cost
parameter. These result e conSistsrit -with market
behavior in that demanA ppears to be stable across

7

"'Ir"
tr

geographic areas after other economic ,ggi? are
held constant. However, the presenCe or absence 'of Los
Angeles' County does affect supply opportunities.
Apparently the presence of Los Angeles (perhaps via its
geographic proximity tq other population centers such
as Orange County and San Diego County) increases the,
supply price response. Also, \the.dentist population ratio
becomes more important, both in' the magnitude of the
coefficient and its statistical significance in this case.
One interpretation is that the simultaneous nature of the
marker fOrees acting on the supply' and location '
equations are Most clearly measured when the. Los,
Angeles market does not influence ,4he estimates. Of
course,.we loose statistical efficiency by not including all
the information we have on the sample. The only basis
we would have for excluding the obiervation would be if °

we believed it were drawn from a 'diffefent statistical
population.

When we look at the concentration equation,we are
again struck with the robustness of the computed coeffi-
cients. We are left with the impression that only supply,
is influenced by a change in the data base.

Model 8 contains the OLS estimates of the parameters
of Model 7. The demand equation estimates and the
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78 Table 4

DEPEN-
DENT on-
VARI- stant
ABLE

MODEL 7
Demand
(Pro- -51.23 1,01 ifs,
cedures) (-1.75) (-0,48) (1.48) (-0.78)

Supply
(Pro- -25_58 4.08
cedures) (-0.99) (1.72)

Concen
tr'ation
(Dentist/
Pdpu- -11.61
lation) (-1.70)

MODEL 8

Demand

Pfu- Med
Popuf la ion/ .ian

Fee lation Square. Income

Dentist/
Popu-

Fee x V0A VGA
Pr ced- Popu- .

resIN 'Ethan Savings lation
Unions ':Fluoride lation Wages PopL- z=Projec7 8, Loans 1960-

lation flan 1970.
1985

-0.23 4.94 -0.19 = 0 24
(1.63) 479.23), (-0.65)

03.34. '6.90
(2.40) - (2.59)

.

(Pro-
cedures) -51.2Er
r2 = 0.904 (-1.83)

4114; 0.48 -0.25
(0:62).1 .(-0.89)

-1.01' 1.56 -0.23 4:95 -0.19
(.0.74) (1.71) (-0.24)(-0.59) (1.57).

Supply
(Pro-
cedures)' -24.25 3.34'
r2 = 0.73 ( -195) (1.53)

Concen-
tration
(lben.tigt/
Popu-
lation,) -11.61
r2. =0.73 (-1.49)

tr.

-0.24 4

(-0.65)

, I'leti4419 6.90
. (2.29) (27)

-0.13 0.48 :0.25
,.(-1.73) (0.54) (.0.78)

aos
(0.49) (1.85)

0.42 0.02
(0.94) (1.49)

density equation estimates are surprisingly close to the
two stage least squares estimates. The su ply price

e dentist
tit with

'elasticity falls'using-OLS estimation as do
location coefficient, and:these results are co
the results in out-other models:

Model 9 and 10 = Supply. Induced Demand

A final run fo was made including the
concentration ratio in the deniand'equation and thoSe.
results are presented in Table 5 labeled Model 9. We
attempted to see if "supply induced" demand'wonld be
confirmed in our theee equation model. .

In this case, it is clearsthat we should consider the
correlation of the disturbances ,across equations. If we
do not consider this correlation jn the,three stiuctpal
equations we will. have estimates which are not
asymptotiCally efficient. In, effect we have prior
restrictions across equations,which are not included in
our model. Rather than the Single.equatiori, technique Of
two stage least squares (which in the.contexi of our,.
previous' models were statistically consistent)'which was
satisfactory

such

other rnocielS,.herewe need a system
approach such as full rinformation.. maxitymin
likelihood. The estimates presented for Model 9 were

computed using the fu information maximum
likelihood. We

es
.a positive statistical

.relation; between' the amount of services performed and
the concentration ratio. This would'apparently confirm
the supply indUced demand hypothesis, However, when
the whole equation- is,examined -we find a. different
iesulf. The coefficient for price is now positive and the
income'- elasticity falls sharply. The cpmputed, RWfor
PoputatiOn density and unions are revettect..TI6oride
continties to exert the expected aegativeNjtnnact bn .

, quantity of dental services demanded.
, ,

Apparently' dental .concentration and, PopcilatiOn
exert almost all of the statistcal effecton the quantity
of,procedures'demanded.This statistical relation does
not resemble a demand function. The fee Stireryite has ,

Via. computed4puted sign' contrary. to fundamental economic
Also income exerts a very small influence on

tion --- a finding at odds wIthother

I
e siiPply and concentration equations -are also

inconsistept with other'findings.-The supply elasticity is
unreasonably large. The coefficient for d&ital
concentration increases 'greatly and is only
understandable'after looking' at the demand eqqation.
The dentist distribution equation seems:to:be driven by
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DEPEN
DENT
VARI-
A8LE

Con-
stant Fee

MODAP9

Demand
(Pro -9.43 2.04
cedures) (5.33) (1.82)

Supply=
(Pro- -42.79 24.44
cedures) (2.89) (2.60)

Concen-
tration
(Denttst/
Popu 1.07
lation) (10.25)

MODEL 10

Demand
(Pr9-
cedures) -4.64
r2=6.93 (-2.07)

Supply
(Pro .

cedures) -42.31
r2= 0.76 (-1.80)

Concen-
tration
(Dentist/
Popu-
lation) -11.18
r2= 0.73 (-1.64)

Popu-
lation

Table 5

!;:,c r7N ,

f°
A' k

;I

4f

Popu Med-
lation/ tan
Square Income Unions

Mile

0.88' 0.04 0.62
(+100.00) (0.24) (0.42)

-0.02 -0.29
(-.24) ( ..42)

-2.2 2.15 0.08 -3.57
(-1 7) (478) A.34) (-Q.95)

74.39
(2.02)

-0.13 0.43
(-1.54) (0.56)

Dentist/
Popu-

Fluoride lation

Fees x
Proled-

ures/
Wages Popu-

lation

/ .

°Ai& 4%A
Popu-
lation Savings lation

Projec- & Loans 1960 f?1

tion . 197b

79

1985 .

0.14
(1.08)

-0.58
(1.45)

3.25
(8.08)

9.31 0.002
(2.76) (2.64)

-0.65 0.41 -.001 .0005 .0000000
(-1.08) (+100.00) (-1.37) (2.27) (0.75)

1.18 -0.41 2.23
(1.35) (-1.32) (2.81)

2.86 8.71
(1.98) (2,53)

-0.25 0.06 -72.33 0.43 0.02
(0.85) (0.53) (-2.00) (1.02) (1.96)

per capita expenditure and to a lesser extent general
economic conditions as measured by the number of
savings and loan institutions. This result is consistent
with the hypothesis that market forces generate the
distribution of dentists. That hypothesis appears to be
extremely robust to alternative market formulations.
However, the results from the demand and supply
equations lend little support to the supply induced
demand hypothesis.

As we did in the other models, we present the OLS
estimates of the parameters of the demand equation.
The other equations would, of course, renwitin the same,
and .the,y,,are 'presented in Table 4 for comparison. In
this we see that the fee elasticity has the expected
negative sign. However, the computed incomettlasticity
is'negative. Again it appears that population and dentist
per capita exert much of the explanatory power in the
equation. The results from this eqtratieit'liows as
dramatically ar any others the 'need' to use the
appropriate statistical methods when estimating %nut-
taneous systems of economic relations. The ordinary
least Squares estimates yield plausible results for some
of the parameters. Other parameter estimate;'are less
plausible. Fortunately, we have the full information

s.

maximum likelihood estimates, which appear to be the
proper ones in the context of the model.

Summary
Our most important finding is that dental

concentration appears to be a result of.market forces.
Our model combines orthodox economic theory of
supply and demand for dental services with a third
equation determining dental concentration. These three
equations form a simultaneous system of economic;
activity. In traditional economics we know that under.
general circumstances we cannot estimate the
parameters of either the demand or supply equation
alOne. We must consider the interaction between supply
and`demand. In our study. we have some evidtnce that
the distribution of dentists is also the, result of.
interactions of supply and climand.'

The policy implication oT this finding is important.
Since.the market concentration of dentists or what has
been called the "maldistribution" pf dentists is a result
of. market forces, we must be particularly careful to
fully 'understand the consett ences of policies designed
to atter the -geographic dis ibation of dentists. This
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80 could be put another way. if we intend as a public policy
to greatly alter the geographic distribution of dentists,

iv will have to make changes that have great effects on
,I the markets for dental services. This finding is

consistent with the facts that dentist "maldistribution"
is not unique to the United States. .1n our literature

., review we foffilltd that across a wide spectrum
international health .institutions fewer dentists per

F4. capita were associated with rural low incoine areas. Our
findings are consistent with theiiew that even in an
economry prosperous region California the

, t- , ;.
same res Ifs occui. It seemhat tie fundamental forces
that determine the demand and supply of dental services
also itimultaneoufty ' deteimine the distribution of
dentist4

Another important finding is that knowledge can be
gained by investigating smaller geographic areas than
whole states. Willgeould expect that counties or county
%ions are an import rea of analysis. Future studies
will of course'refine thWdea, but it seems clear that the
next step is to test this mos within other states. One
injeresting advancement w J 8e t'o extend this model
across states with differing. licensing ,jaws, practice
acts, and regulation of auxiliaries. We could then see the
influenceof Those characteristics that differed from
state to state on supply, demand, and concentration at
the same time measure the effect of competitive market
forces within county areas.

our estimates of the supply and demand equations
were not as satisfactory as we had hoped. It is true that
we do not have many direct comparisons where data as
micro as ours were employed. Nevertheless, our
parameter estimates are generally consistent with
economic theory. Our estimates of unitary elasticity for
dental demand are consistent with other findings. Our
income elasticity estimate *large. The most probable
area to improve our results would be to investigate the
measure of income. We found that the measure of
income made an important difference in our parameter
estimates. It may be that we need to consider other
characteristics of the income distribution in addtion to
the mean or median. Measures of income dispersion,
levels of poverty, or distribution of income at various
levels could be important, since the relation between
income level and dental service consumption may be
complex. The complexit may only be evident when a
fairly sophisticated mode is employed and totally lost
when fees are simply regressed against exogenous
variables. I'

The supply equation is generally satisfactory, except
that we are apparently measuring income rather than
costs with the proxy variable of wages. One
interpretation of our results for this equation is that the
supply of services is in fact Influenced by the
distribution of dentists and in turn influences the
location distribution via the per capita total revenue
variable in the location equation. An increase in wages,
which apparently act as a proxy for income, shifts the

pply of dental services to the right. This may be due to

a change in the mix of services.performed or that the
unit of service changes for higher income patients. This
result would occur in the case where the listed or
classified procedures were not uniqdle in an economic,
sense. In this case, the quality of the dental procedure or
service would ,vary directly with the income of the
patient and the particular /service actually being
performed wduld not be the same for all patients. We
would need to model a number of service qualities and
amenities such as procedure time, waiting time for first
appointment, and waiting time in office, to account for
these quality influences.

The dentists concentration or distribution equation is
remarkably stable and robust to alternative extimation
techniques and alternative specifications. One

interesting finding is the confirmation that the
concentration of dentists does not anticipate population
trends. We would expect that higher levels of dentist
concentration would exist in areas of higher expeCted
population growth. We do not find this. We filtd that
the establishment of dental practices seems to follow
past growth trends. The positive relation between the
number of savings and loan institutions and dentist
density must be a measure of the after tax discretionary
income of the potential patient pool. This discretionary
income would be related to current income, permanent
income, and the age distribution in the area. In our
results we found median income of the area to have'
positive relation to dentist concentration. These last two
results ,are consistent with other'findings that antists
seem to prefer areas with many social amenities and
good schools, since these products are usually more
readily available in higher as compared to lower income
amis.

We found little e. evidence to support the supply
induced demand hypothesir. When the concentration
ratio of dentists was introduced into the demand
equation a positive relation was found. However, that
change to our model apparently generated' a' severe
specification error. The result was a statistical relation
that was not in fact a, market demand function. Our
model seems to show that the supply induced demand
phenomenon occurs in case's where the full simultaneous
nature of dental markets is not recognized.
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APPENDIX A

Health Insurance Assoitation Zip Code
Dental Areas

Zip Codes

956,958

935, 936, 937
932, 933
935
939
926. 927, 928
922
920, 921
952
931
950,951
954,
930. 034
900-918
923. 924. 925
940. 941, 945.949

1

8

California County Nimes

Sacramento, Yolo, Placer, El Dorado,
Amador
Fresno, Madera, Inyo, Mono
Kern, Tulare, §lyigs .

Merced, Mariposa, Stanislaus, Tuolumne .4
Monterey,
Orange '
Riverside, IMpirial
San-Diego
San Joaquin, Calaveras
Santa Barbaia
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, San Benito
Sonoma,lvlendocino, Lake
Ventura, San Luis Obispo
Los Angeles
San Bernardino Za

San Francisco, San Mateo, MIrOin, Alameda,
Contra Costa, Solano, Napa

t

I

4

4
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Conflicting Theories of the Determination of the
Entrepreneur's Income: An Analysis of the ,

Practicing DOntist

Donald %Hama, Ph.D.
American.Dental Association

a

ABSTRAC L1 Current published research relies principally on the association between the provider
id to. populati n ratio and fee levels as "proof" of a fundamental failure in the healtly care market

mechanism This association appears to be t e basis for interest in the target income hyfiethesis.

Since the literature presents only sketchy not ns of targeted income behavior, this:ipatter examines.
possible th'eoretical constructs of provide havior. Both constrained and unconstrained. demand
creation aretxamined in the context of profit maximization and targeted incore objective, functions.
Among the several constructs of a targeted income model examined in thespaper, we are unable to
record any substantive contribution from such deviations from the traditional market-oriented models.

An ,alternative formulation of a dental care market is explored wherein patients must, expend both
time and money for the purchase of the dentist's services. Under quite plausible conditions in a
competitive Market, we find that the observed association between firm density and-fees is a probable
result, consistent with allocations in an efficient market. Indeed, the competitive model with
consumer search and stochastic patient arrivals yields such results.

Since the early 1960's, when government's
participation -in health care markets began its most
rapid growth, society has expressed a new interest in the
incomes of physicians and dentists. Rapid inflation in
these markets spurred Congressional consideration of
fee and income determination of health professionals.
Legislation' that expanded the number of physicians,
dentists, and hospitals did not seem to retard the growth
of prices of health care. Many have argued that health
care is a "differenj" commodity or services for which

econv.entional economic tools of analysis are
\a;Oftappropriate.

Several of the earlier papers published in economic
journals offered some unexpected empirical results.
Cross-sectional studies- led to the conclusion that fees
and firm density are directly related (see Fuchs-Kramer
[7], KushmarSchqer I-111, and Newhouse [I2]).
National tir,e-series'aila wege used to questionthe

,.eaistence of a market - clearing mechanism in the market

If
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for physician's services (see Feldstein"' response
to these preliminary findings, new notions
and dentist behavior were advaticed, whi4. has led to
recent considerations of the- target income hypothesis. ,

Presently, no one has yet developed a fully formalized
theory of targeted behavior with considerations of
market allocations and clearing mechanisms. Without
such a theory, it is impossible to evaluate, the merits of
this new approach to health care markets.

This paper offers an examination of the theoretical
substance of two related notions of health, provider
behavior demand creation 'and the target income
hypothesis. Hopefully, this examination will clarify the
meaning of these concepts and offer some direction as

.to how they-might be consistently introduced into a
theoretical framework. While it promises no definitive

'1° test of the target income hypothesis, this paper' offers a
general evaluation of its merits as a viable alternative to
conventional theory of firm behavior. We find that
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84 evidence of tht direct association between' firm. density
and price is clearly consistent with a more traditional

approach.

DEMAND CREATION AND TARGETED INCOMES
AN EXAMINATION OF MEANING

Perhaps the most widely accepted alternative notion
of. provider 11, behavior is the demand creation
phenoMenon. It appears often in, empirical sections
papers wherein variationS: in Constmer;demand are
adjusted fOr the-direCt ellicW)f,provider influence on

atient 'decisions, ofterr Piet iced "supplier- induced
d" ',(see,, for example, 'Fuchs-Xramer

hough I y demand - estimating equatIons include
tiviciAlpopulation ratio as an = adjustments,

.:atioirnents onbehalf Of its inclusion differ;
*basis for its inclusion lids at the heart Of
ation issue.'sue.'

, d

4411

e.04.

4 '
ratio. illoreaOts irr the ratio ration patients over a' largr

inutnkr,pf provders, and, in response, providers create
f3ilk

Money Price
or

Time Pr Ice

gl Q

and, ,,the conventional demand-supply
Figure 1

te,isognition time pricesileacisqooa relevant
rit';firm illensit§' dernartd estitiatiOtis.

cticm.,OfPiratient trivelcitime and-patient.,

-Et .3,0, bittpric,es 'orfes no' longer reAreSent: the
; Maitn g Se:a:set-Vices consimitd.2 fvtitillels which

5, inCorporge'pittent-time ribrmaHy regardittme as simply
,' acOmponen_df-ful rtce. p.ustua separation, between4" '1. full price,. i'. i i-,

the;:prAicter'S:: ' .and consumer's %decision-Making
1 iiroctisgeS1silintainecl. That isleach'Oarticipant makes
'deoisiijiig based upon, marker-determined ' variable&
(Roney and time pricest, and direct influep.ces'upolr

'each baker's activities (sfilch as itipply inducement) are
.keither absent or so small th4t:they can bAgnored..,

' On . the- ? other hat inclusion . of the

provi fpopuintion ran sometimes bised upon an
,assuiwd direct influe `...b.f' provider over consumer.:

T Thepkvkler in,som 'Inanipulates deniand through
influence upon the sii ent'S decision-making process
(some 'vieV., thePrilivid'er he'releyant decision maker).

Altient, i ' `ranee oft 'r I Cal functions and
reactions t ahe chemiAl itions Of medicines

.
often kister. the presumption r this theoretical link
bet Iii- the,,proVider and his ''Attatient's demand,

in eiidenVOlmoney and time.pricest'. .2 ,

th ealleged .control over patient decisions,
an , dematidrfunctiOns should incorpOrate a

4in.kasureitp., :ItiOvider'ldirect influence. This
measurement ,of akect intiuenE; accordiriOci!niarty, is
mySterionsiY tura' in the prolrider/popdariod ratio.
Withotlt forma consideration of firm behivior,A,Itese
empirical studies implicitly argue that the provider's

ittdes- ,createqlimand is, determined in part by this

it eOmparqbnof explanations found in Fuchs - Kramer 1171 and Newhouse-
[13). offers 'a useful review of rationalization for inclusion 01 the

prodder /population ratio in demana function4.

Acton [11 has,clearly recorded the importance of time prices flor medical
services, and Holtmann-Olsen [91 did the same for dental care.

3 Newhouse /121 undetwores the importance of consumer ignorance in both
physician and dentist markets. Price serves avery liOted allocation role Since 4See, for example, Evans [41, Newhouse [121, SchefflerKushman [161. Fuchs-

.. Pt, ' patients choose firms largclY on.tbe basis of queues. Kramer [71, and Kushman-Scheffler3111.

.1-

r

'demand 'so as to maintain the same level
delivery..

this approach to market performance, oneuart
expect' `,`perverse"response to firm entry. As 'inbre?
providers, enter A market, increasing the 'provide:/ so

ponulation ratio, demand; will increase and prices could!,
rise. Some have regarded the. "perverse" associatidn
betvieen the. ;provider/population ratio and fees's. a;

"proof" of the failure of deinand supply models ter
explain observed market changes.' A later section ',of
this paper illustrates that a direet relation between the
provider /population ratio is not at all perverse in cross-
section studies. Such empiric a) associations cannot be:
regarded as a basis for rejectioh. of conventional models.

4 .,

2
]

e?

Quantity

011:

of sergice

An Operational Statement of Demand Creation

The literature does not go far in clarifying' direct
. demand creation. (For our purposes, "demand
creation" refers only to direct provider influence, 'not
consumer reaction to prices.) Consider demand creation
as an activity that can be varied according to the
objectives of the provider. An abstract measure of this;
'creation activity, although unobservable, is assumed to
exist. If the variable R measures this creation activity, it
is appropriate to include R in the patient demand
function. Note that we do not eliminate the patient's
responSe to money and time prices for a given level of
creation activity. What we must consider are the
economic determinants of R and the optimal level of
demand creation activityl,y, the provider.

Graphically, we can justifiably. construct the
consumer dAnand curve, as in Figure 1. The initial
demand curve is presented as D1 which reflects .a level of
demand creation, R1. As the provider chooses a greater
level of dreation activity, R2, the demand curve shifts'to
the right to D2. This shift occurs in both price- quantity
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and tittlei tity spacei as it is .expected that money`.
prices and time prices respond to changes iR.

The mechanics of this demand creation appear at thiS.,
stage as a simple' advertising model. The variable',R',.:

:

measures real advertising expenditures that influence
consumer purchases: A basic departure front such

%Models, however,' lies in the possibility that demand
,
Creation in health care markets may be virutually

. ,

costless because. of the alleged provider control, over,1-,,,
patients. That is, the dentist supposedly can schedule an
increased liSt of treatment visits with no additional'
expense (independent of 'ay costs of delivery
'treatment): If true, the demand curve facing the firm
can he increased at will. TAentrepreneur can \choos'e!...,-, .t

any output that is "co
any fee. The firm's out

ortablk". and establish virtually
t and r3ice are chosen:so aft

,provide optimal leyels o it or time requirementS1a4
...ilesired income: While tltis set, 6f, assumpti6as: ding '1
cetimnier to those of most ecotkomistslikcatise oTiheitOtai
ditnegard fo'l; market. Constrailes, a qUit41( reView'.4:if the,
literiture will'uncover the conclusionsirtyyckma,n [31,
Which4present the current admihistrationis view of th,et4
3urgeOkSS)narket4 This finding gone give ;, immediate
iMporta4e to the, concept, and; Pgrha'ps best:

thCirough consideration:oriMPtcat
for

. . f, 1.,

artotier. 'Wh follows is a consideration of possible
alterriativesl, at might be considered in search of a
,binding constraint to income generation.

Petitit,ails 'the simplest approach to targeted income
avior tkka Mere assumption that a target exists which

'in tSelf binding constraint. Evans has argued that.
:Weiked, t understand the determination of this target:
Ficiviet r, if we adopt the assumed costless demand
c.reation;i. targets will always be achieved. Being
,incot! rned about target determination is equivalent to
a14 dis gird for the income distribution among

roviders. he targeted income behavior has been used
a .log al basis for limiting the supply of future

dentist' and physicians. Each new provider will
,'undoubtedly claim health care expenditures in

oportion to his targeted income. For this reason, it
erns that even those following Evans would consider
rg'et ,determination in developing an effective cost

...

9pstleseflOitinil-dreation A Basis. argiteid
.

Incothe BettirOcir
. ',.0.

VI/Consider an1;:idel in which.,,kniand,:ciseation'AS
virtually fsee; that., il, the. .,,Wf..'.0ari-iiviiaiiipiliate
patients an eby.:.eshift .th mand curve',6utward
without ino or psAhic co4..f.A learly, if,theprovtlier

'r'' is a profit maximizer any tri6g,et,inCorporatiftethese
Constructs will yield 4xplosit, solutions. Derpfnd will
shift butgiraird, -ad ,....Wi4it,um. Withtuf market
constraints, theprovider4neeff not produce.4alth care

it .4.1east-teist combinati orinpilt$,' choose an
citriput-that ,equates. mar ''' !.1 revenue; and marginal

,

cki,, Of ;Upply..mpre.,than modicum. of his own latior
timecaStial eyidenceof the physkian'S.long work week

' leads to a quick rejection of this-Theoietical approach,
A ,.

.1 stable implications that are disproved by published
.

p. dence aretoo numr, fouls to list) If costless demand
creation is to remain , promiiing assumption in an
empiricall .orted t eory of firm behavior, we must

,,, intrbdUce logical Amit p--,-. a constraint to the
, prqiiVe income-generating protential.

se ch oe a logical limit .to demand creationn
Ila nits, NI notion "of a targeted income was
..
introduced?' Not .,,td be confused with income

,expectation pr. 'projections, the target income
,hyfiothiesjseargues that there is an income limit that the
provider chooks not to surpass for one reason or

sit is not clear who must be credited with the first serious consideration of
targeted income behavior. Feldstein VA perhaps should be credited for the notion
of a functionless price mechanism while Fuchs-Kramer 171 argued on behalf of
demand creation. The most spirited disciple or the target 'income hydothesis is
dearly Robert G. Evans as noted in Evans (41and Erni, Parish, Sully 151.

ccmtainment policy. We need only select medical and
Dental students with relatively low targets!

Some published results offer some insight into
:consideration of target determination. Recently,
Shepard [17] presented an income determination
equation for dentists. His evidence suggests that
dentists' incomes vary in predictable directions with
changes in relevant market -conditions. If we adopt
costless demand creation, we are forced to accept the
notion that targets vary predictably with market
conditions. This becomes an empty hypothesis of
provider behavior. Dentists can earn anything they want
because of demand creation opportunities.
Distributions of dentists' incomes must then reflect
differences in tastes or preferences, not market
conditions. It must be mere coincidence that dentists
prefer no more and no less than what could be earned in
a constrained market.

As an alternative specification of target
determination, Feldstein [6] suggests: that physicians
may respond to a "reference income," that . is,
physicians (and dentists) wish for an income
commensurate with that of solneone in the community
income distribution. If the community's income
improves, the dentist will improve his preferred target.
Presumably, the rationale for. this reference income
determination, of targets alludes to professional guilt,
risk of governMent regulation, or interdependent utility
functions, While this offers some basis for explaining
rising fees in areas with larger provider /population
ratios, it misses the mark when it comes to explaihing
physiciantand dentist migration. With costless demand
creation, migration patterns can be explained only with
non-economic factors. Migration 'studies such as
Benhani-Maurizi-Reder [2] serve as a basis for!rejection
of this reference income determination of targets when
coupled with costless demand creation.

In summary, costless demand creation seems to be
useful in explaining only a single aspect of market
performance: price Aesponse to entry-" of additional
providerivin a .local market. Logicallyii there must be
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86'.''.. some binding constraint to demand creation, and the
targeted income appears to be'a popUlar one. Yet the
literature does not address target determination nor
reconcile implications with existing evidence that relates
actual incomes to economic variables. In short, costless
demand creation With targeted incomes successfully
explains a "perverse" relation.' between fees and
provider/population ratios. But it faits,to explain other
empirical evidence. With this, one cannot conclude that
a preferred theory has been uncovered.

Demand Creation, Expenses, and Targeted
Income Behavior

The introduction of some direct costs associated with
demand creation offers a somewhat more promising

',) approach to provider behavior. The dentist or physician
is capable of creating demand but such creation is not
costless. Again, some targeted income exists which the
provider chooses not to surpass; This 'particular
theoretical constraint offers ,unambiguous solutions at
times, but actually is equivalent to existing models of
firm behavior.

Consider a dentist with a clientele consisting of
likmembers will not switch dentists. If fees are

increased, owever, some will choose to forego
treatment. Hence, the demand curve facing the firm is
negatively sloped similar to the traditional monopolist.
Demand creation can be described as the outcome of
solicited e
remind
brin
the o

nation among members of a clientele. A
phone call to an existing member will usually

he, patient in for an examination. This provide'
portunity to add members to the queue waiting

for treatment. Thus, demand his been `!created. 6
Let the dentist's utility function be represented by the

equation:
aUU = U(E,H) 3U

( 0 and aH ) 0 (1)
aE

where E = ly-y11 and H represents household-produced
services for which H = H( I.) where ,represents the
dentist's chosen household time (or time away from the
dental practice). y represents the net income of the
practice (net of expenses associated with production of
services and creation of demand). y, represents a target
income, the determination of ich is unknown.p

The demand function fVi g the firm relates price to
both output X nd thedekist's demand creation activi-
ties, R. Hence: = ItX,R) where P represents the
firm's price tf the tput (on, the dentist's fee). The
dentist's net ipeome f nation isihus:

..-
y

,

= P( ,R) X(L,R) - PkK -R (2)

where L 'represents the dentist's own labor time, K
represents rented physical capital, 13, represents the
rental price, and R measures the expenses associated
with demand creation.

4,

6Aliernative mand creation could be defined in terms of delivering period
'oral exams ost- where R represents the Otal difference between revenues
and costs associated with fat activitiy.

a

The dentist faces a simple time constraint (I = I. + L)
which effectively limits his choices of household time-
labor time combinations. Combining these equations into
a single Lagrangian function, we translate the concept
of utility maximization with a target income into a
mathematical maximization process.

Z = U[g(y,y,), H(L)] + 4 P[R,X(K,L)]
X(K,L) - 13,K - R-y} +

(3)
The maximization of Z, the. Lagrangian function, re-
quites satisfying the following first order conditions:

aR a -1

aU aEr. au aErXa X
K

=
aE ay

p -
aE ay p

(4)

au 3E [aX ( I )] aU. aHb)-- P I - = (4)aE ay 3 L aH at

where n is the price elasticity of the demand curve facing
the firm.

The key to interpreting these conditions lies in the sign

of the term E.
if the dentist has established a target

3.y

aincome that exceeds the optimal income y, E ( 0
a y

and the first order conditions reduce to those of a con-
ventional model. Demand creation activities, R, will be

aPemployed until its marginal return, X, equals its
a R

marginal cost. Capital is employed until its marginal
revenue product equals its rental price, and the dentist
will supply labor time to the firm until the value of the
incremental income equals its opportunity cost: the
value of household time. It is important to note that

`these results are exactly. identical to those of
conventional models that include some form of
advertising or selling costs, fbr the product. The/
entrepreneur will maximize profits, giv'en his choice of
household time, by optimally employing advertififig
services. .

Next., consider a dentist who is fortunate enough to
have adopted a sufficiently small income .targoi. While
this particular :specification might appear to offer a
substantive break from conventional models, we find
that, in fact, it offers nothing new.

If the dentist is capable of attaining his target without
great difficulty, the existence of the household sector,
ensures stable, unique solutions in the For every
income increment the dentist extracts from the firm by
combining capital and demand creatio activities in a
profit-maximizing manner, he, "purcha " more time
away, from the practice. Even thou is target is
maintained, his firm is efficiently managed. Given a.
level of houshold time, the dentist attempts to aximize
'profits. Or, equivalently, given his targeted piofits, the
dentist attempts to minimize his own lalipr tin*inbut..

In the former case where the target cleirly eitti&-as the
optimal income level, we nd that the .labor-leisure

4
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'nnalysis is exactly equivalent to conventional analysis.
If targets are never achieved, the model reduces to the

i utility-maximization-profit-maximization model that is
r °long since been fully developed in the literature. In such

models, an exogenous increase in demand (perhaps
caused by a reduction in the dentist/population ratio)
will lead to an increase in price and an increase in the
marginal return to the dentist's own,. labor time.
Whether he increases his labor time or not dependstupon the domination of the inco e effect produced (or
the backward bending supply .61. labor). Perhaps,
at some point, the dentist will'"C*hOote les; labor time,
but conventional theory argues that income will never
fall. (This is essentially an extension of the argument
posited by Lionel Robbins in the 1930's: the demand for;
income in terms of effort is never positively sloped.)' .

In the latter case, an income level exists'that will
be exceeded. That is, at some point (where the target is

. attained) the supply of labor curve will bend backward
with an elasticity equal to unity. Income will never fall
as labor time decreases in response to .increasitig
demand for dental care.

In comparison to existing theory, the two
specifications of targeted levels offet no substantive
contribution. The analysis is essentially identical with
the exception that the targeted income approach places
a greater restriction upon the elasticity of the supply of
labor curve at the dentist's wage where the targeted
income is attained. In both instances, dental firms are
managed as profit-maximizing entities, given the
dentist's labor supply choice. Demand creation as
viewed as a patient screening activity is utilized in a
manner that maximizes profits even though targeted
income behavior is operative. As presented, the target
income hypothesis offers a virtually identical theoretical
basis for explaining firm behavior. Presumably, the
only deviation in predictions is a subtle restriction
concerning the elasticity of the labor supply curve as
some wa'ge that is unknown and unpredictable.

In summary, the demand creation model
incorporating targeted income behavior and direct
cation expenses, seemingly offers no substantive
improvement as a theoretical basis for explaining firm
behavior, as it is presented 'here. It is operationally
identical to the standard theory of firm behavior and
fails to explain the "perverse" relation between the
dentist/population,ratio and dental fees. While it may lie'
apparent that one must return to the costless demand
creation model to, successfully explain the "perverse"
response (and unsuccessfully explain virtually all other
evidence), the following section presents a profit-
maximizing model of firm behavior that explains the
"perverse" results as a predictable consequence of
efficient,markets.

7See Robbins 114 I must acknowledge discussions with Professor Ray
Battalio of Texas A4M University who indicated to me the similarities between
the targeted income behavior and Robbins' demand curve.

COMPETITIVE THEORY OF MARKtT
PERFORMANCE

The previous section arg es that interest in targeted
income behavior is based u on the single "perverse"
result from cross-sectional st dies (i.e., increases in the
provider/population ratio pro ote higher fees). Recall
that in these studies the provider/population ratio is
considered an exogenous, variable. Moreover, fees are
assumed to record all components of price while
empirically we find that they do not.' In the analysis
below, we argue that in dentistry (as well as other care
markets), the provider/population ratio reflects an
equilibrium balance of market forces and cannot be
regarded as exogenously determined. As an integral
part of the analysis, patient waiting time is viewed as an
additional component of price which registers the
atient'sf,., optimal form of payment. Under quite
plausible conditions, a perfectly competitive market
promotes the "perverse" response. What has been
rega'rded as the basis of interest in thF targeted income
hypothesis in fact supports conventiona

Consider a market such as dental c
patient must be present at the tj

theory.
e wherein the
e of service

production. The consumption of the service, therefore,
requires paym,ents`of time and money. We can express
the patient'sfukPrice, P, as:

P. ;-- p + WT (5)
where p represents the money price, W represents the
patient's value of time, and T represents the amount of
time spent in consuming the service. For simplicity, we
can consider T as waiting time in the dentist's office.9

For a detailed exposition of the determination of
waiting time in a market, we can turn to recent develop-
ments in queueing theory. The most fundamental
presumption in the queueing literature is that of
stochastic arrivals and service times. This presumption
is particularly applicable in the dental sector, since.twb
commonly acknowledged attributes of the market are,
that demand for care is based upon random incidence;
of disease and injury, and that the dentist -can never
perfectly estimate treatment time. No two mouths are
identical, aneresponse to treatment is never perfectly
predictable. And all firms face- the management
difficulties of absence and tardiness among employees.
Helice, there is a positive variancein the distribution of
treatment time for the simplest procedures.

Given the randomness of demand, the dentist
typically smooths the irregular arrivals of patients by
maintaining appointment schedules, but schedules
cannot preclude late arrivals, no-shows, walk-ins and
emergencies. In short, the dentist can never eliminate
the unpredictability of arrivals of patienti. It is natural,
therefore, to consider stochastic queueing models in

8
See Saving et al. 1151.

9In dentistry patients demanding non-emergency visits wait in the aPppintment °

queue as well A discussion of the queueing process in dentist.q tt`' .empirical
results are presented in House 1101 and Saving et al. [151. 3
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88 explaining production an4 41.itribution decisions in the
dental firm.

Among these stochastic Models, we find that the
literature relies largely upon the Poisson specification.
This distribution has been shown to depict-accurately
arrival patterns in other studies and offers the
convenience of a one-parameter, distribution.' Its
proMtbility distribution is of the form:

P(K;A ) = e- (6)
!

k

r.

where A is the single distribution parameter measuring
-both mean and lance. We apply this specification to
both arrivals aflaillErvice times, and assume that A
measures the expected patient arrival rate and 44 measures
the dentist's expected service rate. Although both follow
the Poisson distribution, the two parameters, A and p,
are not equal. The service rate is interpreted as the maxi-
mum rate of service delivery (one per patient). Of course,
the maximum is maintained only when the dentist always
has a patient to treat. During idle periods, the actual
service rate falls below p. We prohibit by assumption
patient balks so the expected arrival rate, A , is the net
arrival rate (after balks).

It can be shown that with ayoisson arrival rb4te, the
interval between patient arrivals follows an exponential
distribution. Likewise, the interval between patients
leaving the dentist's operatory follows an exponential
distribution since the dentists service rate follows a
Poisson distribution. By examining the exponential
distributioncelosely, one discovers the Markovian or
memorylest property of arriVals and departures. That
is, the denttstidoes not "learn" to alter probable arrival
times by past experience. For. instance, the time that has
passed since the last ,patient's 'arrival has nothing to do
with. the probability that 'the.' next patient will arrive
widlin the next t minutes. This absence of learning
ensures a degree of simplicity in the queueing model and
perhaps accurately describes observable patient arrival
patterns.

Consider the simplest queue discipline, first-in-first-
4 out.' With this ;discipline we ignore emergencies that

'break in front of the queues. Assume that the dentist
maintains a "single-channel" in that each patient must
be attended by the dentist at least once during
treatment. Irwe mathematically examine the properties
of such a quekeing model: we find that for a stable
solution (that is, waiting clines do, not grow .to infinite
lengths), it is necessary that -i.t> ti.i mean service rate
must exceed the mean arrival rate. If this condition is
satisfied, the patient's expected total wait (in the queue
and in the operatory) is determined in the equation:

T =
I

(7)0 A
where T is the expecte&wait. ltire that an increase in

10This discussioq is formally presented in Gross and Harris (3).

r.

the expected service rate decreases the expected waiting
time for the typical patient,

By combining equations (6) and (7), we can easily
illustrate the , relation between money price and the
dentist's service rate for a given full price. That is:

2

a0
At the constant full prices, an increase in the dentist's
service rate permits an increase in money fees.

The dentist may choose his service rate, p, by employ-
ihg more or less capital equipment and/or dentalauxil-
iaries. The high speed handpiece as an example has !Ong
since been given credit for reducing treatment time.
Recently treatment times have been reduced with the use
bf panoramic X-ray and more rapid pain prevention
drugs. The use of auxiliaries clearly reduces treatment
time, especially if trained in 4-handed dentistry. In short,
-there are techniques available to the dentist which signifi-
cantly increase his expected service rate. In a simplistic
form, consider a service rate function:

p = p (K,L) (9)

where K and L measure the dentist's capital and labor
inputs, respectively. Assume that the total cost curve

"associated with p is "typical" in that it. exhibits the
convention (p -shaped long-run average cost curve).

For simplicity, assume that the market for dental care
is perfectly competitive." Each firm attempts to,maxi-
mize profits represented in the following profit function:

n = px c(x,T) (10)

where x represents total output and T records the expected
waiting time for patients for a given patient arrival rate
common to all ,firms. Each firm must establish ,the
market-determined expected full price, P, although
there exists an infinite set of money price-expected wait-
ing time combinations that satisfy the .;full price
constraint. For a constant output and zero) economic
profits, we can derive the competitive trade-off between
p and T by examining the total differential of (10). ,

D c
0 xdp dT

DP

(8)

=
1 ac

0
D T x a T

21) =
a'c LA

1"2 x aT3 "c

Clearly, there exists an inverse competitive associatibn
betweemnoney price and expected waiting time.'how-
ever, it is necessary to'exarnipepe second derivative to
determine if there exists a unique competitive solution
that establishes an equilibrium money price and ex-
pected waiting tithe combination among the infinite set.

,Using equatiOns (7):and (9), one concludes that:

I I Alternatively. we could assume that licensing restricts entry. and rents
accrue to those existing firms in the industry. However. competition exists
among fir.nruch that rents are equally distributed.

.
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Hence, the competitive firm's trade-off between p and T
is concave to the origin if the marginal Cost of increasing
the service rate either increases withµ or remains con-
stant. Adopting either of these conditions, we can
graphically present an iso-profit curve that illustrates
the firm's money price-expected waiting time trade-off
(see Figure 2).

Money Price
or

Fee

0 T2

Figure 2

0.0

Waiting Time'

On the demand side of the market, consumers are
assumed to search for the lowest full prices." Consider
a patient's utility function: °

U" = U' (x*, L*, Z") (11)

where x' represents dental care, 2.* represents leisure
time, and Z' represents all other market goods. With the
usual time constraint (1 = L* 4- + T, where L'
represents labor time) and income constraint (L*W =
px + PIZ* where W represents the wage rate and p and
1),, represents respective market prices), we can derive
the utility maximization condition:

= o {WT + p} , (12)

Clearly, the consumer maintains a trade-off between p
and T which is determined by the consumer's wage rate, W.

Consider two groUps of consumers each exhibiting
different values of time, W1 and W,. By illustrating each
group's trade-off betWeen p andT in Figure 2, we deter-
ming that two types of firms will exist in a competitive
market. Members of group 1 with the lower value of
time W1 seek care from a firm offering the full price
combination (pi, T1). Members of group 2 will seek care
from a firm offering the full price (p T,).

Search behavior explains differences in prices paid by consumers. Those
with a greater value of time search less and, dn'averaim pay higher prices. The
present analysis is unique in that time costs depend upon the firm's employment'
decisions and consumer choice and not upon starch behavior of consumers alone.

In this market, the full prices paid by each group are 89
approximately equal. Although the wage rates among
members of each group differ, assume equal levels of
demand for care among all individuals ieg#41ess of
group membership. The aggregate arrival rate for each
group, ag, is determined by the market full price. Indi-
viduals seek the lowest full price among. all existing
firms. Firms offering the (p1, T.,) combination (type A
firms numbering nA) collectively expect a )A arrival rate
where

AA =Agep
nA

n
A

+ n (13)

Firms offering the (1)2, T,) combination (type B firms
numbering nB) collectively expect a arrival rate where

atl = Ag
nA +

tl

nB
(14)

Each firm employs labor and capital tor, maximize
profits. The cost function. associated with varying service
rates is assumed "typical" and is graphically presented
in Figure 3. In equilibrium, each firm maximizes the
Lagrangian function:

Tr= AphC(4,h) +6 [P-p-W
Pi

115)

where h represents the optimal length of "business hours"
and 6 is the 'Lagrangian ntultiplier. The 'optimal service
rate.must satisfy the condition:.

a IAI aP
(16)

The equilibrium solution above reflects a balance
between both cost and revenue -conditions associated
with pi . Increases in pi require increased expenditures
toward factor inpUts. Yet as 1,4 increases, money price
rises as expected waiting time falls. The competitive
firm's optimal service rate, presented in Figure 3, is

determined where the marginal revenue and marginal
cost' associated with changes in pt are equal. Note that
the average revenue function is negatively sloped (due to
changing Brice), and in competitive equilibrium the

MC

Figure 3

Expected Service Rate



90 average cost ofµ is not minimized." If a firm enjoyi
economic profits,competitors enter the market' which
reduces the expected arrival rate. Both AR and MR
functrons shift downward until the equilibrium tangency,
is maintained.

MC AC

ro

." figure 4
, .

Assuming that all firms fstce the identical cost func-
tions, we can examine the Icing-run competitive solutions
for each type firm. Wittethe Lagrangian furiptiOn in
equation (15), note that ttiel3roperties of the total
revenue function are constrained by the full-price equa-
tion. Marginal revenue is dependent upon both arrival
rates and the value of the patient's time.

a( A ph] y.

a p PA

D2

Expected Service Rata

where

where

. apt aw PA
Aghl

1.4=A ,)0
aN

! 111Vt2 ( 1y

,.,

That is; the high incOme- patients promine a unique
demand curve facing the firm. The demand curve is more
elatitic than that promoted' by low income patients.'
Again, arriv I rates are'altered with the entry of. new
firms and Cornpetitio0'81utions are maintained. The
equilibrium longrrun,ser rates fo he two type firms
are presented graphicaiOntiVigur 4. As illustrated, a
firm servicing the lira. '0 of atients (with lower
values of time) optipiat1 poses a service, rate, 14:
Firms servicing the seCortglsroup of patienti-optimally
choose a greater service rat', p H. t

In a competitive market with unrestricted, entry of
firms, we can noW examine the:equilibrium relationship
between money price and, firm de;isity.. Recall that
empirically economists have observed a direct association
between money price and dentists'Per capita. The analysls

13 Based on the changing quality of the care: as the service, rate increases.
waiting time is reduced reflecting impeirement in one cOmponern of overall
quality, For constant quality, the traditional tangency at the minimum average'
cost isensuredjs output in the competitive firm is determined:.

below illustrates the fact that this direct association
between price a firm density is a probable result in a
competitive rket. e

Consider wo separate local markets each consisting
of identical levels of demand for dental care. In both
markets the aggregate arrival rates, Ag, are equal and
both include populations of equal size. The ,important
distinction. between the two markets lies in their preferred
form of payment: one population preferes a more time-
intensive form of payment for dental care. Dentists can
freely migrate between markets, and our objective is to
determine the equilibrium dentist/population ratio in
each market and examine equilibrium fees, given -a
uniform full price for libthi poiffilations. It is apprbpriate
to infer that one demanding pulation places a greater.
value on its time than the other because of the differences
in the preferred form of payment

Consumer equilibrium requires equal full prices with
differing combinations of money price and waiting time.
Consistent with Figure 2, one population prefers to pay .
(p,,Ti) While the other prefers (p2,T2). We must. now
determine the combinations of each firm's expeCted
service rate, p, and the competitive equilibrium arrival
rate in each market. Since the aggregate arrival rate is
known, we can derive the equilibilurn number of dentists
servicing each population. .

From equation (7) we know that a locus. of points.
exists in 14- A.space that is consistent with a unique waiting
,time. Expanding equation (7) by taking the total differ-

ential, we find that if di'. =.0 and 1,4>A ,
d A

= 1. Figure
t ,i dp

'5 graphically presently this analytis wherein the first
, quadrant illustrates the optimal:service rates with d. fer-1
ing forms of payment and the fOurth quadrant pr eits
the iso-waiting time Rurves iry. p X space...The:third
quadrant maps. the relationship between the firm's
expected arrival rate arid the Kequired number gf firms.
Since 'the firm's expected arrival to is detergriped by
the ratio between. onstant agg gate arrival rate and

,

.
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I.
the number of firms.. mapping is depicted by a rectan-
gular hyperbola in n- A space.

In the graphical analysis preshted, the population
preferring the less tinie-intensiVe.,form of payment Iaces
an expected waitinktir*I;,'and is serviced by dentists
choosing an ixpected service'rate:, 14,. This service race
is determined by the competitive equilibrium solution
depicted by the tangency of the average cost curve and
ID:. The 1:ther, populatidn faces a longer expected queue
and dentists optIMally choose an expected service rate.

It is clear that if full prices irne market were too
high, excess profits would actrue to those dentists ser-
vicing this market and new firms would enter .until full
price rtturned to a'cOmPetitiveievel. The solutions in
Figure "5 illustrate only the equilibritun -Zompetitive
solutions."

From the expected waiting time function in equation
(7), a'unique optimal expected arrival rate exists in each
Market consistent with the 'expected waiting times and
expected service rates. In quadrant III, these
equilibrium expected arrival rates require unique
numbers, of firms, n: and n1. Note that since the
populations in the two markets are equal, differences in
the numbers of firms reflect differences in the
dentist/ population. ratio.

The conclusion from the graphical analysis is straight-
forward-The equilibrium solutions in the two markets
require differing money prices and differing dentist/
population, ratios. In Figure 5 we'discover that due to
the shape. of the firm's average cost curve, the market
with the lower eipetted waiting time, Ti, attracts a'
larger supply of dentists, n:. Hence, the dentist/
population ratios differ because pf the differences in the
preferred form of payment for care.'10nly if dentists
'expanded their expected service rate non-optimally to 143
would the dentist/population ratios be equal (as are full
prices). The crucial finding is that the market with the
higher money fees (and lower expecte'd waiting time)in
competitive equilibrium supports the larger stock of
dentists. Any cross-sectional study of thesetwo markets e/5'
will report that fees are directly related, to dentist/
population ratios the basis for.'interest in supplier-
induced demand and the targeted incomehypothesjs.

This is not to say that an inverse association between,
fees and dentist/populatfori ratios-is inconsistent with
this theory. Indeed, if the range of increasing returns to
scale in .F.gttie 5 is,:iofficiently large,. flips :would
expand thePr'eXtiected rates beyond p3 leading to
the opposf1.0-esult the market -with hiker fees
attracts a smaller stock for firms. What is important is
that this 'analysis demonstrates. that the :cli'rect
association between the degfist/pOpulatiOt ratio is ribt
inconsistent with competitive equilibrium and services .

ano :basis for rejecting the competitive model or
: .

The,d,Vnarnies of the adjustment prkcesses arc themselves informative but
'are eu.i*varlimcd'here. Desertption\ ofac adjustment processes are presented

1

accepting nations of ',demand creation or targeted 91'
income behavior.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Irr review of' the literature, we find that the basis for
interest in the target income hypothesis is the
t`perverse", empirical association between fees and

-provider/population ratios as reported in' cross-
sectional studies. According to the usual interpretation
given to these results, one is led to conclude that as firms

$*enter ,a local market, prices rise. The convrntianal .
profit-maximization model, at this'point, is discarded,
and notions of demand creation are introduced and
"controlled" with a targeted income constraint: Such
has been the foundation and development of the target
income hypothesis.

AiBy examining notions of demand creation in the
context of provider behavior. and market equilibrium;
we find that several specifications of.demand creation
activity are, on the surface,-intuitively appealing. By
emphasizing patient ignorance, one can argue' thatI.
demand creation is costless to the provider. This,
however, promotes successful - expla'nation of the
perverse association between fees' and the -providel;/
population ratio but fails to explain many other facet's,
of market behavior such as provider'migrationpatterns.
With the introduction of- a direct cost associated with
demand creation, the provider is appropriat4 viewed
as a profit-maximizing' entrepreneur with a backward
bending supply curve of labor a theoretical construct
that does not substantively differ from existing models
of the ,profit-m'aximizing firm and the utility-
maximizing entrepreneur. In short, the only
specification of targeted income behavior that explains
the perverse result likewise fails 'to explain most other
aspects of market activity and firm behavior.

In dentistry we find that cross-sectional examinations
of fees cio not accurately record differences in full price.
Patient waiting time serves 'a rationing function in local
markets and represents a previously neglected form of
patient. payment. By combining elementary queueing
theory with the profit-maximizing theory' of the firm,
one concludes that the direct association between fees
and the dentist/population ratio is not at all perverse-
but a probable consequence of an efficient, competitive'
market solution. This theory seriously questions she °I

basis for interest in the target income hypothesis.
While this paper focuses mainly on the target income

hypothesis and the relation between fees and the
provider/population ratio, the imporance of this
analysis extends beyond these issues. The theoretical
implications offer a different view of health 'care
markets and the pricing mechanism. At least 'In
dentistry,d6oth fees and waiting times serve as market:
signals to suppliers and demanders. An equilibrium'

'relationship exists between fees and waiting times;
which is indicative of efficient market solutions,.
Empirical examinations of fees alone are not sufficient

95
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92 measures of full price. Existing policy based upon. such.
results are potentially unsupportable with examinations
of full price. To*.the extent that other health care'
markets function. similarly with market - determined.
money price.-waiting time combinations, much of the
existing. evidence Must be reexamined, as test current
policy. Indeed, estimations Of :impacts of 'stational
health insurance, hospital. clostires4 certificate-of-need
legislation, and hospital rate regulation all potentially
underestimate market respOnse when based upon
c,hanges in money prices Or total health- care:
egpenditurcs. A policy that forces patients to pay loWer
fees but face longer, queues may successfully reduCe
inflation in the health care sector (as tpresently,
measured), but such reduction is not necessarily
indicative of welfare gains among the poplilation that
policy is interMed to serve.-
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Discussion

Frank A. Sloan, Ph.D.
*Vanderbilt University.

I

INTRODUCTION

Whether or not dentists and physicians can induce
demand for their services and set income in accordance
with a preconceivedarget has important iinplicatidn's
for regul ory policy. I demand can ife induced, it is
desirable to have res rained utilization of medical,
services price iff nces reflect motivations of
practiti ers'n,attain an income target, and this factor
is important, there is certainly reason for controls.over
price: From the vantage point of public policy, these are
important issues wordy of serious study.

Several papers at this conference point to serious
methodological flaws in some past work on physicians
and dentists and suggest that the case of induced
demand and target income-setting thas been overstated..
The evidence, both theoretical and empirical, is not
nearly as strong as proponents of inducement and target
income-setting have asserted. This is not to say that
physicians cannot induce demand under any

circumstances. It may well occur, particularly in
specialties with which individual patients have little
contact over their lifetimes and for which third party
reimbursement is relatively complete. The case for
serious inducement in many primary care fields is

probably much more limited. At present: empirical
evidence" is too scanty to lend support to these

conjectures. In fact, most investigators have not even
attempted to make such distinctions.

Four types' of models of physician and dentist
behavior have been discussed at this conference and in
the literature in general. As seen in the rows of Figure 1,
there are standard and non-standard theories and in the
columns, "naive" and "sophisticated" schools within
each category. In cell 1 is the standard profit-
maximizing theory,. which omits kertain important
features of health services markets but at alb same time
yields powerful predictions, e.g., price fallsr.ceteris

4

TO'
paribus; as the sup urve (or the firm's marginal cost '
curve in the mor listic case) shifts outward.
Extensions of standara theory include the Pauly-
Satterthvvaite paper preset at`thi.sconference and
quality-amenities model developed in* several of my
papers with co-authors.'

The Evans. (II) model described in the Ramsey paper
is an example of cell'3. As Ramsey states, the Model is
week conceptually and not really consistent with
observed facts. More promising is an 'extension, Evans
(1), which assumes a preference function for the
practitioner, containing profits, workload, and
discretionary power as arguments. Unfortunately, the
model yields few refutable hypotheses because of
offsetting effects.' In a way, Evans (I) is similar to
advertising.models which economists have been working
with for years. In this sense, even Evans (I) could be
considered a "standard" economic model of the firm.

Much of the empiricaJ literature on this topic contains
a number of non-trivial deficiencies. One hopes that
many of these will be corrected in future work.
Meanwhile, we economists should be quite cautious
about makint strong statements that we have firm
evidence that markets for dentists and physicians are
anomalous when we don't.

First, some regressions are seriously misspecified or
underATecified. One study of physician fee-setting that
contains one explanatory variable has been cited
repeatedly in the &babe on the effects of physician and
dentist 'availability on fees. Often fees are expressed in
nominal rather than in real terms (corrected for
differences in the area cost-of-living). A table in a recent
study by the U.S. Council on Wage Stability shdws how
sensitive empirical results can be, especially on the
estimated coefficient of the phySician-population ratio

For a review see Sloan and Bentkover 161.

addition-to the Ramseypaper, tee Sloan and Feldman 171.
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variable in a fee regression depending on whether or not
the dependent fee variable has been deflated.
Significantly *positive physician-p pulation ratio
coefficients became essentially zer 3 Among key
opirked variable isis health insurance coverage; As
variable should 'ke measured more pre isely
comprehensively than merely t e percent e o
population covered, ,e.g., m ures of de
coverage, methods of third pally payment.___s

"naive" "sophisticated"

Stands
theor s

Non-standard
theories

2

4

Figure 1. Alternative Mod Is of Practitioner Behavio;

Second, authors h e frequently made internally
inconsistent inference from their empirical evidence.
For example, they are quick to point out that a PoSitive
coefficient On a physician-population ratio variable in a
fee regression is evidence for target income-setting
and/or inducement, but at the same time, positive
coefficients on other pertinent variables, such as patient
income, which are fully consistent with standard
economic theory are not emphasized. `14, finding of
positive physician-population ratio coefficients and
positive incdme coefficients would seem at a minimum
to yield a standoff between standard and non-standard
models.

Third, 'sometimes the underlying theory has been
disregarded as useless because it yields ambiguous
predictions; but once empirical results are presented,
authors make strong statements'about the relationship
of theory to empirical results obtained. If a variable X is
predicted from theory to have a positive or negative
effect on Y, it is clearly inappropriate to say that a
positive or negative coefficient, obtained, in the
empirical phase of the analysis, supports the theory.4'

Fourth, most studies of dentists and physician
behavior do not consider inter-practice variations in
quality-amenities. The assumption that output is

homogenous is much too strong and:rleads one, for
example, to attribute a. price difference wholly to (a)
market imperfections and anomalies, including target
income-setting, or (b) temporary or even persistent
disequilibrium. Price differentials nay exist in

3 See U.S. Council on Wage and Price Stability (13). Dr. ZaChary Dyckman, the
author of this report. stated at this conference that the physician-population
ratio coefficient became positive again, once regional dummy variables were
removicl. These regressions were not presented in the report. There is some
questitn whether the regional variables belong in his fee regressions: it would
have been far preferable to include key area variables instead. e.g.. measures of
health insurance. But without these area variables. it is probably better to
include the regional variables as a second-best solution.

..Evans I IJ is subject to this criticism.

equilibrium because of variations in quality-amenities
(such as waiting time in the physician's office, length-
of-visit); Providers tend to stress quality matters in the
polt debates. In this instance, their case is stronger
than many analysts' . cases (even though providers'
statements- may also be set1'ser. ving). Quality in this
context should be defined much more broadly than in
strictly medical terms. Included are various dimensions
of patient awess to health care services.

frequently insufficient attentio hie 'S been
devoted to the defytion of the appropria market
area. If the market area is defined inapprwriately, a
border-crossing probLeT may result, which can in turn
lead to serious biases in the estimated parameters and
misleading policy inWeaces from tip empirical results.
The Held -Mani ii starly isio be commended for its
attention to this issue)

Sixths; fees and dentist or pliricianvpulatiba ratio
may be simultaneously detertniged. This simultaneous
relationship may partly ',explain' the observed positive
coefficients on phySician-pOpulatiOn variables in fee
regressions.' 4

Seventh, insufficient attention has been devoted to
occupational differences, in this context physicians and
dentists, and variations amoggNs lists within a
particular field, especially impor for medicine.
Frequently evidence on doctors is u et uncritically in
studies of dentist behavior, even though their goals and
constraints could be quite different, as the Littleton
paper presented at this conference stresses. Further, as
already noted, it is possible that inducement is far more
important in some physician fields than in others.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Compared to two or so years ago, conceptual and
empirical research on the subject of this conference has
made important strides. Many now hold ,a much more
cautious view of supplier- induced demand and the
target income- hypothesis, even though weakness in
standard theory in this context are also recognized.
New, comprehensive data bases are now available. The
data base used by Held-Manheim is only one of these.
Because of recent progress, there is greater reason to be

confident that criticism can serve a constructive
purpose. We can be more critical about the way specific
variables are constructed because Igrge-scale surveys are
being conducted and refinements can be incorporated in
these surveys.

This,' subject commands sufficient interest that
Conceptual or empirical developments should have a
ready-made audience, both -in the academic world and
in the public policy arena. This interest should serve to
stimulate new research and goyernment and private
financial support for this work,

Finally, although this conference has largely been
`made 'up of economists, certain aspects of future

5 See Frech anti Ginsburg 13] for further discussion of this point.
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research will require interdisciplinary efforts; especially
between dentists and physicians on the one -hand- and*
economists on the other.' This j e,oint research can include
further prObing into institutional features ,of these

.markets, a better definition of output as well as the
choice of traikrillnesses.
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- Discussion.

Zachary Y: Dickman, Ph.D.
Council dn.tillage and PriceStability

he We have heard much criticism the target income
hypothesis as applied to both dentists and physicia,ns
and not a word in support of it. Unfortunately, Mark
Evans, the, leading proponent of the hypothesis, could
not attend the workshop. I assume I was chosen in his
place. because I have been associated, somewhat
incorrectly, with the target income hypothesis. I am no
prepared to defend Evans' formal model of target
income behavior,although I do believe the hOothesis
has some validity in explaining the econbmic behavior
of sorhe groups of physicians..,

My comments are addressed principally to Professor
Ramsey's paper which deals formally and almost
exclusively with the /target income-standard market
model debate. The target income trypothesis has few
supporters. Physicians do not like it because it implies,

decide howch they should be earning and adjust
at least to thre that physicians are greedy. They just

'.

their fees arid, perhaps, quantity or service mix
accordingly. Economists do not like it because it

suggests that the price and quantity of physicians'
services are not determined primarily by the interaction
of- supply and demand forces, and that physicians are
not profit maximizers. To oversimplify, physicians are
distressed that they are portrayed as having enormous
power r fees (and quamity) and economists are
distre ecause physicians fail to use all the market
powe they possess. Therefore, anyone supporting the
hypothesis runs the risk of being violently drummed out
of the profession and then having no one to minister to
his wounds.

Ramsey, in a well written and almost elegantly logical
paper, asks us to choose between the neoclassical or
what he calls the standard model of the market for
physicians' services and models of physician-induced
demand and target income. Unfortunately he examines
not the veracity of the(theory of physician-induced
demand and target-income pricing as it applies to
physician behavior but the logical consistency of two
specific theoretical models. The models are rejected in
favor of the traditional market model, because of What
he_regards as inconsistency within the models and what
he labels external inconsistency, or aspects of the
hypothesis that are inconsistent withaspects of existing
theory that are retained.

Kr

4

4

Professor Ramsey has made a positive contribution to
the literature on models`of physician behavior, but not,
I believe, to determining the validity, of the target
income hypothesis.. His contribution is in specifying
requirements for logical. consisoincy both internal
and external and in describing methodological
problems that plague most of the empirical work in this
field - particularly that of specification error.

In its oral presentation, Ramsey makes it clear that
for both theoretical and empirical reasons, the`target
income hypothesis merits rejection. In the wr
version,_Ratnsey is somewhat more circumspect. I fact,
early in the paper he ndtes, "Unfortunately, as
shown below theie are no crucial tests to discriminate
between the competing hypotheses considered in this
papei." Later on, however, implicitly taking the" view
that a challenger (target income) must decisively beat
the current champion (standard model) in order to
dethrone it, he does reject 'one version of. the target
income hypothesis, although it appears more for lack of
aesthetic properties of the model than for
incompatibility with available evidence.

Ramsey considers two submodels of the target income
hypothesis separately: (1) physician- induced demand
and (2) target-income pricing, RamSey has difficulty
remaining impartial regarding the validity of these
hypotheses relative to the standard market model of
price equilibrating independent Supply and demand
schedules .For instance, Ramsey doubts that consumers
are less knowledgeable about medical care than other
products and services. He speculates, "If consumers are
ignorant, then risk aversion will lead them to engage in
costly activities to alleviate that ignorance by checking
medical opinions with other doctors, by reading medial
books and popularized version of medical books. . .

I think Ramsey is missing ttAe point. It may not be
ignorance, but reliance on and trust in the physician's
superior knowledge and expertise, particularly for
seriously ill and, hospitalized 'patients. Of course
patients' concern about the cost ramifications at,
physicians' decisions is reduced by their paying directly,
on average, only 6 percent ofhthe hospital bill and, for
nontprimary care, 20-30 percent of the physician's bill.

Ramsey rejects the induced demand model, primarily
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because !It provides fewer refttable hy,ptheses" And
. .

bec1ause "of the non-obery/ability of D," where D is the-
efart required of the physician to induce additional
dethand for his se vices. In essence, the model is being(
rejected because, egardless of its conformance or non-
conformance to, real world phenomena,' it. i

inconvenient to test empirically,' and because of the lac
of empirical evidence of time being spent to Convinc
patients to purchase additional .medical care,_a facto
that RSmSey assumes is integral to the induced-demand
mode'` In fact, it is not clear that a physician providing

...,

exces\ pare 'does.spend more time discussing course of
treatment than a eonStientious 'physician providing

,w4t he regards as medically optimal level of care.
Ramsey also disregards evidence, some of which cannot

'be neatly inserted in econometric mOdels, of physiciang
ordering more diganostic tests in situations where arey
profit from those tests than where they do not.'

Actually, the concept of pcian-indticed demand is'
fully' consistent . with a .,ofit-maximization model.
What better way is there to increase profits than shifting
the demand curve? I is only the ability of the physician
to do sohat irks the t itional economist, because it
implies that market force - cannot be elied upon to
achieve a desirable allocation, of resources, or t

economist's Nirvana, Pareto Optimality. -Mark
Blumberg has argued that physiciAns cOntro1,70 percent
of total medical care expenditures and 93 percent of
hoSpital expenditures.' One need not go that far to
appreciate that physiCians do wield substantial power
over both the nature and quantity of care provided.
Perhaps the best evidence o y.sieian-induced demand
is the physician response to t malpractice problem. A
1977 American Medical Association survey reported
that 76 percent of physicians,were ordering extra tests
and proceddres as protection against malpractice
claims.: I think it is clear that in most cases the patient
does not demand these tests.

Professor Ramsey may be on firmer groUnd when he
rejects Evans' attempt at a formal theoretical structure
for the target income hypothesis, because of some

ogical inconsistency internal to the model. Much of the
inconsistency problem relates to the target income
model being burdened with profit-maximization
requirements. However:- a basic precept of target
income behavior is that some physicians charge less than
a profit-maximizing fee, independent of hours of work,
number of interesting cases and other elements in the
physician's utility function.

The standard model is also preferred, according to
Ramsey, because it is equally compatible with the often

'Uwe Reinhardt, "Health Manpower Policy in the United Staley." Paper.
presented to die BiCcniennial Conference on Health. Philadelphia, November
11- 12.1976.

`MarkS. Blumberg, Rational Prpvider Prices an Incentive for Improved
HeakK,Delivery. in George K. Chacko, Editor. Health Handbook 1978.
Amsterdam, North Holland Publishing Co., forthcoming.

3
AMA News. March 28. 1977.

. *

observed p itive correlation between fee levels and
physician/ opulation ratios, during" a short-term
adjustmen ath. But it is folly to think that the
observd correlations reflect only short-term
adjustment periods, after which an increase in supply of
physicians will lower tees. It remains cleat that target
income behavior is more compatible in a cOmparative
status sense with a positive correlation between tees and
relative physician supply than the standard market ,
model. Also, as ReinhIdt has shown, target income
behavior is also compatible with a negative relationship
between fee4 and hysician supply.'

My own view of th market for physicians' services is

that a conventina rket model may be most useful for
describing economic Behavior for services of some
specialists while a,"non-market" ,'model describes
economic behavior for Others. However, withiri any
market, 'defined geographically and by ,nature of
physician service, both market 'and :non-market'
factors combine to determine price and quantity. For
some physician services, with the nature of service
probably best defined by specialty of ph sician, market
forces will dominate and for othgrs no i market forces
will dominate.

What is being suggested-is that 'for the services of
many physicians, 'demand islikely to be inelastic and
market forces are not an important determinant of
Price. Howe then are prices determined? Is a target
income chosen and prrces selected to achilve that level
of income? The accepted Wisdom in the economic
profession is that there is a strong'tendepcy for profit
maximization in most markets. In.la , competitive
situation, the market enforces discipline and those that
do not maximize profits sustain losses ,anyl eventually
are forced out. Among physicians, however, with
median earnings in private 'practice currently around
$75,000, those that do not pricg to maximize profits can
survive quite adequately, in fact better that} most
economists.' While extensiye insurance coverage and
other institutional factors enable most physicians to
earn exceptionally high levels of income, they also
afford the physician the luxury of not maximizing
profits by charging less than -prevailing fees or not
minimizing practice expenses* --r- and still have higher
earnings than those in other professions. The existence
of economic rent for physicians, as demonstrated by
Sloan and obvious to anyone without .blindets, is a
primary requisite for widespread target income pricing
and other nonprofit optimization behavior..

To determine the relative importance of market
forces and non-market factors such as target-income
pricing, it may be useful to divide physician Specialists
into three categories: I). hospital -baked specialists (i.e.,

4Uwe Reinhardt, "Parkinson's Law and the Demand for Physician's
Services, Paper presented to the Conference on Competition in the Health Care

'Sector. June 1 and 2.1977.

'The 575,000 estimate is extrapolated from 563.000 earnings in 1976. Zachary
Dyckman A Study of Aysicians' Fees, Council on W e and Price Stability!
1978i.75.
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98 pathologists and radiologists), 2) surgeons and some
,' highly specialized internisls, and 3) primary care

physicians (including psychiatrisis). In terms of factors
4that determihe price, and to a esser degree quantity or

' nature of services, we are talk' g about Virtually three
, .

.1

distinct markets. NIRevenues, of hospital-based physicians are in most
'cases tied to reimbursement of. hospitals and, for many
Blue Cross, Medicare and MEdicaid patients, may be
unrelated to fees listed on the bill provide to the
patient. Another relevant factor is that more than 75
,percent of physician revenue is derived from insurance
sources (including Medicare and Medicaid). Also, ft.-is'
usually other physicians who ,order services from
radiologists and pathologists, although these plusicians
have some indirect influence on demand.

Fees charged by spitals for radiology and .
pathology vary widely a ong hospitals and between
hospitals sand outside lab atories" and offices.. Given
hospital reimbursement methods (radiology and
pathology are generally paid for, through th h6spital),
the lack of cOmpetitiurretitin a 'hospital f radiology
and Othology, and .the-. high Vegree of insurance
coverage for these services, supply and demand forces
can be expected, to play only a very limited role
in determining fee levels for radiology and pathology.
More important age factdrs' such as negotiating skill and
influence of the physician within the hospital
community, historical factors, involvement ,of third

d. party payers in hospital charge structure and other
institutional factors. I doubt that target-income pricing
is very imporaht because the :non- salaried pathologisti
or radiologist typically earns Eve{ $125,000 per year,
whickt is -alio* the income of most' other professionals
and Physicians!' A

Surgeons, anesthesiologists and some highly
specialized internists also receive most of their revenue

70-85 percelit from insurance sources.' The
dominant method of insure? payment for surgeons'
service% is the usual, customary, and reasonable (UCR)

Ufee approach. The UCR method typically pays 80-100
percent of the fee provided it does pot eAceed the
physician's usual fee or the.70th percentile fee in the
area.' T.lais payment approach insulates the physician
from the constraints of normal supply and demand
forces and gives him and his peers great latitude in

.,increasingifee levels. In other words, the small portion
of the fee usually paid directly by the patient and the
generous UCR payment approach combine to make it
likely that demand kir surgery is highly inelastic. '

Historical pd institutional factol-is, in my opinion,
tend. to dominate normal market forces as determinants 1

of surgical fee levels. Surgical fees vary substantially

across areas exhibiting strong patterns by regiq,n and
city size and a, positive association with ' relative
physician supply.' Surgeons' incomes tend to be

' 'relatively invaqant across areas, witty° an apparent
tendency for high fees to compensate for low voltime
per surgeon. This, In combination'with whar appears to
be inelastic demand conditions, strongly suggests that
physicians-can (to a significant extent) and dqtihcrease
fees to compensate for low volume in orde ?o achieve
some target level of income.

Primary care physicians (Inatuding psychiatrists)
typically deriye from one-fourth to one-half of their
revenue from insurance sources."' They also practice in
a more competitive environment, partly because of

siN1F' substantial ,direot consumer payment' For their,
4ervices but also because these physicians typically

provide more recurring services in a less crisis type -.
atimosphere tbansurgeons and other. specialists. This
.facilitales greater quality and price comparisons than
for physiclansren'deringo"ne:gnie care, often in m6re _

crisis type envirqnmentS, or for tihysiciang whom the 14
patient may, iibt`select or come in ontact with before
services pre provided. given the ronger consumer'
incentive ro"minimize the 'direct cost of care because of v
lower insurance.coverage for primacy and 'psyChlatrict
care, one would expect a greaterrolefordnarket forces
in price end'. quantity 'determination:. Inglastic demand

,

14tqd pricing- below the priTht-maximizing level may be
common for primary care physicians, but market forcescommon

play a ireatei.role in determining fee patterns for 'Y

them3than for surgeons and hospital-based physicians.
Dentist fees, because of relatively limited dental

a insurance , pcovege, art- likely to bey primarily
determined by e interaction of normal supply and
demand' forces 'rather than non- market factors.
However, because of the relatively high earnings level of
dentists (relative to earnings for most occupations
except phys&ians), pricing, beloW profit-maximizing
levels and target-income pricing may not be uncommon.

The. ques
ki
whether it oc
indicated, I
ordering ad
threat is `.,a

6 /bid., pp. 79-81.
7 -Ibid.. p. 34. The 70-85 percent estimateds an extrapolation which reflects the

5-8 percent increase since 1970 in the p14105rtion 61 physician revenues paid for
by third party payers.

s Ibid.; pp. 23-33.

t.

ion of physician-induced demand is not
urs but how much of it occurs: As already
hink thg fact4hat most' physicians admit
tidnal tests in response to the malpractice
excellent indication of the power of

physicians th indute demand. HoW , much exists is

difficult to determine. In. viev.v of the variation in
medical opinions about desirable levels of care, even for

.specific medical conditions, it is usually difficUlt
distinguish fromicross=section utilization or expenditure
data whetheri regional diVerences reflect' 1)

underutilization' in some areas related to inadequate
supply or, 2) elcess utilization in some areas related to
excess supply gnd induced demand. Conceivably, Micro
data at the individual physician level, analyzed both
from an econometric and medical perspective, could
help resolve this issue.

9/bid., pp. 111;127.

p. 34 ./See kotnote7.
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Dise?ssion

Thomas R. Saving, Ph.b.
Texas ABM University
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In the process- of reading the papers for the TN* CONFERENCE e
s

conference, I was .again struck -by the saute feeling of .

Having set the stage for the current conference, let me
uneasiness I had when' I first became interested in the . ,--

briefly discuss and possibly assess the contriputIon of
economics of health care some eight years ago. I have
i the work reported on here. The papers ean be split. into --.
traced this uneasiness to the lack of a clear relation two groups: those that attack the target income.
between the somewhat anomalous empirical results and hypothesis on.the empirical level and those that attack it

. the theory to which these results are supposed to. offer
, on the theoretical level. In the first group are the papers

evidence. Several of the papers presented here have by Held and Manheim and Aixsong and Mocniak. The
clarified my thinking on -this issue and helped me to

, second group 4S21.11SiSt ofpaperg by House, Ranisey, and .
'appreciate the general complexity of theproblem. , Reohrig. The paper by Pauly and Satterthwaite spans.

Essentially, the- problem lies in the related empirical both of these approaches and the Littletotf paper is .
results. that fees per visit and the number of wisits per purely descriptive but nonetheless useful. - i
illness for both physicians and dentists appear to be The empirical work reported consists of both cross-
positively related ,-to the_ density' of physicians oc, section and time-series estimation. Interestingly, tlie
dentists. At first blush one would suspect that such an only time-series work (Hixson and Mocniak) results in

-,

anomalous oresult must be the result of a classic demand aneSupply eqUations that are quite consistent
identification problem. That it;, once One properly s'e't with. traditional economic theory. The cross- section
up the empirical problem the demand and supply work, on the other hand, is consistent with a positive

e . ,
equation would be specified and an increase in supply, relation betWeen fees and practitioner density and thus
i.e., density of practitioners, would reduce, price. It with the target income' hypothesis. It is important to
cannot be said, however that the empirical- work of ,. note, hOwever, that only the Pauly-Satterthwaite paper
Fehistein . or others is obviously guilty of a naive , develops an explicit alternative to the target income .

econometric apprpach. Thus, the thrust of the work has theory and attempts to test the alternatift hypotheses.
shifted rrom Worting for an econometric reason for . The three theoretical papers all attempt to dev ap
the anojrnaly to seeking a theoretical reason for it. ' internally consistent ,models of the target inc,9 e

The principal theoretical twist chdsen is that hypothesis for the purpose, of finding the set of'
prediction statements from these models. Theessentialphysicians' or dentists deal in 'a prOdUct of which the
question is whether the intersection of the *diction-consumers have considerable ignorance. Thus it is/

istatehients from the two theories contains as a subsetargued that both dentists and physicians. can capitalize
on this ignorance and affect demand. Given this the set af prediction statements from one or bpth.

theories. If this is true,,then no empirical evidence can

oassumption,
,it remains only to explain why the intersity

f,demand creation varies positively with the density q distinguish the two theories.

practi . Enter the existence, of a, target income and To distinguish one theory froni another, the set of
the fnomalAs'explained.- Unfortunately, we are still

ltreek_
prediction statements of one theory must 'hot be a

hardpressed to explaib the level of the income target subset of the other theory's prediction statements. With
and until we hale a theory for it, we can{ it predict the this In mind, let me discuss the set of theoretical papers.'
directional effect of many policies. The Ramsey _paper accomplishes, I believe, two things.

ti %No
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First, itT.,,develops- iInternally consistent versions of a-
. target income model. This development is a significant
contribution since internal consistency is necessary
before the set of predietion statements can be derived.
Ramsey, in developing hit version of an internally
consistent 'target income model, assumes that a

competitive market .exists. 'Ibis is crucial for hts-

subsequent derivation, offhe set of prediction statements
since At 'implies that profit maximization and utility
maximization consistent goalS. His conclusion
that the target income set of predictive statements is aa

subset of the .profit maximization set . of prediction
statements may not hold for anOn-competitive market.

Significantly, the Pauly-Satterthwaite paper develOps
-I just such a non-competitive, model. Their model,

however, is one of the target income variety but is rather
a traditional monopolistic competition model of the
physician and dehtal ,markets. The focal point of the
work is oR the information system utilized in the
physician-dentist market: that advertising is, in general,
not permitt7d so that word of mouth is the principal
informat,a0 source. 1 fin that I must take issue with a
fundamential propbsition of their increasing monopoly

model. This proposition,is that the level of information
declines as the number of physicians rises. In particular
they argue that given N physicians and M sotrrces of
information, the representative consumer has M/N
units of information about each physician. Thus, the
expected: price differential required to ake a move
from one physician to another exp cted utility-
maximizing physician will be greater th greater the
number of physicians. if one assumes instead that the
representative consumer has one unit, of information
about M physicians, then the.nuillber of physicians will
have no effect on,the price-differential required for.an
expected utility- maximizing move.. Additionally, the
problem at hand is one'of Knightian Uncertainty rather
than risk and it is well known that the expected utility
hypothesis does not organize choice consistently nder
Knightian uneellainty, See; for)exaMple, the w rk on

*he "Ellsberg Paradox."
The Roehrig paper is similar to the Ramsey paper in

that it is an attempt to deielop an internally consistent
.,version of thettarget income model. It is distinguished

erom Ramsey in that it is based on a version of a
monopoly model,. This aspect of the paper :it asserted
'rather tharNerived and I suggest that the type of non -
,competitive model assumed must be'. -formally
introduced into the structure of t e model before the

- model can be tested for internalco sistency.
House's paper is devdted to de eloping a non-target

income model which is nonetheless consistent with the
anomalous empirical results which have led to this-,
conference. The paper represents an excellent4discussion
of the problems with developing an internally consistent
version of the, target income model. Interestingly, il"a
la Baumol" target income behavior is treated as a "rule
of thumb" similar to "Target pricing by firms, the

anomaly:would forlow,in the short run but not in the
long 'run. That is, dtginip the initial phase of an
exogenous shift outward in supply, pxices would rise but

the market would force a long-run downward
adjustment in price.

.SOME GENERAL REMARKS .
'Having 1Sriefly6 discussed the papers presented, let

me close by commenting on the problem generally. l,am
re ended of the early debate betteen the mdbetarists

op. d the fiscalists. In that 'debate, great 'amounts of
'effort were expended on developing empirical evidence
that turned out fo be irrelevant for the purposes'Qf
settling the debate. That is, it became a qtre-slion of what
evidekce was no evidence for Which theory. That the
evidence presented neither Proved nor disproved' a
theory did not imply that such empirical .information
was 4?1zo value. I believe the -current conference is a
case in point. The evidence presented up to this time is I

information which will be useful in laltimat,ely
developing. the underlying theoretical construct that
Organizes the information. The theoretical papers
presented here represent an important steti:i that
direction. .

On the theoretical level, I suggest that we must
recognize that physician visits involve considerable time
and travel cost and that the quality of services varies.
Thus, it is perfectly consistent for the increases inTi"es
associated with increased density of physicians to be
associated with a reduced full-cost of constant quality
care. That is, waiting time isseduced, physicians are idle
a greater proportion, of the time and the lee plus the
time cost of care is,lower than when the physician
density is lower. Itrd sense thi's is deMand cteation in a
manner similar to the existence of inventories which
reduce waiting time arf therefore increase demand.-
. WhVt the above suggested model emphlasizes is that
botherices and queues ration. In some markets, price is
both the principal short- and long-run rationing device,
e.g.,) the stock exchange, grain exchange. In other
markets, queues are the principal short-run rationing
device, e.g., restaurants. A significant,, but as yet
underdeveloped contribution will be had when someone
develops a theory that Sorganizes the various markets

girding to the extent that prices and queues ration. I
believethat such a model will be an important cog in our
understanding of the medical and dental markets.- I
believe it will relieve us of being in the position of
having a special theory for the medical and dental
industries.
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